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The atomic age was enacted by many scientists as a way to realize health and human
rights. Human rights were conceived in this context as rights to economic
development, science education, and nuclear medicine. The United States Atomic
Energy Commission (AEC) acted hand in hand with UN agencies and educators to
spread nuclear knowledge and technology as a tool to advance health and human
rights for peace and prosperity. UN agencies such as UNESCO, IAEA, and WHO
standardized AEC interpretations of radiation exposure. Academics served as the glue
to promote nuclear and health physics, research reactors and uranium prospecting.
Technical experts traveled the globe to build nuclear infrastructure and institute ideas
of radiation exposure that originated from the AEC.
Trust in the ability of scientific experts to provide radiation health safety was
central to the expansion and acceptance of nuclear technology worldwide. Willard E.
Libby of the US Atomic Energy Agency, while admitting uncertainty, believed that
under a certain threshold, radiation would not be dangerous. The international field of
health physics, dominated by the AEC trained scientists, interpreted radiation danger

with one particular and lasting trope: artificial radiation below natural background
radiation levels was safe and acceptable. The construction of background radiation as
“safe” by American and international agencies was a speculative and exclusive
process. Radioactive accidents were interpreted by agencies and nuclear scientists as
experiments to improve technology. The AEC created unethical human radiation
experiments and disregarded democracy and individual human rights. The expansion
of nuclear technology created impingements on human rights, health and peace of
mind.
This history calls for a meta-analysis based on both heath and human rights
aims and impingements. Contaminated communities access radioactive contamination
as a permanent and irrevocable bodily and intergenerational taint that violates human
rights. Claims were made after the first use of nuclear weapons that pre-existing
international law and rights to “life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness” should
protect people worldwide from dangerous, intergenerational radiation exposure. This
can be seen in the experiences of the Navajo Nation with uranium mining and in
anguished letters sent to Noble Prize winning chemist Linus Pauling during the
fallout controversy. This history when transposed with the utopian hopes of nuclear
scientists, questions the relationship between rationality, human rights, scientific
ideology, regulations, ethics, and knowledge production during the Cold War. The
exclusion from nuclear regulatory regimes of those who live contaminated by the
nuclear fuel chain and in fear of nuclear pollution and weapons is a result of the lack
of recognition of the integrity and sovereignty of one’s body as an inalienable human
right.
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Introduction
“Mr. Kennedy, Mr. MacMillon, WE HAVE NO RIGHT TO TEST” protest placard held
by Linus Pauling, April, 1961
On April 24, 2014 the Republic of the Marshall Islands filed separate cases against each
of the nine nuclear weapon states (U.S., Russia, U.K., France, China, India, Israel,
Pakistan, and North Korea) at the International Court of Justice in the Hague. The
documents accused the nine nuclear weapons states of “flagrant denials of human
justice.”1 The explosive force of the nuclear weapons tests on their islands from 1946 to
1958 was equal to one and a half Hiroshima bombs being exploded daily for twelve years.
The islanders continue to suffer from illnesses, birth defects, and the loss for many of
their island homes, so irrevocably polluted they are uninhabitable.2
Sixty years before, after the 1954 Castle Bravo thermonuclear test, one hundred
and eleven Marshallese brought a petition in the spring to the UN about the harm and
contamination caused by the US nuclear weapons tests.3 The UN petition was denied.4
With few options, two Marshallese families, three Japanese, one Samoan citizen and one

1

Julian Borger, “Marshall Islands Sues Nine Nuclear Powers over Failure to Disarm: Pacific Nation that
was Site of 67 Nuclear Tests between 1946 and 1958 Accuses States of ‘Flagrant Denial of Human
Justice’” The Guardian, April 24, 2014, accessed May 20, 2014,
http://www.theguardian.com/world/2014/apr/24/marshall-islands-sues-nine-nuclear-powers-failure-disarm.
A suit was also filed against the US in the US Federal Court of San Francisco.
2
Hiromitsu Toyosaki, Goodbye Rongelap (Tokyo: Tsukiji Publishing Co. Ltd., 1986); David Krieger, “The
Nuclear Zero Lawsuits: Taking Nuclear Weapons to Court” May 9, 2014, Truthout, accessed May 20, 2014,
http://truth-out.org/opinion/item/23599-the-nuclear-zero-lawsuits-taking-nuclear-weapons-to-court.
3
K.D. Nichols to Dave Key, June 9, 1954, ODA files, lot 60 D 257, “TTPI—Nuclear Testing—1954”
Foreign Relations of the United States, 1952–1954, Volume III, United Nations Affairs, Document 945,
accessed May 20, 2014, http://history.state.gov/historicaldocuments/frus1952-54v03/d945 The first
response of US Ambassador Henry Lodge was to discredit the petitioners themselves as suspect. The
complaint “was too perfect to have originated with the Islanders themselves without outside inspiration?”
4
The details of this first UN petition invite further research. Many of the islanders would, as they feared,
however, never be able to return to their homelands. "Affected Marshallese communities, including from
atolls of Bikini, Enewetak, Rongelap and Utrik, continue to struggle with impacts, unpaid injury claims,
and how to define adequate safety standards." – Press Release from the Office of the President, Majuro,
Republic of the Marshall Islands, “Marshall Islands Officials Welcome UN's Focus on Nuclear Legacy
Impact” YokweOnline March 31, 2012, accessed April 13, 2014,
http://www.yokwe.net/index.php?module=News&func=display&sid=2997.
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man from Wisconsin sued the US Government to stop any further nuclear weapons tests
in the Pacific. The grounds? The US Department of Defense and the Atomic Energy
Commission had no right to contaminate the ocean, the atmosphere, those living, and
their progeny. It was a powerful claim. They argued nuclear testing was “contrary to the
human rights provisions of the United Nations charter.”5 Linus Pauling, Nobel Prize
winning chemist, who worked to ban nuclear weapons since their first use in Japan,
joined this suit. The combined legal cases became the “Fallout Suits” which from 1958 to
1964 argued that the citizens of the world had every right to live free from nuclear war,
weapons, and threats of contamination. This was due to the plaintiffs’ shared
interpretation of the preexisting and inalienable human rights of “life, liberty and the
pursuit of happiness.”
Pauling, as lead plaintiff, brought this legal suit simultaneously against the US,
Britain, and the Soviet Union. This strategy was used to eventually plead the case in the
International Court of Justice. Pauling argued that the legal system, the scientists, and the
government had all failed to protect the public from the harms and contamination caused
by nuclear technology and radiation. For Pauling, radiation violated the boundaries of the
sovereign body to cause, among other acute and delayed effects, disease, cancers, birth
defects, and a shortened life span.6 However, it was not the right to not be threatened or
contaminated by nuclear technology that would prevail. Instead, by 1968 the “inalienable
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“Complaint for Declaratory Judgment and for Injunction” u.d. Box 6.001 File 1.1. “Court Document
“Motion for Leave to File a Brief of Amicus Curiae.” Albert Smith Bigelow, William Huntington, George
Willoughby, Orion Sherwood; Petitioners vs. United States of America In the Supreme Curt of the United
States, October Term, 1957” 13, Section Linus Pauling Peace, (hereafter LP Peace), Ava Helen and Linus
Pauling Papers (hereafter AHLPP), Special Collections & Archives Research Center (SCARC), Oregon
State University, Corvallis, Oregon.
6
Linda Richards, “Fallout Suits and Human Rights: Disrupting the Technocratic Narrative” Peace and
Change Journal of Peace History 38, no.1 (January 2013): 56-82.
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right” of nations to develop nuclear science and power for peaceful purposes was
enshrined as Article IV of the Non-Proliferation Treaty.
The very bones of all human bodies have been altered by the deposition of fallout.
Freedom from threats and contamination however, were not perceived by institutions or
legal precedent as a right, or framed as such in public discourse. Instead, seeing risks, not
rights, limited moral and ethical questions to a scientific realm, considered by experts and
turning on mathematical computations of risk versus gain. A few voices noted, however,
that the conceptualization of forced exposure as a risk is inherently in and of itself, a
violation of human rights. Working from within the Atomic Energy Commission,
scientist John Gofman said,
The “experts” who are in charge of protecting the public health require careful watching.
Of course, watching is futile as long as individuals are denied their right to stop the
imposition of risk and injury upon themselves and future generations…it is a violation of
the most fundamental human rights to impose risks (deaths) upon individuals without
their consent. Human rights should not be sacrificed to the pursuit of “a healthy
economy,” affluence, progress, science or any other goal. The whole benefit versus risk
doctrine is a profound violation of human rights.7
This connection to human rights has been made in both the scientific and civilian
communities. Expressions of the loss of humanity are often focused on Hiroshima and
Nagasaki, the sites of the first atomic attacks. One survivor expressed Hiroshima as the
very loss of just being human. Translated as “Bring Back the Human” this is one of the
most famous poems of the twentieth century in Japan. It was one of many literary
attempts that vocalized the experiences of inhumanity by survivors. It is written by Toge

7

John Gofman, Radiation and Health (San Francisco: Sierra Club Books, 1981), 414-5. To learn more
about Gofman and radiation safety standards, see Iona, Semendeferi, “Legitimating a Nuclear Critic: John
Gofman, Radiation Safety, and Cancer Risks,” Historical Studies in the Natural Sciences 38, no. 2 (2008
Spring;): 259-301.

4
Sankichi (1917-1953), who died at 36 of leukemia from his exposure to radiation from
the Hiroshima bomb:
Give back my father, give back my mother;
Give grandpa back, grandma back;
	
 	
 	
 	
 Give my sons and daughters back.
	
  	
  Give me back myself,
	
  	
  Give back the human race.
	
  	
  As long as this life lasts, this life,
	
  	
  Give back peace
	
  	
  That will never end.”8
Intergenerational contamination as caused by nuclear technology intersects health
and human rights history, cold war history, and law. Historians of science, instead, have
addressed risk with a careful analysis to explain how risk science developed, but without
viewing such risks in terms of human rights. However, historians like Claudia Clarke,
Barton Hacker, J. Samuel Walker and Gabrielle Hecht focus on this intersection to
address radiation contamination. These historians make clear the importance of human
rights, legal cases and labor history to untangle radiation health history in their work.9
Many authors from other disciplines, like Kristin Shrader-Frechette, Valerie Kuletz,
Joseph Masco and Ulrich Beck also raise profound questions about the consequences of

8

A bit of a different English translation of the poem is “Give Me Back” but this shorter version is
embedded in stone in the Hiroshima Peace Park but the feeling of dehumanization comes across in both
versions, “Working Document III Atomic Bombs and Human Beings” in Shoichiro Kawasaki, ed .A Call
From Hibakusha of Hiroshima and Nagasaki International Symposium on the Damage and After-Effects of
the Atomic Bombing of Hiroshima and Nagasaki July 21- August 9- 1977, Tokyo, Hiroshima, and Nagasaki
(Tokyo: Japan National Preparatory Committee, 1978) 124.
9
Claudia Clarke, Radium Girls, Women and Industrial Health Reform, 1910-1935 (Chapel Hill, NC:
University of North Carolina Press, 1997), Barton Hacker, Elements of Controversy: The Atomic Energy
Commission and Radiation Safety in Nuclear Weapons Testing, 1947-1974 (Berkeley: University of
California Press, 1994) and Hacker, The Dragon’s Tail: Radiation Safety in the Manhattan Project, 19421946 (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1987). J. Samuel Walker, Permissible Dose: A History of
Radiation Protection in the Twentieth Century (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2000) and
Gabrielle Hecht, Being Nuclear: Africans and the Global Uranium Trade (Cambridge, MA: The MIT Press,
2012).
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nuclear technology, from the health implications to the threat to democracy.10 Recent
dissertations that outline in detail radiation health and nuclear science by Toshihiro
Higuchi and Emory Jerry Jessee, while intensely valuable to this dissertation, do not
intersect with a narrative of health or human rights claims. The work of J. Christopher
Jolly on the history of the fallout controversy is specific to internal debates of scientists.
Mara Drogan outlines the infrastructure of a synergistic economic and foreign diplomacy
set in place by research reactors and Atoms for Peace.11 Like these others, Jacob Darwin
Hamblin cannot be read without thought and consideration of the larger implications for
humanity.12 The work of these many authors, taken in the main, suggests the importance
of broadening the frame of nuclear history to a meta-analysis. Nuclear history is a story
also of contamination and health and human rights. This dissertation discusses not only
human rights violations and claims but also the binary of nuclear science as both a Holy
Grail and bane to humanity; scientists, the AEC and UN agencies believed in health as a
human right and used it as a sincere tool to establish nuclear science.
These connections, while shown suggestively throughout primary documents,
need to be made explicit in exploring the relationship between contamination, nuclear
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Kristin Shrader-Frechette, Nuclear Power and Public Policy: The Social and Ethical Problems of Fission
Technology (Boston: D. Reidel Publishing Company, 1980), Valerie L. Kuletz, The Tainted Desert:
Environmental Ruin in the American West (New York: Rutledge, 1998), Joseph Masco, The Nuclear
Borderlands: The Manhattan Project in Post-Cold War New Mexico (Princeton: Princeton University Press,
2006) and Ulrich Beck, Ecological Enlightenment: Essays on the Politics of the Rick Society (New
Jersey: Humanities Press, 1991).
11
Mara Drogan, “Atoms for Peace, US Foreign Policy and the Globalization of Nuclear Technology, 19531960” (PhD Diss. University of Albany, 2011).
12
Toshihiro Higuchi “Radioactive Fallout, the Politics of Risk, and the Making of a Global Environmental
Crisis, 1954-1963” (PhD diss., Georgetown University, 2011), Emory Jerry Jessee, “Radiation Ecologies:
Bombs, Bodies and the Environment during the Atmospheric Weapons Testing Period, 1942- 1965” (PhD
diss. Montana State University, 2013), J. Christopher Jolly, “Linus Pauling and the Scientific Debate over
Fallout Hazards” in Endeavor 26, no. 4 (2002): 148-53 and his dissertation “Thresholds of Uncertainty:
Radiation and Responsibility in the Fallout Controversy” (PhD. diss., Oregon State University, 2003);
Jacob Darwin Hamblin, Arming Mother Nature: The Birth of Catastrophic Environmentalism (Oxford:
Oxford University Press, 2013).
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science and human rights. All three topics are complex, problematic and disputed.
Contamination is hard to detect, and the results may never manifest as harm. Nuclear
science has two distinct discourses that run parallel and are irreconcilable, those who
believe in nuclear technology as a key to progress and others, who are equally convinced
of its inevitable negative consequences.13 What unites these discourses is the promise of
health and claims on human rights. Human rights, however, is also debated as both a new
path to global citizenship and a failed mirage.14 The working definition of human rights is
“understood to be rights afforded to all people by virtue of the fact that they are human
beings.”15 Yet these rights, especially a right to health, while considered by some
universal, are also nebulous.16 International instruments for health and human rights,
while dating back to the founding of the United Nations, are still in a process of
integration into national legal frameworks.17 Cultural historian Riane Eisler argues the
impediment to the realization of human rights is the intellectual and legal disconnection
between the violence that occurs in the private sphere versus the public sphere.18

13

To simply show the breadth of the nuclear safety scientific dispute, compare J. Newell Stannard,
Radioactivity and Health: A History (Pacific Northwest Laboratory, WA: Office of Scientific and
Technical Information, Battelle, 1988) with Gofman, Radiation and Human Health. For nuclear issues as a
whole compare the irreconcilable views of Stewart Brand Whole Earth Discipline: Why Dense Cities,
Nuclear Power, Transgenic Crops, Restored Wildlands, and Geoengineering Are Necessary (New York:
Penguin Group, 2010) with Harvey Wasserman and Norman Solomon Killing Our Own: The Disaster of
America’s Experience with Atomic Radiation (New York: A Delta Book, 1982).
14
See Akira Iriye, Petra Goedde and William I. Hitchcock, eds., The Human Rights Revolution: An
International History (Oxford University Press, 2012), versus Samuel Moyn The Last Utopia: Human
Rights in History (Cambridge: Mass: The Belknap Press of Harvard University Press, 2010).
15
Elizabeth Tobin Tyler, “Small Places Close to Home: Toward a Health and Human Rights Strategy for
the US” Health and Human Rights 15, no. 2 (December 2013):80-96, see 81.
16
Tyler, “Small Places,” 82.
17
Tyler, “Small Places.” For a complete documentation of these international laws specific to health and
human rights, see Stephen P. Marks, ed., Health and Human Rights: Basic International Documents
(Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 2004).
18
Raine Eisler, “Human Rights and Violence: Integrating the Private and Public Spheres” in The Web of
Violence: From Interpersonal to Global eds., Jennifer Turpin and Lester R. Kurtz (Chicago: University of
Illinois Press, 1997), 161-85. Eisler writes “Recognizing the link between physical and structural violence
at the micro and macro-levels can help us develop adequate analysis and solutions” (161).
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In a similar way, perhaps a nuclear history of past health and human rights claims
could clarify the historical and interpretive meaning of such rights. For example, little of
health and human rights literature and protocols mention the lived experience of radiation
affected communities such as the Navajo Nation, nor the fallout controversy of the 1950s
and early 1960s, despite the magnitude of atmospheric weapons tests as a global pollution
problem. James Peck argues that issues of disarmament were excluded from the canon of
human rights discourse and literature because the development of human rights was
influenced by the needs of the United States security state.19 Health and human rights
claims of both proponents and opponents of nuclear technology can provide a more
meaningful frame to nuclear history.
The interpretation of human rights by nuclear scientists, many of them well
meaning, also may have created grave violations of human rights. This dissertation
attempts to untangle the maze of radiation safety and nuclear technology to understand
how the daily operations of scientists in universities and agencies such at the Atomic
Energy Commission (AEC) and the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) could
have contributed to this loss of rights.
19

James Peck, Ideal Illusions: How the US Government Co-opted Human Rights (New York: Metropolitan
Books, 2010). For examples of leading health and human rights literature and recent environmental history
that is disconnected from nuclear history, see Rob Nixon, Slow Violence and the Environmentalism of the
Poor (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2011), and a popular human rights text, Paul Gordon
Lauren, The Evolution of International Human Rights: Visions Seen (Philadelphia: University of
Pennsylvania Press, 1998). Also see A. Belden Fields, Rethinking Human Rights for the New Millennium
(New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2003) and Akira Iriye, Petra Goedde and William I. Hitchcock, eds., The
Human Rights Revolution: An International History (Oxford University Press, 2012). Recent health and
human rights literature and protocols continues to be distinct from nuclear contamination, affected
communities and fallout controversy history, see Marks, Health and Human Rights Basic International
Documents and the leading journal Health and Human Rights: An International Journal (HHR) that has
little if any mention in its articles of radiation contamination in communities as a health and human rights
issue but does discuss in general rights to safety and health, see especially Dinesh Mohan, "Introduction:
Safety as a Human Right" in “Violence, Health, and Human Rights “ Health and Human Rights, 6, no. 2,
(2003): 161-7. But for those impacted by nuclear pollution, it is perceived as such a health and human
rights issue, as is to be shown especially in chapter 3 of this dissertation.
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I argue that the dream of building a better world, with equality for all, and faith in
science, did more than justify nuclear pollution. Being so driven to spread nuclear
technology distorted the view of scientists in regards to many of the human rights
violations they condoned. In this process, as imperceptibly as the radiation, nuclear
scientists and agencies relegated rights to the state.
Three themes guide this narrative of human rights, dreams and violations. The
first theme is about memory: forgetting has more consequences than first meets the eye.20
History not captured as history, as a memory, according to historian Walter Benjamin,
disappears irretrievably by the act of forgetting.21 The connection between human rights
and nuclear science followed an arc, beginning with a utopian vision of well-being and
economic equality and ending with disillusionment. Nuclear scientists were proponents
of human rights conceived as rights to economic development, nuclear medicine and
nuclear education. Secondly, this work contributes to the recovery of just a few examples
of lost human rights claims in both the courts and in historical scholarship. Thirdly, this
research is guided by an inquiry into how the daily lives and thinking of scientists and the
ordinary conduct of agencies and universities spread ideas of nuclear science as an
inalienable human right. This dissertation shows what can be learned from the way
various scientists understood radiation exposure and demonstrates how pursuing one
version of human rights, embodied by their vision of a nuclear future, ultimately
impinged on another understanding of human rights, namely sovereignty over one’s own
body.

20

Mathew Lavine The First Atomic Age: Scientists Radiations and the American Public, 1895-1945 (New
York: Palgrave MacMillan, 2013).
21
Peter C. Van Wyck, The Highway of the Atom (London: McGill-Queen’s University Press, 2010).
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The first chapter, “Of Rights, Radiation, and Reactors,” explores the relationship
between health and human rights and the early legacy of radiation. This is to establish
that the pursuit of nuclear technology was not simply a rhetorical or utopian strategy but
a sincere drive among visionary scientists like Frederick Soddy to create a better world.
This chapter has discussed some of the origins of the dream of nuclear medicine and
nuclear power as a tool for peace to understand why scientists were so dedicated to
nuclear science. Setbacks to health, and even untimely deaths from radiation exposure in
the present, were balanced against the possible gains from nuclear medicine or power in
the future. With the discovery of fission and the first use of nuclear weapons, the modern
conception of human rights became inextricably bound to the identity of scientists, and
the founding of the UN. The same foundations that undergirded nuclear hopes and
modernity were common to the development of United Nations agencies with the mission
to create world peace through an establishment of universal human rights.
As chapter two “The Hidden Guns of the Atomic Frontier” explains, uncertainty
was accepted as a challenge by scientists. Rights to health and peace were interpreted by
scientists themselves as the right to economic development, nuclear education and
nuclear medicine. Nuclear technology was spread rapidly because of the passion of these
scientists acting as UNESCO and WHO technical experts. Their work accomplished the
daily administration and instruction of transforming physics education into nuclear
programs in developing countries. These programs were geared primarily around
research reactors to provide nuclear education as a human right and to aid economic
development. UNESCO and WHO distributed perceptions of the nuclear age with AEC
norms as instructions, from elementary to adult education. The passion for nuclear
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technology as a right specifically became embedded in the efforts of not only the agency
but also of universities and scientists.
The idea of a right to nuclear technology, however, was intercepted by other
human rights claims. Chapter three links the fallout controversy with the history of health
and human rights. In “Pauling vs. Libby” the scientific, legal and health and human rights
dimensions of the fallout controversy can be seen in the contrasting lives of two chemists,
Willard Libby and Linus Pauling. Their relationship erupted into one of the most global,
yet little remembered, human rights struggles against nuclear war and contamination in
the 1950s and 60s. How radiation exposure has been interpreted and understood by
experts melds with what we conceive of as a human right, diverting from the lived
experiences of people with contamination. Rights have been circumscribed by the prior
claim on them by nuclear proponents for national sovereignty over the individual body,
for nuclear medicine and for nuclear power.
The next two chapters compare radiation health safety in uranium mining and
American and international college laboratories. Chapter four “The Circulation of Safety”
ponders the exclusion of Native American uranium miners from health and safety
precautions but also ponders how scientists, concerned so little with their own safety,
could provide safety for others. Using archival documents from North Carolina’s “First
Temple of the Atom” and UN agency technical experts, this chapter explores how safety
was thought about and enacted by scientists.
“The Deciders: Nuclear Science at Oregon State,” chapter five, makes visible
some of the academic relationships and infrastructure that gave the Atomic Energy
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Commission (AEC) decision-making power.22 By following one medium-sized college,
Oregon State College (later Oregon State University), this chapter describes the hold on
science and scientists that was created by the Atomic Energy Commission’s reach and
influence during the Atoms for Peace program. From 1944, with the first hire to teach
nuclear physics, to the 1960s, radiation safety was established, promoted, and taught by
the AEC. Yet, the AEC was as ambivalent about securing safety on campus as in the
world. One can see on campus the expansion of nuclear science for peace and war was
accomplished by the AEC through its original secretive military genesis and an AECcultivated web of academia, industry and international experts and agencies.
The web grows banal in the final chapter “In the Mundane” to show how the
infrastructure of the AEC and its management contributed to human rights infringements.
The AEC controlled radiation safety science by infiltrating meetings, conferences, studies,
and scientific societies as it spread its interpretation of radiation dangers worldwide using
technical experts. The dissertation concludes how human rights were defined as a
property of governments and UN agencies formed by those with sociopolitical capital.
22

For an overview of the relationship of the university to science see Roger L. Geiger, “Science,
Universities, and National Defense, 1945-1970” in “Science after '40” Osiris, 2nd Series, 7, (1992):26-48.
The Manhattan Project transferred to the control of the AEC on January 1, 1947. The twelve facilities that
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Human rights often were not interpreted by governments in the same way that the
affected communities or individuals perceived them. The inalienable right to the
sovereignty of the body was not legally binding. Instead, the nations who signed the NonProliferation Treaty in the late 1960s and early 1970s were accorded the “inalienable
right” to nuclear technology if declared for peaceful purposes. The influence of nuclear
advocacy remained hidden in terms of diplomacy, human rights regimes, inequality,
health and radioactive pollution. This dissertation hopes to activate new scholarship to
reflect on how risk, nuclear contamination and human rights have been related to one
another, in order to include affected communities in human rights protocols as definers of
their own experience. Their claims to bodily sovereignty belong in the stories we tell. Just
as in the 1950s, the future is created by how we think about health, human rights and
nuclear history.
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Chapter One Of Rights, Radiation and Reactors
Scientific men can hardly escape the charge of ignorance with regard to the precise effect
of the impact of modern science upon the mode of living of the people and upon their
civilisation. For them, such a charge is worse than that of crime. Frederick Soddy23
The first radiation age (1895 to 1945) caused a seismic shift in understanding the nature
of the world. Previously unseen forces such as X-rays and radiation altered the
relationships of humans to reality. With this new reality came hope and excitement, albeit
tinged with fear. Turn of the century utopian atomic hopes were connected to ideas of
modernity—an imagined future that could bring abundance, health, and perhaps, even
human rights for all.24 After the first use of nuclear weapons, the fear increased, but the
hope became an even more powerful motivator.25 This chapter contributes to previous
scholarship by discussing the foundations of nuclear technologies by scientists who
believed their work was a beacon for health and human rights. Studying the narrative arc
of nuclear history and its changing relationship with health and human rights displays a
story ranging from a utopian vision of well- being and economic equality to
disillusionment. To understand radiation safety and the inequities that developed in it, we
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must assess the forces that compelled scientists to create worldwide infrastructures for
nuclear technologies and science in the first place.
Many of the proponents of nuclear science for electrical power and medicine were
philosophers at heart. Frederick Soddy, one of the first chemists to articulate
transmutation and atomic theory, expressed his hopes for the atomic age as a chance to
create equality by the redistribution of wealth, away from a cash economy. Soddy was
both nuclear scientist and writer, and he authored one of the most influential
popularizations of atomic science, The Interpretation of Radium in 1909. After his
disgust with the complicity of chemists in the deaths of the First World War, and his fears
of the potential use of atomic energy for war, Soddy turned to a study of political
economy.
Soddy felt the global monetary system was perpetuating poverty and should be
radically changed. He wrote four books that interpreted the economy as physics. He felt
the way the economy operated, was in reality, rooted in physics and limited by the laws
of thermodynamics: the amount of energy put in, created things of real value. For Soddy,
economists thus far had incorrectly interpreted the economy as outside the laws of
physics. The economy, he argued was not a perpetual energy machine and due to entropy,
value of real items depreciated with use. The system of unlimited bank loans and their
generation of vast debt interfered with what should be fair exchanges of real value. Soddy
argued against the use of virtual paper, coin money and the gold standard as a measure of
wealth because the cash value of something was disconnected from the actual tangible
physical value of needed objects. Instead, an economy based on physics would
redistribute wealth more fairly. He thought wealth should be measured in terms of real
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objects, such as facilities and access to electricity for power production. 26 Nuclear energy
could provide access to tangible wealth to address the inequality that in Soddy’s mind,
led to war.
In the late 1950s, an optimistic Soddy felt the peaceful side of the atom had the
power to finally end the unjust separation between the philosopher and the laborer. The
present western civilization was modeled on the Greek, Roman, and Ancient Jewish
societies and like these, was founded on slave and physical labor to power their worlds.
He defined history as “a tragic story of an enduring dichotomy, of a gulf that opened up
and split men in twain, of a yawning chasm dividing the philosopher from the humble
unsophisticated worker still unhealed, but which now must be healed if the race is to
endure.”27 Soddy felt this division among men ran parallel to the progress of science for
twenty- five centuries. The musing about atomic theory by the Greek philosophers had
led to its fruition, nuclear technology. Soddy believed this separation between the head
and hand was about to radically change with the advent of atomic energy.
For Soddy, both nuclear science and nuclear disarmament were ways out of
inequality and war caused by dominance. The struggle against nuclear weapons and for
nuclear energy now, he wrote, is uniting all people to “begin to think about how it [the
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human race] is going to survive.”28 Nuclear technology came to represent an existential
choice between destruction and construction, war and peace. Like Soddy, many scientists
held the conviction that nuclear energy could open the door to a new, unimaginable
future, instead of more bloodshed. This was especially true for the very atomic scientists
who worked on the Manhattan Project.
The use of nuclear weapons was opposed by many of the very scientists who
created them. Some even tried to transmute the horror of nuclear weapons into a force for
peace.29 A few historians have focused on the “atomic scientist movement” from the
1940s to the early 60s. Scientists became overtly political actors, sparked by the intensity
of their revulsion over the bombings of Hiroshima and Nagasaki to ban nuclear
weapons.30 Scientists in the United States, Britain and around the world crossed
boundaries of science into political realms to advocate for an end to war. Some also
promoted nuclear energy as a panacea for the world’s ills, conflating their passion “to
beat swords into plowshares” with promoting nuclear technology. This was not without
sacrifice. Advocacy by these atomic scientists for internationalism and peace made them
28
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high security risks to the state.31 Their personal dedication can be obscured by
institutional histories and hegemonic rhetoric.32 	
  
The belief in nuclear power was never just a façade. While it is true that nuclear
power for electrical production is inextricably linked to weapons technology, the
documents and records of American and international scientists’ groups and agencies
show the push for nuclear energy was not just a national self-interested pursuit of power:
it was also embedded within a sincere quest for a better world. However, the utopian
vision of “the peaceful atom” has been realized in the context of a type of nostalgic kitsch
for the era. One can indulge in atomic tourism at the Hanford B-Reactor, the
Experimental Breeder Reactor I, Arco, Idaho and even Chernobyl and wander amid the
displays of children’s Atomic Lab science kits, comic books and “Atomic Man”
lunchboxes at nuclear museums.33 But this notion of a “peaceful atom” is nonetheless
much more serious and can be connected to the genuine pursuit for economic and social
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justice. Scientists believed their work was essential for human health and development to
create progress in human rights, before the term was utilized as such. 	
  
The heart-felt promise of nuclear energy for peace and health never was simply
propaganda. Literature and archival research from early physics to the first use of nuclear
weapons and the establishment of the UN that same year only reiterates the passion for
nuclear science. Eventually this dedication of the scientists themselves, often a utopian
wish for equality and sustainability, led to 17% of the world’s power by 1994 (the
highpoint of thus far of world output) being derived from nuclear reactors. Nuclear power
was a technology that had not existed less than fifty years before.34 By 1970, the pursuit
of nuclear power would be enshrined in international law as one of the most fundamental
rights usually ascribed to only human beings, as “an inalienable right” of nations, “with
due consideration for the needs of the developing areas of the world” by the
Nonproliferation Treaty of 1968.35 Scientists embraced a hope for economic parity that
inevitably led to a disaster of inequities in radiation health protection. The loss of
individual protection for the few was the result of a utopian wish to repair inequities in
the world as a whole.
Early nuclear physics, health and harm
Utopian ideas of the 19th century collided with atomic hopes. To understand the
relationship between nuclear science, health, and human rights, it is important to revisit
the establishment of nuclear science and technology by scientists aspiring to use it to
34
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meet human needs. The utopian ideas already in circulation during the end of the
nineteenth century found immense promise melded with the surprising discovery of
radiation itself.36 These included the ideas of Robert Owen’s socialist utopias and, after
the discovery of radiation, a universalist scientists’ movement. The goal? To spread
knowledge to reduce conflict.37
The wonder of science seemed undeniable in the era, as did the potential it offered
for commoditization and healing.38 Nikola Tesla captured shadowgraphs of his bones by
radiation in 1892.39 The existence of rays was confirmed by Wilhelm Roentgen,
confirmed the existence of what came to be called X-rays in 1895. Roentgen thought the
development so important to humanity and medical care that he did not patent the device
that became the ubiquitous X-ray machine. He donated his Nobel Prize money of 1901 to
the University of Würzburg.40 Because X-rays allowed people to see inside a human body,
they represented a new ability to understand humanity in introspective and unexpected
ways.
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Early atomic scientists were aware that the power of the atom, if it were to be
understood, could alter human experience beyond imagination.41 Less than a year after
the discovery of Roentgen rays (X-rays), Henri Becquerel in Paris found that a different
type of radiation than X-ray radiation was emitted from minerals that contained uranium.
Two years later, Marie Curie, also in Paris, isolated the elements of polonium and radium,
and the allure of the unusual characteristics of radiation became a worldwide scientific
interest.42 An explosion of inquiry into invisible rays of all kinds occurred in Europe,
especially in France from 1895 to 1905, and scientists debated the qualities of different
rays such as cathode rays, Becquerel rays, black light and especially X-rays.43 This
genuine optimism at the start of what could be called the radiation age is encapsulated in
the hopes of Sir William Crookes in 1898: “The store drawn upon naturally by uranium
and other heavy atoms only awaits the touch of the magic wand of science to enable the
twentieth century to cast into the shade the marvels of the nineteenth.”44
Science was upended by radiation. The discovery of something artificial (X-rays
from the reaction of a stream of electrons inside cathode ray tubes) leading to something
natural (radioactivity from uranium salts) inverted the common order of discovery. In
41
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addition, the entire meaning and canon of Newtonian physics and the understandings of
the conservation and persistence of matter were smashed by the appearance of rays,
emitted without explanation. The discovery of radiation cast doubt upon previous
understandings of how the world worked, altering human relationships to matter. 45
There was enthusiasm for novelty in rays of all kinds among scientists and the
public. Electricity had been an essential part of discovering radiation and also influenced
its reception. X-ray machines, their development dependent on advances in both
electricity and photography, were built rapidly in order to see into the body for treatment
of injuries. The machines did help physicians see and set broken bones, but the untested
hopes that rays could also be a miracle cure for illness was persuasive, far exceeding the
practical applications of X-rays.46 The excitement for roentgen rays mirrored the
excitement during the invention of electric light. A belief in vitamin-like healing effects
from electric rays was thought to restore human energies. The belief in rays of all kinds
as cures and supplements for health and energy combined with other ideas such as
healing waters.47 Electric light was touted for agriculture, as a type of fertilizer for plants.
Until the early 1920s, scientists and doctors thought of X-rays as related to electric
current cures, and their writings often discussed electricity and radiation in tandem as
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electrotherapeutics and radiology.48 This would all influence the radiation age, with its
hopes for health and for agricultural uses, as well as the belief that large scale electric
power plants were the most efficient way to produce individual well being.49 The rays
created new ideas of how to best organize society to utilize resources such as electric
light and radiation.
Human radiation experiments were a part of this social project. Experimenters
used the rays to try to cure illness within one year of Roentgen’s 1895 discovery. 50
While odd burns on the skin perhaps indicated the usefulness of radium in treating
cancerous tumors, X-rays were used as a medical treatment for breast, nasopharyngeal,
and stomach cancer, lupus, and blindness in America, Germany, and France by 1896.
Also, fluoroscopy (the taking of X-ray photos) created one of the first biologic reactions
on X-ray operators (or as they were called at the time, roentgenists): irritation of the eyes.
This led to investigations, against Tesla’s insistence that such cures were quackery, of
therapeutic effects for blindness and cataracts.
Scientists were unable to control radiation dosage or accurately predict effects.
Visible effects upon the skin that later destroyed the hands and arms and shortened the
lives of workers at the time was often disregarded, or even misunderstood as therapeutic.
Scientist U.V. Portman noted in 1933, the obvious cause and effect of radiation exposure
“was not appreciated, being attributed to all sorts of causes except Roentgen rays.” Many
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scientists, doctors, and radiologists, however, were at the same time experimenting and, it
turned out, sacrificing themselves and their patients in the effort to utilize this new
confusing force. 51
In fact, with such intense dedication of scientists, human progress seemed to be
unlimited. The scientific tradition colored science as an act of religious devotion. Marie
Curie and the other early radiation scientists, personified selfless, heroic effort in the
service of humanity. She once wrote of her work, “Life is not easy for any of us. But
what of that? We must have perseverance and above all confidence in ourselves. We
must believe we are gifted for something, and that this thing, at whatever cost, must be
attained.” Later, her excruciatingly tedious and difficult labor in extracting radium was
published in Proceedings as “On a New and Strongly Radioactive Substance Contained
in Pitchblende” with her idealistic husband Pierre Curie and G. Bemont. 52
Other scientists characterized their work as part of a centuries-long process of
tapping into the riches of nature for the common good. Just as medieval alchemists had
hoped to make gold from common ingredients laboriously nurtured, Ernest Rutherford
and Frederick Soddy seemed to suggest a similar process when they described radioactive
decay from one element to another. Soddy, much to Rutherford’s embarrassment,
described their work as a modern alchemy. Elements were no longer stable, but one
element transmuted, and changed into another and another. This notion of a transmutation
led to speculation in 1900 by an American chemist, “Are our bicycles to be lighted with
51
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disks of radium in tiny lanterns? Are we about to realize the chimerical dream of the
alchemists, lamps giving light perpetually without consumption of oil?”53 Progress
seemed inevitable.
While scientists thus speculated, the potential dangers of radiation did not seem as
likely as healing effects. Nicola Tesla described accidental radiation exposure to his hand
in a New York Times article in 1896 as a sharp stinging pain that was felt when the stream
of particles entered and exited through his flesh. But Tesla’s instinct was not to fear harm.
Instead, he thought that this effect suggested healing chemicals of some sort, which could
be injected directly into any part of the body as a therapeutic agent. This optimism in the
literature from the era shows that utmost in the minds of scientists and physicians was the
potential for healing.54 The popularity of radium and its hopes were expressed by artists
with “radium dances in ballets” and the public rush to purchase radium collars, stoves,
and glowing polish.55 Cures such as radium compresses for wounds, radium water to
drink, radium bread, and radium toothpaste were pervasive despite known health effects
such as vomiting, hair loss, and skin lesions.56 Consumers were a driving force, but they
were fed by experts, too.
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Radium Explained, a small 1905 primer, warned of the dangers of radioactivity
but also explains why it held such promise for generating power. The book, written by Dr.
W. Hampson, had a microscope viewing gold emanating rays on its cover. The discovery
that elements can change into others is proof, he wrote, that “underlying the differences
between the various elements there is some simpler, more elementary” composition of
matter. Therefore, radium had prospects for the future in hopes that the reaction could
learn to be controlled, one day. Dr. Hampson explained why this future was so tempting:
“radium is thirty thousand times more powerful than any other known combustible, one
pound of radium equaling the power of fifty tons of coal… due to the scarcity of radium
the process of disintegration itself must be studied and mastered so that in common
materials the intra-atomic energy can be liberated.” 57 The drive for understanding radium
was so that one day society could utilize the atomic forces in all objects.
The use of x-rays and radium as therapy and medicine only accelerated during the
First World War. Madame Curie and her daughter Irène shared a deep conviction that
radiation was a benefit for mankind. Together they built the first traveling mobile X-ray
machine, powered by the motor of their car engine. They brought the machine into the
war zone of the Belgian front at great risk of their lives to aid soldiers.58 The selfsacrificing attitude of other scientists can be seen by the early practitioners of X-ray
therapy and experiments, who often knowingly sacrificed their hands and even their lives
to practice and see inside the human body. The visible damage was often interpreted as
minor lesions on the skin, yet sometimes practicing X-ray machinists and physicians
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continued to sacrifice their body to operate machines and handle radium even after the
dangers materialized in amputations of fingers, hands and arms.59
Even as X-ray machines proliferated during the war, there were rising challenges
of how to minimize accidental harm. The inability to calibrate doses of the early
machines may have led to many cases of intense exposure to harmful radiation.
Historians now look to this as a major cause of malformations and deaths of some of the
radiologists who operated the machines. Exposure resulted in painful bone diseases and
often led to amputations of fingers, then hands and arms. The radium industry, similarly,
would soon lead to ailments and deaths. Far from the hoped for cure, radium inhaled or
taken internally continuously emitted radiation inside the body. In the early 1930s, for
example, Eben Byers, a wealthy steel magnate, believed drinking radium was
invigorating his health. He could afford to drink the manufacturer’s recommended
amount of four “Radithor” bottles a day, thus ingesting two microcuries of Ra-226 and
228 in a half an ounce of water four times a day. He soon became ill with untreatable
leukemia as the radium displaced the calcium in his bones, irradiating him from the
inside. The women who licked the tips of their paintbrushes to have a stronger point to
paint radium onto glow in the dark watch dials developed strange painful cancers of their
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jaws. Madame Curie herself would join the many X-ray operators, radium watch dial
painters and people who drank “Radithor” who eventually suffered from exposure. 60
Despite these consequences, the radium industry only grew in the first decades of
the twentieth century.61 This success was due in part to the integration of the industry by
the 1930s. Despite the well-publicized tragedies and deaths later in the 1930s, the
industry survived by proposing with doctors the idea of a safe threshold combined with
amazing benefits yet to be tapped. The benefits were rich, just below these “accidentally”
high doses, most often blamed on quackery or negligence. Only experts certified by the
American Medical Association could administer doses healthfully. The radiation
tragedies only served to grow professionalization and establish more expertise for trusted
physicians and scientists.62
The foundations for this expertise were in early societies formed by believers in
the uses of radiation. Before the more publicized scandals of the deaths of Curie, the
radium girls and Byers in the 1930s, the American Roentgen Ray Society had been
established in the early 1900s to enable the industry to flourish. This was because of
observations as early as 1901 that radiation could cause to animals internal damage and
abortion. Calibration of instruments to control or even measure doses, however, was
difficult. The volunteer Society met to share papers and findings and was composed of
primarily physicians, X-ray operators and radium industry representatives. Decisions
were influenced by these presentations and made by resolutions supported by members at
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the meetings, most often reaching for consensus. A British counterpart established a
resolution to form a committee to develop standards of radiation protection but no action
was taken on the recommendations for five years due to the First World War and
“indifference.” 63
This indifference abruptly ended with news reports of deaths from leukemia from
the many uses of X-rays during the war. The American and British both soon adopted
the first protection recommendations that were rapidly adopted internationally starting in
1922. The International Commission on Radiological Protection (IRCP) began meeting
in 1928 to further standardize and institute protections such as shielding. Lauriston
Taylor, a key member of the ICRP, returned to the states to unite all the American
radiation societies in what became the National Committee for Radiation Protection
(NCRP). Overlap of members of the various American and ICRP committees had as a
result a certain consensus that implied confirmation of truth. Eventual safety guidelines,
however, produced by the committees were based on commonly held assumptions
inferred from toxicology models for chemicals that allowed for thresholds of safety and
ideas of cellular repair. In addition, the standards were not based on any experimental
evidence, but collated from short term individual observations, such as of visible skin
burns and loss of hair. Genetic effects, despite awareness of them, were not included in
protection, nor were medical patients. The goals were to protect the operators of the
machines from sterilization and injury with shielding.64
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Much of the philosophy of radiation protection can be traced back to an informal
survey of less than six hospitals by one man, Arthur Mutscheller. He worked for
Wappler Electronic Controller Company, which manufactured X-ray equipment.65
Mutscheller, typical of the ideas of members of the NCRP and ICRP, did not want to
intrude on profits. His directives were based on balancing costs against gains from
protection, always taking into account the benefits to be gained from radiation.66
Mutscheller’s work, and the idea of a safe threshold, was interpreted by the NCRP and
the ICRP as confirmed by the other surveys, including work by Rolf Sievert of Sweden. ,
Neither Sievert nor Mutscheller were using quantified numbers, but they both
independently came to a common number of an acceptable dose: “.1 of an erythema
dose,” or one tenth of what it was assumed it took to make a visible skin burn or
erythema. In other words, one tenth of what caused a visible injury would be a reasonably
safe dose that would not cause harm. Sievert determined his number the same year, also
in 1924 and with no experimental evidence. He felt that humans could tolerate a .1 of an
erythema dose a year of natural background radiation without harm. These findings, with
other estimates, were then used to determine the first quantitative limits adopted. The
erythema dose became expressed in terms of a measurable dose, the Roentgen, which is
based on a physical measure of photon radiation. The acceptable limit was set as .1
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Roentgen per day by the NCRP and .2 by the ICRP in 1934.67As intended, however,
these recommendations had no legal teeth. The industries were not regulated and the
delay of symptoms from the time of exposure confused the sick individuals as well as the
medical community. Perhaps more importantly, physicians saw the cases only as isolated
individuals, and did not see themselves in their role as doctors as responsible for
protecting the public health at large.68 Instead, those who were excited by radiation’s uses
would be the ones to learn the most about its risks.
One of the American radiation enthusiasts was Samuel Colville Lind, a scientist
who had traveled to Paris to work with Marie Curie and then worked at the Radium
Institute in Vienna.69 At the US Bureau of Mines, he helped to confirm the ratio of
radium to uranium, making radioactive work and commerce more precise. He was a
primary investigator of the effects of radioactivity on the coloration of glass.70 Eventually
he would serve on the Radiation Standards Commission of the Union of International
Scientists, whose work was decidedly interrupted by the First World War. This
international committee for radiochemistry addressed radiation safety, and preceded the
formation of the International Commission on Radiological Protection. Lind was the only
American in the group for many years. In 1919 it included scientists from Belgium,
Brazil, United States, Ireland, Australia, Canada, New Zealand, African Sudan, Greece,
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Italy, Japan, Poland, Portugal, Romania and Serbia.71 This worldwide interest in radiation
was fueled by measurements by Francis Aston of the Cavendish Laboratory in 1922 that
led to statements published in Nature. Aston observed that only a pint of water’s
hydrogen atoms would be needed to either power “a steamship across the ocean and
back” or decimate the entire water supply with an uncontrolled release of energy from
atomic reactions.72 With potential forces like this, Lind and many other scientists
dedicated their research and careers to promoting more knowledge about radiation.
A number of leading scientists did warn about the risks of advancing too quickly,
while assuming this would all still lead to positive progress in science. Among them
were Russian geochemist Vladimir Vernadsky and the philosopher and pacifist Bertrand
Russell.73 Russell was author of explanatory books written for the public, the popular
1923 The ABC of Atoms and 1925 The ABC of Relativity. Russell also wrote in 1924
Icarus or the Future of Science, which warns about the risks of competitiveness leading
to war, and “over-fighting” with possible future technologies. He also insisted science
should not be used “to promote the power of dominant groups” but to secure the right to
happiness.74
Scientists would take Russell’s words to heart during atomic investigations in
laboratories making what had been invisible now tangible as a real force to be tamed.
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It was not warfare that led scientists to begin to fashion the equipment that would later be
needed to produce nuclear bombs. It was investigations into understanding atomic forces
and with the hope that artificial radioactivity could be a cure for cancer. By the 1930s,
science and technology were effectively wedded by industry and academia, despite the
ongoing harm and many radioactively caused deaths. The goal to harness nuclear
energies developed rapidly from an idea to real instruments and machines.75 Radiation
studies before and after World War I were multidisciplinary and international efforts.
Even the League of Nations was involved in supporting scientific advancement as a tool
of peace.76 Different types of currency supported radiation studies and development.
The rootedness of radiation in commerce and society grew with the energy of
those whose lives were changed by it. Non-academic self- taught scientists who learned
about radium early and invested in producing it into commercial products, such as
luminous paint gained a social currency.77 Frank Hartman was recruited by the army to
inspect luminescent dials during WWI in 1917. He was so excited by the usefulness and
hopes of radiation, that after the war he found tutors to teach him about radium and
atomic energy. He worked with Dr. Cameron, Dr. Sochoky, Dr. Wallet, and Dr.
Kabekjian at the University of Pennsylvania. And later he recollected, “I doubt that there
were fifty people in the United States at that time that actually knew what was going on
in the field of radioactivity, of what Madam Curie has done.” He felt she had changed the
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world, and perhaps by being a woman, she was not recognized as she should be. He
dedicated much of his life to promoting her and her discoveries, so much so that he found
a livelihood.
By 1919 Hartman had established his own radium company in his hometown of
Philadelphia.78 He gave lectures about the history of Madame Curie and radiation as his
company grew.79 He also became a “radium hound” and expressed concern about the
possible health effects if radium was not properly controlled. He recovered lost radium
within industries and hospitals. He constructed a special howling Geiger counter to aid
him.80 The local press often detailed his exploits like adventure stories, with a twist,
making palpable the public’s emerging new fear of radiation contamination by unseen
sources.81 But Hartman balanced his hunts with education that normalized the sources too.
He donated radioactive specimens and equipment such as spinthariscopes to schools and
colleges. Often performing experiments for the public and students, using the spectacle of
radium’s glow, he was thanked by teachers for raising “local radium consciousness.”82
He even helped two high school productions at Warren G. Harding Junior High School,
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using radium to create glowing bones as a backdrop for a “Skeleton Dance.”83 Investment,
novelty and education served to propel radiation as synonymous with modernity.
Machines at the new frontier
More compelling for a curious public and physicists than fear was the thought that
the atom was a new frontier. This edge of known reality could show how atomic matter
and thus nature operated.84 After the discovery of the neutron (by James Chadwick in
1932) and the inducing of artificial radioactivity by the Joliot-Curies, the neutron seemed
the perfect unit to observe nuclear phenomena, because a neutron has no charge.85 Linear
accelerators, which operated by using magnetic forces in a vacuum, had been used to help
positively-charged particles overcome the repulsion of the nucleus. With neutrons,
scientists wishing to study the impact of a particle upon the nucleus could do so without
accelerators because they did not have to overcome magnetic repulsion. By 1937
dedicated attention and funding for the problem of deciphering nuclear forces by industry
and government resulted in the development of accelerators that could bombard nuclei
using a different technique.86
Ernest Lawrence was on the cover of Time magazine in 1937 for his work to
create nuclear experiments in his invention, the cyclotron. The first cyclotron worked by
exciting charged particles and then re-exciting them over and over in what became a
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spherical path due to the magnetic field. Then this directed the excited particles into a
target at high speed. Later his invention led to a Nobel Prize.87 Lawrence had designed
the cyclotron not with an intention to make a weapon, but to study matter and find life’s
secrets. Lawrence with his brother Jon also saw the potential to use it to generate
radioisotopes for cancer treatments and tracers.88 A one million volt “Sloan-Lawrence”
X-ray machine was used to fashion radioisotopes to treat their mother, who had an
inoperable tumor. She lived twenty two more years as a result.89
This work for health and science was interrupted as war approached in Europe in
the late 1930s. Leo Szilard noted that concerns about a possible German atomic bomb
prompted scientists to turn their focus away from empowering humanity and toward
creating a weapon of their own.90 Instead of excitement, fear was palpable in scientists’
letters and telegrams as the discovery of fission became more likely. 91 Atomic fission
was first described as such in the February 11, 1939 issue of Nature by Lise Meitner and
Otto Frisch. They determined experimental evidence from the work of other scientists,
were actually observations of the splitting of an atom’s nucleus by neutrons. Later that
January, the possibilities of a chain reaction caused by fission were made clear by the
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published work of Frederic Joliot-Curie. A uranium-235 atom undergoing fission releases
more neutrons that will then split more uranium nucleuses and so on, causing a self
sustaining nuclear chain reaction.92 The implications of fission were also that the process
could liberate immense stores of energy, due to Einstein’s formula of energy equals mass
times the speed of light squared. In other words, a very small mass could be converted
into vast amounts of energy. Therefore, it might be possible to make a type of superbomb which might even engulf even an entire city. Szilard deduced that if he had thought
of using the energy of a nuclear reaction for bombs, so would the Germans, and a super
weapon such as an atomic bomb seemed inevitable.93 Would the secrets of the nucleus be
unleashed as a weapon by the Germans? By 1939 physicists confirmed that fission of the
uranium nucleus had occurred when bombarded with neutrons.94
This left scientists wondering if the neutrons released from fission might lead to
more fissions of nearby nuclei—a chain reaction that would release an enormous amount
of energy. That same year, Joseph Rotblat (who, like Lind, was inspired by Marie Curie)
was working with Ludwik Wertenstein, who had been a pupil of Marie Curie, at the
Radiological Laboratory of Warsaw. Rotblat traveled to James Chadwick’s laboratory in
Liverpool to learn how to build a cyclotron for the laboratory in Warsaw. 95 While at
Chadwick’s laboratory, Rotblat completed mathematical calculations showing the
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possibilities that fission could make a super weapon. Rotblat recalled later his moral
struggle at the time:
Should I be looking at this? By that time I had worked out a rationale for doing research
on the possibility of the bomb. I convinced myself that the only way to stop the Germans
from using it against us would be if we, too, had the bomb and threatened to retaliate. My
scenario never envisaged that we should use it, not even against the Germans. We needed
the bomb for the sole purpose of making sure that it would not be used by them.96
This emotional struggle would only intensify for Rotblat, but at the time, some way of
protecting against Nazism was uppermost in his mind. Much more than morals seemed to
be at stake.97
By World War II neither health nor happiness was paramount in nuclear research.
The focus dramatically altered from ways to create power for humanity to creating a
weapon, in order to defend against the presumed efforts of the German scientists who
were recognized experts in physics.98 Amidst the focus on war work, the field of health
physics was instituted to ensure that the deaths caused by radium would not reoccur for
workers and scientists in the secret atom bomb building project. Karl Z. Morgan, one of
the original six men involved in starting the discipline of health physics joined the group
instituted at the University of Chicago. They were part of the atomic bomb project, but
they were “determined not to repeat the sad experience of the radium industry.” Morgan,
who had been investigating cosmic rays, was informed by Curt Stearns his first day on
the job that the Manhattan Project would produce tons of an element that was even more
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potent than “the two pounds of radium available in the world that [had] caused” the
deaths of many radium workers in the past.99 Known information on the “radium girls”
and other radium and X-ray deaths were collected by Robley Evans and used to construct
a baseline for the first radiation safety precautions by the project’s health physicists.100
The spirit of such good intent is pervasive in the recollections of those who
participated in the development of nuclear weapons. Many of the atomic scientists that
gathered at Los Alamos believed they were performing a sacred duty, motivated by fear
and the desire to prevent Hitler from obtaining a monopoly on atomic fission.101 All the
technical know-how and challenge of building the bombs by the Manhattan Project was
described as “sweet” by Oppenheimer, but he also later implored historians of science to
interrogate the meaning of the nuclear age.102 Joseph Rotblat recalled that he fled the
project in disgust when he overheard project director General Leslie Groves say the bomb
would be used on Japanese civilians to intimidate the Russians. Others, like Leo Szilard
and James Franck, had tried to stop the bombs from ever being used.103 They failed, and
on August 6th 1945 the first uranium bomb devastated Hiroshima, followed by a
plutonium bomb that destroyed Nagasaki.
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A rupture in reality can be sensed in the expressions used by atomic scientists to
equate their accomplishment with images of death, birth, and the sublime. Religious
overtones are clear in the name “Trinity” for the first bomb test, prior to Hiroshima and
Nagasaki.104 Dorothy Day, of the Catholic Worker organization expressed a month after
the bombings in Japan:
…We have killed 3 hundred 18 thousand Japanese. That is, we hope we have killed them,
the Associated Press, on page one, column one of the Herald Tribune says. The effect is
hoped for, not known. It is to be hoped they are vaporized, our Japanese brothers,
scattered, men, women and babies, to the four winds, over the seven seas. Perhaps we
will breathe their dust into our nostrils, feel them in the fog of New York on our faces,
feel them in the rain on the hills of Easton…We have created. We have created
destruction. We have created a new element, called Pluto. Nature had nothing to do with
it.105
But nature did have something to do with it. Sociologist Ulrich Beck argues that the very
foundations of life changed because of the use of nuclear weapons, and life only appears
the same.106 Perhaps this sense of “nuclear uncanny” has contributed to the mass of
human rights protocols on paper since 1945, none of which have acknowledgement of the
“toxic trespass” that can be made by radiation contamination.
Atomic panaceas
The scientists Joseph Rotblat and Linus Pauling can be seen as examples of
scientists who worked furiously for a better world after reacting strongly to the bombings
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of Hiroshima and Nagasaki. Both men were scientific leaders during the years preceding
and following the atomic first use. Both men had enthusiastically and patriotically served
their countries in wartime, completing significant military research projects before 1945,
but their future relationships became transformed by their responses to the planned and
actual bombings of Hiroshima and Nagasaki. Their lives explain some of the broad
scientific oppositions to nuclear weapons that were presented by the scientific community
from 1945 until the Limited Test Ban Treaty was signed in 1963. After the test ban,
significant scientific opposition has remained to nuclear weapons and power centered on
public health and the reliability of radiation health safety standards. However, it is
important to understand that the extent of the opposition to nuclear weapons went far
beyond a small group of individuals.
The bombs that were built and used would change the lives of the very scientists
who constructed “Fat Man” and “Little Boy.” Two scientists died at Los Alamos due to
accidental overexposures to radiation.107 Some of the Manhattan Project scientists
seemed to have died very young, including Enrico Fermi who died of cancer at age 53,
and one wonders if exposures from tests or weapons construction might have shortened
their lives. Initially lauded as American heroes, some later would drown in both
suspicions cast upon them and suffer from depression.108 Hundreds of the people
involved in the Manhattan project dedicated their lives to civilian and international
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control of the weapon.109 Many were equally determined to spread the benefits of nuclear
technology as a way to peace itself. These scientists stood not only against the bomb, but
they were also for nuclear technology as a tool to end secrecy and for internationalism
and peace. 110
Responding to the horror of the devastation inflicted in Japan, scientists broke
through previous boundaries to enter the public and political realm. Scientists at the
different Manhattan Project labs began to meet and discuss what should, or could, be
done. Along with these former Manhattan Project scientists, Albert Einstein (with the
help of Linus Pauling) organized the Emergency Committee of Atomic Scientists, which
would go on to publish The Bulletin of Atomic Scientists.111 While the first issues of The
Bulletin are decidedly focused on national and international control of weapons and war,
later issues would insist peaceful nuclear technology existed for the welfare of humanity.
The Manhattan Project scientists had already built a reactor at Hanford to make
plutonium. They believed they could do it again to generate electricity given the funds
and the will. And this electricity source had the potential to power humankind thousands
of years into the future. Many scientists, including Enrico Fermi, Leo Szilard, Alvin
Weinberg and Eugene Wigner believed that a breeder reactor design was “essential if
nuclear fission was to be an important source of energy.” Named a “breeder” by Szilard,
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the uranium that started the reaction would make more fissile material than it consumed,
“breeding” its own fuel. This meant the plants they envisioned, using their best
“engineering judgment” would generate at most a miniscule amount of nuclear waste to
dispose of. The puzzle and challenge of how to dispose of the highly radioactive
equipment, sludge and liquid wastes from the production processes had become apparent
to some already at the plutonium production industrial site at Hanford.112 In their
calculations, waste could be minimized by using breeder reactors. With the proper
controls, nuclear energy could fuel prosperity. In addition, these hopeful scientists saw a
great future for radioisotopes in medicine. The first post World War II nuclear program to
promote peace through nuclear science was based initially on the free provision of
radioisotopes to other countries.113 One of the foremost communication tools to share the
excitement for these new technologies was The Bulletin of Atomic Scientists.114
The Bulletin began as just a newsletter out of the Chicago group of atomic
scientists. It bloomed into a popular magazine seemingly of its own accord. The first
seven-page issue was published December 10, 1945 by the Atomic Scientists of Chicago,
(organized from former Manhattan Project scientists on September 26, 1945). These
scientists used their concern and despair to organize for civilian and international control
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of the bomb.115 As early as four months after Hiroshima and Nagasaki, the Bulletin
published a page of “News of Scientific Societies.” The news shared the history and
extent of the sheer numbers of scientists involved in international and civilian control of
nuclear technology. Atomic scientists now became popular writers, as well as lobbyists,
editors, publishers, fundraisers, and traveling speakers. A speaker’s bureau resulted in
over 40 talks given nationwide by December of 1945. A national organization of
scientists was formed that same winter, and the Chicago group was joined by six “atom
bomb associations” and seven other scientists’ organizations.116
This movement was not a fringe group. The groups of atomic scientist in former
Manhattan Project labs linked together to become the Federation of Atomic Scientists
(FAS). Five hundred members of the Chicago group alone attended an organizing
meeting. The meeting was held by the Independent Citizens Committee of the Arts,
Sciences and Professions (ICC) with keynotes Glenn Seaborg and Eugene Rabinowitch
(Seaborg would later become chairman of the Atomic Energy Commission, while
Rabinowitch would become a key editor of The Bulletin). Also in 1945, the National
Committee on Atomic Information was formed as well from FAS members, with over
fifty national organizations, including not only peace organizations but also labor groups,
lawyers, civic and civil rights groups and women’s groups and churches. The group
intended to reach “10 million citizens.” The diverse groups were recorded as having
“unusual unanimity on the paramount issue of nuclear energy.” 117 This consensus of
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interest was apparent when on December 3, 1945 the ICC held a meeting in Madison
Square Garden in New York on the topic of atomic energy. The meeting was attended by
18,000 people. The crowd was addressed by astronomer Harlow Shapley, physicist H.C.
Urey and Julian Huxley.118
The spread of nuclear technology is connected to the hopes for peace by some
atomic scientists. This can be seen in the policy of one of the “atom bomb” groups. The
Association of Los Alamos Scientists (ALAS) supported the creation of an “international
authority” to control nuclear energy and believed “this policy is supported by the
overwhelming majority of scientists everywhere.” They believed while the United
Nations is pivotal to the quest for peace, it may or may not necessarily be the proper
format for control of nuclear weapons. However, an outright ban of the weapons was not
what the group sought. The ALAS policy stated “we will not be satisfied with proposals
of a merely formal character” to outlaw the weapons. Instead, “our aim is a material
unification of the nations of the world for the purpose of controlling and exploiting the
potentialities of nuclear energy.”119 It was a nuclear peace they were after.
The atomic scientists were not alone. Other established and international scientific
societies reacted. Many joined the work for international control of nuclear weapons and
articulated the need to end war and promote nuclear technology. The American Physical
Society, the French Academy of Sciences and the American Chemical Society all stood
united in public statements for international control of nuclear weapons. The French
Society.” The 50 organizations represented at the organizing meeting for the Atomic Information had an
amazing cross section of US citizens, including the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, the
Presbyterian Church, the National Lawyers Guild, the Brotherhood of Railway Trainmen, the American
Association of University Women, the National Negro Congress, the American Association of University
Professors, and the National Congress of the PTA.
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Academy of Sciences passed a December 3 resolution, modeled on the Netherlands
Academy “to ask all governments to turn scientific research on atomic energy to peaceful
uses.” The American Chemical Society demanded in a strong editorial in its November
25 ACS publication a return to international relationships among scientists and that “we
must seek and develop without delay international action that will promote the use of
recent and future advances in scientific knowledge for peaceful and humanitarian ends
and prevent the use of atomic energy for destructive purposes.”120 Scientists felt their
actions were rational and that they could be leaders for the universal best interests of
humanity.
This clamoring for peaceful nuclear technologies and the control of nuclear
weapons coincided with the launch of the United Nations.121 A primary goal of the UN at
its founding was to establish human rights in the pursuit of peace. The first proposal by
the UN of an agency to promote the peaceful uses of atomic energy was introduced
January 24, 1946 “when the General Assembly- acting on a joint proposal by Canada,
China, France, USSR, United Kingdom, and United States- unanimously created the UN
Atomic Energy Commission.” The UNAEC mimicked the American Atomic Energy
Commission more than in name; it provided the international infrastructure for nuclear
technology development and commerce. The commission created proposals for the
exchange of scientific information, “to control atomic energy to the extent necessary to
insure its use only for peaceful purposes and for the elimination from national armaments
of atomic weapons and of all other major weapons adaptable to mass destruction,” and
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for safeguards by inspection and other means “to protect complying states against the
hazards of violations and evasions.” 122 An early aim of the UN was nuclear control and
ironically, the dissemination of nuclear technology intended for peaceful uses.
The task of outlawing weapons and controlling uranium proved to be
intractable. Early UN documents preceding the official formation of the UNAEC
proposed to control the risks of nuclear weapons development in particular by controlling
raw uranium supplies, something the FAS had also recommended. This was because
existing maps of uranium stores could easily be studied. The groups shared the belief that
surveillance of any “clandestine” mining would be much easier than after the materials
were already ensconced, and being manipulated, in factories. Raw uranium ore could
easily be monitored by aerial surveillance. By Monitoring illicit mining for the raw ore
would provide the earliest recognition of the problem to prepare a UNAEC response.123
The danger of the radiation in the uranium itself was also noted: ““It is important to
realize that, until the radium and uranium have been separated, the mixture is radioactive,
especially with respect to gamma rays. After the uranium is separated from the radium, it
is less radioactive, giving off only alpha and beta rays.” 124 Thought of as only toxic, and
weakly radioactive, the dangerous internal exposures of uranium were underestimated, as
was the ability of UNAEC to institute controls on nuclear weapons at their source. But
the heart felt efforts for disarmament seemed within reach at the time.
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The efforts by scientists involved in the UNAEC embedded nuclear science as a
key and central part of a massive internationalist “trans science” effort. This term was
coined by Alvin Weinberg to describe the modern effort to realize human rights for
economic equality by creating successful, safe and affordable nuclear power
technologies.125 The first Atomic Supplement published by The Washington Post in
association with the National Committee on Atomic Information may be somewhat of a
measure of the focus of that group by 1947. Delivered on the second anniversary of the
August 6th Hiroshima bombing, the supplement was an update on the progress and
frustrations of seeking international control, with a photo showing the effects of an
atomic weapon if one was used on Washington DC. However, much of the large
supplement was dedicated to the wonders of atomic energy, from how a reactor worked
to generate electricity written by E.U. Condon to radioisotopes and their uses in
medicine, for biology as tracers, and in industry.126 Their articles were not fantastical,
however, but measured, making their efforts for peace and prosperity appear all the more
rational and inevitable.
UNAEC, however, would disappoint. UNAEC failed to come up with any
agreement to control atomic weapons in 1947. Atomic scientists in Britain were
emboldened. They too promoted peace through nuclear technologies, but even more
creatively. Joseph Rotblat with his Atomic Scientists Association (ASA) organized an
“Atomic Train.”127 Two train cars full of experiments and interactive science models
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were designed to spark international educational action against nuclear weapons and
build support for nuclear science. The educational project traveled for 46 weeks
throughout the Middle East, Scandinavia, and the United Kingdom and stayed in towns
for three days to a week for walk-through viewing, events and lectures. The Atom Train
was the first nuclear education effort in Eurasia to explain to the public basic atomic
physics, radioactivity, and the peaceful applications of atomic science. The train had
pictures, experiments, a cloud chamber, radioactive samples, a small cyclotron, displays,
demonstrations, and lectures. One hundred and seventeen thousand people bought tickets.
An additional tour to Paris and Lebanon for the Atom Train was arranged by the United
Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO).128
A year after the Atom Train, the UN would continue to advance human rights in
spite of nuclear weapons. Article 27 of the 1948 United Nations Universal Declaration
for Human Rights established access to health and scientific technology as a human
right.129 The preamble of the resulting Declaration encapsulated late President
Roosevelt’s four freedoms of speech, worship, want and fear. It read “"Whereas disregard
and contempt for human rights have resulted in barbarous acts which have outraged the
conscience of mankind, and the advent of a world in which human beings shall enjoy
freedom of speech and belief and freedom from fear and want has been proclaimed the
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highest aspiration of the common people…" The third article was an expression of the
philosophy of individual integrity and sanctity. The eighteen members of the UN
Commission based the third article on The Declaration of the Rights of Man from 1789
and the United States Constitution. The ideas were made gender inclusive: “Everyone has
the right to life, liberty and security of person.” The document also secured the rights to
science in Article 27.1: “Everyone has the right freely to participate in the cultural life of
the community, to enjoy the arts and to share in scientific advancement and its benefits.”
In addition, these rights were to be brought to life by Article 28, “a social and
international order in which the rights and freedoms set forth in this Declaration can be
fully realized.”130
Few scientists did more to make these promises real than Niels Bohr. Bohr was
known for his application of quantum theory to the structure of atoms, and for his work in
quantum mechanics. He also played a major role in the Manhattan Project. He was
instrumental in the creation of the European non-military laboratory CERN and the
spread of the idea that science itself could provide peace and human rights. Bohr used his
reputation to work for openness in science on an international scale. One example is his
speech to the United Nations in 1950, preceding the Atoms for Peace Program. For Bohr,
scientific internationalism was an imperative for survival in the nuclear age. He believed
this very openness about peaceful nuclear technology would improve life. He hoped the
intensity of the choice between massive contamination from weapons versus peaceful
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applications of nuclear science for health and wellbeing would make “all mankind a
cooperating unit.” With scientific openness, the pursuit of “fundamental human rights”
and “prospects for improving material conditions for civilization by atomic energy
sources” would be supported all around the world. 131
Niels Bohr’s vision was amplified by his sincere belief in nuclear science as a
way to peace. He was the first person to receive the Ford Atoms for Peace Award in 1956.
Bohr was recognized for his international “great moral force in behalf of the utilization of
atomic energy for peaceful purposes.”132 He was also lauded in particular for his effort to
create openness for nuclear science in his ideas and that both peace and the advance of
civilization depend upon shared information on nuclear technology and scientific
openness. Bohr in his speeches and work linked his conception of human rights, as
individual economic and healthy well-being, with the expansion of nuclear science. He
thought of nuclear science as above all, capable like nothing else for international peace
building if not bound by national secrecy.
His words spoken in the past were praised by physicist John A. Wheeler at the
Atoms for Peace event as evidence of Bohr’s humanitarian concerns: “The goal to put
above everything else is an open world where each nation can assert itself solely by the
extent to which it can contribute to the common culture and help others with experience
and resources…Such a stand would…appeal to people all over the world, fighting for
fundamental human rights, and would greatly strengthen the moral position of all
supporters of genuine international collaboration.” Bohr felt that all over the world there
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is a need to create “the demand for an open world.” Wheeler ended his speech honoring
Bohr with his own revealing prayer, a prayer penned by Benjamin Franklin: “God grant
that not only the love of Liberty but a thorough Knowledge of the Rights of Man may
pervade all Nations of the Earth, so that a Philosopher may set his Foot anywhere on its
Surface, and say ‘This is my Country.’ ”133
This chapter has discussed some of the origins of the dream of nuclear medicine
and nuclear power as a tool for peace to understand why scientists were so dedicated to
nuclear science. The modern conception of human rights became inextricably bound with
the discovery of radiation, the identity of scientists, and the founding of the UN.
Evidence from the utopianism and self-sacrifice of scientists to the lives of “radium
hounds” show a connection to science as an embodiment of hoped for humanitarian gains.
This and educational efforts against weapons were wedded to the development of nuclear
science, and inseparable. This can be seen in the documents and records of the FAS and
the ASA and in the words and lives of Soddy, Bohr, Morgan, Rotblat, and many others.
By following this premise of human rights as a narrative, one can see as the author of The
Atom Story J.G. Feinberg observed in 1953, “for better or worse, for richer or poorer, in
peace or in war, the destinies of the atom and the Human Race are now insolubly
wedded.” 134 Some historians, such as Spencer Weart, have framed the opposition to
nuclear power as irrational and emotional.135 Yet, modern scientists had an equally fierce
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dedication to their utopian dreams following in the footsteps of Frederick Soddy,
alchemist of his generation who hoped true wealth and health could be shared.
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Chapter 2 The Hidden Guns of the Atomic Frontier
Almost from the day the atom was split and its energy harnessed, scientists around the
world have been longing for such an opportunity to climb over national fences to talk,
teach, speculate and dream about the atom's future…They stood like the openmouthed
shepherd boys in an ancient tale who stumbled on the entrance of a cave heaped high
with jewels. The deeper they looked the more treasure they saw — and the cave went on
for ever. 136 Time, August 15, 1955
Frederick Soddy’s dreams for a just society seemed in reach when the first reactor
generated electricity. The reactor (ZEEP) in Chalk River, Canada, began operating almost
a month after the atomic bombing of Hiroshima, on September 5, 1945. This jewel of
potential unlimited power seemed too god-given and sacred not to be shared. The
conviction among scientists was that good had to come from the peaceful side of the
destructive atom after Hiroshima and Nagasaki.137 Nuclear scientists and nations would
eventually come to claim nuclear power for all as an inalienable right by 1968 in Article
IV of the Non-Proliferation Treaty. How did a new science, with fission technology just a
few decades old, come to be claimed by some as both redemption and a right? Nuclear
technology was described by Gerald Wendt of UNESCO as the “lifeblood of the
underprivileged peoples.” For others, nuclear weapons and science was perceived as a
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violation and transgression.138 To answer the first part of this question, archival
documents and writings by scientists and international agencies show nuclear science was
conceptualized as a frontier whose practice would serve as a “treasure house…to lift the
burdens of hunger, poverty and disease.”139 Like the Wild West, however, not all the
rules were in place: radiation was incompletely understood. Nuclear expansion was
dependent on a belief that the atomic frontier could be tamed. Italian physicist Giuseppe
Paolo “Beppo” Occhialini felt “the Geiger Müller counter was like the Colt in the Far
West: a cheap instrument usable by everyone on one‘s way through a hard frontier.”140
J. Robert Oppenheimer once implored historians of science to make sense of how
the world was won by atomic forces.141 Some answers to this question of how nuclear
infrastructure came to be can be found in studies of material culture, education and
international relations. Artifacts like radioisotopes can act as “historical tracers” to show
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how all things atomic spread.142 After WW II, government and science education merged
to support economic and national security interests, creating a powerful class of experts, a
“scientific estate.” 143 Historical investigations range from the establishment of national
laboratories to cities like Richland, Washington, home to the US plutonium production
facility, Hanford Nuclear Reservation.144 Military and Atomic Energy Commission
(AEC) patronage extended the nuclear frontier to disciplines from agriculture to
industrial processes to earth sciences, and not just in the United States.145 The nuclear age
took hold deeply by diplomatic proxy and can be seen in the techno-politics of
international agencies and scientific committees. Detailed studies of the 1950s in
particular show the influence of national security and the AEC on international
projects.146 Historical studies have looked at the cooperative and combative role of
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scientists, the AEC and international agencies, such as the Food and Agriculture
Organization, the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) and the United Nations
Education and Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) in the construction of
norms while vying for scientific authority.147
Scientists working through agencies such as UNESCO embodied the aspirations
of human rights and peace to establish nuclear programs in developing countries.148
Archival sources record the view point of the scientist or technical expert and the daily
development of physics and science departments in universities. This history can make
visible the critical role of personal networks and localized decision making in the larger
national and international context.149 In addition, not much has been written about the
establishment of nuclear programs or radiation health safety in medium sized colleges,
research reactors, or the technical assistance given by international agencies that so
remarkably spread nuclear apparatus and science.150 This chapter offers an account of
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“the encounter, power and resistance, negotiation, and reconfiguration that occur in crosscultural interaction” involved in the circulation of nuclear science.151 This chapter uses
the intellectual roots of UNESCO’s nuclear ambitions and correspondence by technical
experts predominantly at UNESCO, but also at the World Health Organization (WHO) to
investigate the connections between human rights aims and the infrastructure of nuclear
expansion. As in the United States, global nuclear expansion was made possible by the
trust in technical and health safety experts to successfully ascertain benefits and contain
dangers and risks.
UNESCO: Nuclear Power in the Periphery, Before Atoms for Peace
The UN and the Universal Declaration of Human Rights in 1948 are responsible
for the conceptualization and dissemination of nuclear science and education as a human
right. Western scientists after WW II envisioned the nuclear project as essential to
survival, to progress for human rights and equality from economic development. After
WW II “scientists had played an essential role in the war effort; now many hoped to do
the same for keeping the peace.”152 Nuclear science was a way to create peace by quickly
repairing the disparity among war ravaged, developing and underdeveloped nations. For
example, in section two of the Statement of the Lake Geneva (Wisconsin) Conference of
Scientists (adopted by the Emergency Committee of Atomic Scientists on June 21, 1947)
the gathered scientists vowed “We will work toward the extension and international
distribution of the peacetime benefits of atomic energy,” and urged the United States to
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assist “even at the cost of substantial sacrifice, to a program of world economic
reconstruction under the auspices of the United Nations.”153
This idea of “scientism” was not unique to the aftermath of WW II. It was an
enlightenment idea put to task in the 20th century. Following WW I, many intellectual
groups built upon early enlightenment ideas to link science to peace, humanism, and
internationalism. Physicists Marie Curie and Albert Einstein were members of what
would become the League of Nations International Institute of Intellectual Cooperation
(IIIC) to foster peace by increasing understanding and science education.154 The informal
group the Vienna Circle also embraced scientism as a solution to the world’s ills of war
and injustice. The Vienna Circle published a pamphlet in 1929, “the Scientific
Conception of the World.” Inspired by the ideas of Ernst Mach, the manifesto stated that
“the spirit of a scientific conception of the world is alive.” Science (and math), if stripped
of philosophy, had the potential to be a universal language for international peace
between cultures.155 Also to promote internationalism, the International Council of
Scientific Unions (ICSU) was founded in 1931.156 While the Vienna Circle itself was
short lived, the IIIC and ICSU would have long lasting influence with other groups, such
as the British "Social Relations of Science Movement" (SRSM) of the 1930s and 1940s.
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SRSM impressed the thinking of the first leaders of UNESCO, friends Julian Huxley and
Joseph Needham.157
UNESCO the organization formed from enlightenment ideas magnified by the
deep humanitarian concerns raised during the Second World War. As early as 1942
educators and governments pondered how education could recover from the disruption of
World War II in Europe.158 Education was not only devastated by bombings and warfare;
Nazis had ransacked many laboratories and shuttered universities. UNESCO was driven
by a priority of reconstruction and relief activities in war torn areas of Europe.159 Soon
this rescue effort for economic and educational equality became universalized. While
science in the past had been a tool of western colonialism and subjugation, now science
could serve as liberator and in the service of making amends. Science could be applied as
objective altruism to bring technological, thus economic parity, for once colonized
countries now acting independently with self determination.160 The biologist Huxley
served as the first Secretary General of UNESCO from 1946 until 1948. He designed the
agency to use education, culture and science as a means to promote ideas of equality. He
believed in an evolutionary humanism, far beyond dichotomies like capitalism and
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communism, communal and individual-- life itself was a process of learning and
understanding.161 The preamble of the Constitution of UNESCO reads "since wars begin
in the minds of men, it is in the minds of men that the defences of peace must be
constructed."162
Huxley convinced his friend, biochemist and historian of Chinese science Joseph
Needham, to be the first director of UNESCO’s Natural Sciences Section. Needham
instilled his ‘periphery principle” into UNESCO. He believed that math and science, as
products of the east originally, in their present form were now universals to be taught and
shared with the world. Needham was deeply dedicated to the idea that scientists should
venture into the periphery to serve others and sacrifice some temporary comfort to
willfully create equality for the Third World.163 While Huxley and Needham would
quickly be forced from their positions by the USA’s anticommunist fervor, the two men’s
ideas continued to influence the agency.164
UNESCO was bound to a belief in human rights as a force for peace. On the
occasion of the 1949 “solemn consecration” of the Universal Declaration of Human
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Rights, the second Secretary General of UNESCO, J. Torres Bodet, addressed the
Sorbonne in Paris. His speech connected the mission of UNESCO to the legacy of the
1789 “Rights of Man.” Bodet felt nothing linked the UN and the work of UNESCO more
than the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and said, “…it must not be forgotten
that science and culture are, by nature and vocation, instruments of peace. They must
therefore dedicate themselves, selflessly and without reserve, to improving the lost of the
masses.”165
Such proclamations can often be mere rhetorical devices.166 Indeed, however,
UNESCO, with nuclear science education part of its educational milieu since the exhibit
of the Atom Train in 1947, sent advisors around the world to establish nuclear physics
programs among other sciences. By 1950, UNESCO had in place a system to share
expertise that included some quite famous nuclear scientists, such as Giuseppe Occhialini
and Lars Bergstrom. UNESCO also provided equipment and grants. By 1951, UNESCO
dismissed the category of race as an error, and its “Statement on Race,” banished ideas of
innate inferiority. All were equally capable and none inferior due to their ethnicity or
poverty.167 This philosophical commitment to equality manifested as distribution of
nuclear education and technology to developing countries.
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UNESCO answered eighty five requests for technical assistance between 1947
and 1951. In one four- month period in 1951, UNESCO spent $879,098 on travel, salaries,
equipment, materials and grants for undergraduate and graduate students. Projects in
eighteen countries were primarily directed to economic development and ranged from
“establishing peasants’ schools” in Columbia to teaching English in Ceylon to training
for displaced Pakistani refugees. Most projects concerned general education but did
include a variety of topics, from a focus on “problems for women” in Iraq to seismic
earthquake detection and wind power research in Israel to requests for advisors to be sent
to Brazil to identify mineral resources, specifically uranium.168
Nuclear physics was already spreading. In 1951, two years before Eisenhower’s
Atoms for Peace speech at the UN which accelerated the interest in nuclear programs,
nuclear directed physics was being institutionalized with the help of UNESCO advisors
in Liberia and Brazil.169 In particular, Brazil requested two UNESCO specialists in
thermodynamics, plus a specialist for “magnetic investigation and mapping” for mineral
and uranium prospecting.170 Part of the interest in physics was directed to establishing a
permanent laboratory in the high elevation mountainous area of Bolivia to conduct
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cosmic ray research.171 Understanding cosmic rays were essential to physics, for both
understanding of natural radiation sources and for studies of the origins of the universe.
“Beppo” Occhialini had left behind him a legacy of cosmic ray research at Sao Paulo in
Brazil when he organized a school of physics in Rio de Janeiro from 1937-1942.172 His
experiment to observe cosmic ray showers with Wilson cloud chambers and counters,
however, was interrupted when Brazil joined the war against Italy in March of 1942.
Occhialini was ordered to return to Italy and fight, but instead he fled into the rugged
mountains of Brazil, surviving as a mountain guide until 1944 when he returned to a
devastated Europe.173
Occhialini’s ground work resulted in important cosmic ray research. In 1951, the
UNESCO technical advisor Ugo Camerini arrived in South America from his home in
Italy. Camerini was sent to establish a very important research outpost, “the highest
permanent cosmic ray laboratory in the world located near the geomagnetic equator.”
Camerini transformed a hut already in use in Chacaltaya (at an elevation of 5300 meters)
and a “personnel base in La Paz [Bolivia]” as laboratories. Experimental equipment
initially consisted of a cloud chamber and “associated triggering control circuits.” The
cosmic ray research was mainly Camerini’s responsibility as he was one of only two
people who knew how to use such equipment. The other was a local faculty member,
Professor Lattes, who had first found the location of the Chacaltaya station. Chacaltaya
171
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was in an excellent geographical position, “granting a cosmic ray flux 100,000 times
greater than” what Occhialini had found in 1944 on the Pic du Midi observatory in the
French Pyrenees.174
Camerini taught nuclear physics courses and more. He directed students to
develop a system for “determining the quantity and nature of radioactivity in rocks and
sands.” 175 He taught the Brazilian physics professors emulsion and nuclear photographic
skills. He constructed scintillation counters and the other needed equipment to conduct
cosmic ray research. One overwhelming problem he identified, however, was the lack of
physics students. Much as some historians of science have observed, technology itself
can drive recruitment and research projects.176 Camerini felt similarly, and wrote that a
physics high tension set that was soon to be installed “will enable me to find many more
problems suitable for young research workers- the "Glamour" of the machine will also
help in attracting people to the field."177 He felt their interest would also be aided by other
new equipment that had been ordered from UNESCO and was on its way.
Camerini’s UNESCO field reports noted the poor condition of the laboratory for
cosmic ray research and his low pay. Being paid in Brazilian dunares, and not US dollars,
he was earning 60% less than he had anticipated. His work however was determined by
UNESCO officials thought his work was critical to nuclear and economic development
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for South America, as well as for international cosmic ray research. Camerini was laying
the preparation work for an UNESCO sponsored six- month return of Occhialini, who
was expected to “set things going with a bang.” 178 When Occhialini came to the
Brazilian Centre of Physical Researches in Rio de Janeiro he helped Lattes and Camerini
organize both long term research and the laboratory on Chacaltaya. Eventually this
contributed to the founding of the Institute for Radioactive Research (IPR) in Belo
Horizonte in the School of Engineering at the Federal University of Minas Gerais in
1952.179 A relationship between UNESCO and the US AEC was also established with
Camerini’s groundwork. In the early 1950’s two data points in secret AEC Sunshine
Project graphs of fallout from nuclear weapons tests in soils came from the Belo
Horizonte location.180 This was just one of the connections forged by the expanding
nuclear frontier.
Merging Nucleonics with Pomp and Circumstance
UNESCO was instrumental in connecting nuclear science with humanitarian aims.
One UNESCO pamphlet extolling the virtues of nucleonics (a term interchangeable with
nuclear science in the 1950s meaning the study of the nucleus, like electronics is a study
of electrons) predicted that before the children of today had grown into young adults,
nuclear power would be ubiquitous, transforming their lives as well as deserts into
agricultural plenty.181 The patronage, organization, educational and media access of the
US AEC, UNESCO and national identity politics served to embed nucleonics with
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modernity. A desire on the part of industrialists and educators to make the civilian uses of
nuclear technology and research a reality was accelerated by AEC chair David Lilienthal
by 1949. He directed the dissemination of nuclear information for industry by forming an
advisory committee of industrialists, publishers and scientific society members.182 Soon
more academic scientists joined the AEC in a meeting in support of international atomic
engineering education. The American Society for Engineering Education and the Atomic
Energy Commission (ASEE-AEC) at Hanford Works sponsored the meeting about the
time Camerini left Brazil in 1951. The joint committee and the experiences of the
radioisotope program, and early educational efforts by UNESCO and former Manhattan
Project scientists at US universities resulted in mechanisms for “Atoms for Peace.” By
the time President Dwight D. Eisenhower in 1953 announced the “Atoms for Peace”
initiative at the United Nations, the academic research base was already in place. This
base was fueled by enthusiasm by many former Manhattan Project scientists committed
to making social advances from atomic weapons.183
Eisenhower’s speech roused passions for peace. He said, “It is not enough to
take this weapon out of the hands of the soldiers. It must be put into the hands of those
who will know how to strip its military casing and adapt it to the arts of peace.” 184 He
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then proposed to supply an international body with fissionable materials for an expansion
of nuclear science for peaceful purposes such as agriculture and medicine, but also for a
unique purpose--to give abundant electrical energy to the power-starved areas of the
world.185 This call for equality by the Atoms for Peace project was embraced by a global
public and by academic scientists.186
The management of the AEC acted quickly to advance nuclear science but soon
the AEC was accosted by a controversy over the safety of fallout. The AEC provided
declassified information, funding, support, training, and equipment. Programs were
supported by generous fellowships to international and American students, and research
reactors were an essential mechanism to spread reactor knowledge. 187 The first research
reactor had already been installed on a college campus, previous to Atoms for Peace, and
was named romantically the “Temple of the Atom.” The story of this reactor at North
Carolina State University (NCSU) and Clifford Beck (who would later go on to head the
safety arm of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, NRC) shows the determination of
scientists to pursue nuclear technology despite overt safety concerns.188
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Safety concerns and distrust frustrated UNESCO’s initial ambition to be
included in the organizing of Atoms for Peace and the IAEA. Less than four months after
Eisenhower’s Atoms for Peace speech, a worldwide controversy over global fallout
dangers was sparked because of the March 1, 1954 Bravo thermonuclear weapons test.
The weapon was one thousand times the size of the Hiroshima bomb. This test, like the
majority of weapons tests, was held in the Pacific Islands. It harmed U.S. soldiers,
Japanese fishermen and especially Marshallese Islanders, hundreds of whom were forced
to evacuate and in the end, lost their health and homes. The “Lucky Dragon” incident,
which was the name of the Japanese fishing boat, brought into the public concerns about
the dangers of radiation.189 Fallout began to make international headlines.
Under these public conditions, the AEC was unsure it could trust UNESCO
scientists. The internal debate among scientists -- some of them former employees of the
AEC -- who disputed AEC reassurances of safety, came to the attention of the media.190
To most nuclear involved scientists at the time, however, the benefits and promise of
atomic power were considered to far outweigh the risks. In 1955, Geneva hosted the first
International Conference on the Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy. It was an international
success with the public and for scientists, who could freely associate on the once secret
topics of nuclear science. Some spied on one another, but the exchanges at the time were
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recorded by the media as beneficial and sincere, a real step towards a future peace.191 One
exception to this new openness was the treatment of American geneticist Hermann J.
Muller. He attended the conference but he was not allowed by the AEC to present his
research on the dangers of low level radiation. While side-lined from the conference, the
issue of danger from fission products and leaking power plants did attract some
international media attention there.192
Even more importantly for this study, Lew Kowarski submitted a paper on
behalf of UNESCO to the conference that explained the virtues, uses, types and costs of
research reactors. Kowarski was a French physicist who worked with Frederic JoliotCurie to understand nuclear chain reactions and how to generate electrical power from
nuclear reactions. Later, he helped build the first reactor in 1945 (ZEEP) in Chalk River.
A research reactor is a specialized type of reactor that operates at low power and does not
generate electrical power. The versatile machine is used as both a research object itself
and an educational tool. Kowarski explained, “New ways of using a reactor for research
purposes are invented and tested…everyday.” Students can learn how to operate reactors
and study reactor behavior itself. Training can occur while also conducting a multitude of
experiments, from studying radiation exposure of personnel to generating isotopes.193
Most of the papers on using research reactors came from military labs, including Oak
Ridge National Laboratory, Harwell (a British military lab) the UK AEE and Argonne
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National Laboratory. Clifford Beck presented “Observations on Operations, Training and
Research Experiences with the Raleigh Research Reactor.” His paper did not mention the
reactor core problems that led to his dismissal from NCSU in the early 1950s before he
was hired by the AEC. 194
UNESCO used the conference to highlight their vision of modernity and human
rights. They distributed what they called “a little book” explaining all things atomic for
the public to commemorate the 1955 Geneva Conference. Nuclear Energy and Its Uses in
Peace swooned with excitement for the new frontier of the nuclear age, extolling its
virtues as “a turning point in man’s destiny.” Finally, the striking economic “disparity
among nations” could end. The book reassured the public that safety would be
investigated by competent agencies such as FAO, WHO and UNESCO but it did end
with a warning. If UNESCO failed to teach science to the world, “a forced nuclear
economy could be dangerously incompatible with an unscientific culture.” 195
The AEC was still concerned UNESCO scientists might too freely and
independently investigate the dangers of worldwide fallout.196 But coordinating
educational conferences and exchanges, however, was UNESCO’s forte. Often the
agency was solicited for support. While conferences are important to study because they
show how important research questions are defined, an Israeli conference shows
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UNESCO’s support of the growth of national nuclear educational programs.197 In 1956,
UNESCO helped to send 250 scientists from around the world to Israel to a conference
on nuclear structure. All that was required for this financial assistance was some limited
correspondence to the agency. While the UNESCO director Dept of Natural Science,
Pierre V. Auger (who followed Needham in 1948 and was director until 1958), sent his
regrets, other notable scientists like Rudolf E. Peierls, Hans Bethe, Neils Bohr and
Wolfgang Pauli attended. The event was presided over by the President of Israel, Mr. I
Ben Zvi. As in the 1955 conference, many of the invitees were from military laboratories,
but this was a way academics had access to nuclear research. Impressively, two planes
were put at the disposal of the participants by the US Military Transport Service. A more
typical aspect of this conference was the lack of research on radiation health safety. Of
the 22 papers only one paper, Anatole Abragam’s “General Theory of Extra nuclear
Effects” linked remotely to the topic of radiation safety.198
Like Israel, many nations by this time had established their own independent
national Atomic Energy Commissions or Atomic Energy Establishments. A network of
national commissions, originally facilitated by the US AEC and then the UN AEC,
streamlined correspondence with the AEC and later, international agencies such as the
IAEA, UNESCO, and WHO. Some years earlier than 1950, the Administrative
Committee on Coordination (ACC) was established to facilitate coordination among the
197
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UN, the UN specialized agencies and the AEC. On the whole, this vertical arrangement
allowed opportunities for scientific unions and nation state representatives to easily
connect for participation in conferences and funding opportunities with the AEC and the
United Nations organizations.199 This assisted in the rapid growth of nuclear
infrastructure, just as predicted by the 1955 “little book” on nuclear energy by UNESCO.
Often lavish ceremonies surrounded the “start up” of both research and
commercial reactors. Records of these events show the extent of national and
international scientific pride, and perhaps the desire of the AEC to demonstrate fallout
was safe, tied to nuclear science.200 At the “formal inauguration of the Indian Atomic
Energy Establishment and Research Reactor” in Bombay on January 20, 1957, Brigadier
General K.D. Nichols attended as one of three US AEC representatives. Nichols had
overseen the secrecy and construction of both Hanford and Oak Ridge military
laboratories during the Manhattan Project. He was accompanied by Lloyd Berkner,
president of the Associated Universities, Inc, (the nonprofit operating Brookhaven, an
AEC national laboratory in New York) and John C. Bugher, former director of the AEC’s
Division of Biology and Medicine (DBM) and of the Rockefeller Foundation. Bugher
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chaired the secret Sunshine Project meetings.201 The Sunshine Project involved a world
wide network to secretly compile samples of human bone and tissue to investigate the
uptake of Sr-90. Cadavers were obtained under dubious circumstance and by using the
personal contacts of AEC connected scientists.202 Documents record how Bugher had
used his Rockefeller contacts to recruit researchers. He used false pretenses, leading
scientists to believe they were participating in studies of natural background radiation
(radium) in bone as a cover story for the secret fallout and strontium 90 studies.203 As
early as 1953, now declassified documents show Bugher had sought samples of
specimens in this manner from India and Brazil, among other countries.204 These
connections served the AEC in terms of secret research as well as overt establishment of
nuclear science.
The Indian reactor christening in Bombay was just the highlight of week- long
festivities and tours. Dignitaries toured such facilities as the Indian Cancer Research
Center and the Indian Rare Earth factory and saw sights such as the Ajanata and Ellora
caves and a dance recital, and participated in a boat trip, and the Republic Day Parade.
On the day of the dedication ceremony, an entourage of twenty cars transported the
201
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dignitaries to the research reactor. Representatives came from national atomic agencies,
such as the Burmese, Pakistani, Japanese, Thai, Belgian and Vietnamese AECs, and the
UK AEE. Also in attendance was the Afghani Minister of Mines, and National Academy
of Science physicists and experts, including three Soviet scientists. In all, thirty- one
countries sent forty- nine representatives to celebrate India’s installation of its first
research reactor and its atomic agency, the Indian Atomic Energy Establishment.205
The events served as a way to build friendship among the international nuclear
community. It also impressed the world at large about India’s capable, but peaceful
nuclear intentions. Indian headlines blazed the day after the occasion “India Will Not Use
Atomic Power for Evil Purposes: Mr. Nehru’s Assurance to Nations.” Prime Minister
Nehru vowed the reactor would be solely used for peaceful purposes. Both he and Indian
AEC Chairman H.J. Bhabha explained in their dedication speeches that the atomic
revolution was at hand and was inevitable; those who had missed the first industrial
revolution were left behind. India had reserves of uranium far outweighing their meager
coal supplies. There was no doubt that nuclear energy was essential to raise Indian
standards of living for all people. In addition, two hundred and fifty university graduates
and engineers were to be immediately hired and trained in nuclear energy in June. India
would also share its reactor: all Asian and some African countries that did not have a
reactor of their own were invited to use the facility.
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Nehru declared the day a historical moment: India had almost single handedly
built the first reactor in Asia, outside of the Soviet Union. He equated nuclear scientists
with the “high priests” of the past and christened the name of the reactor “Apsara.” The
Sanskrit name, meaning both “celestial damsel” and “water nymph”, described the beauty
of the Indian- designed water- cooled reactor. The plant was engineered, constructed and
designed entirely with Indian talent and manufacturing, with U.K. assistance only for
enriched uranium fuel elements.206
Safety was not addressed by the speakers at the Indian research reactor ceremony.
Research reactors implied education and seemed the perfect peaceful launching point as
the opening salvo of the atomic frontier. While India built their first small research
reactor independent of outright US financial assistance, by 1958, the US AEC had
granted nine nations financial assistance under the Atoms for Peace program since 1955.
Much of the funds went to the installation of US- manufactured research reactors. The
AEC made $350,000 available for the purchase of each reactor, intended for training and
multidisciplinary research projects at universities. These costs often left balances usually
of just shy of a million dollars for the host country to invest in constructing facilities,
laboratories, and programs and to lease AEC provided enriched uranium fuel.207 But for
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scientists like Bhabha, who believed nuclear power could be nothing short of
transformative, with the ability to end poverty and release unknown stores of human
creativity and abundance, nuclear power was a priceless investment in the future.208
Education in the Glow of Blue
UNESCO emerged by 1958, not as the critic the AEC had feared, but as a loyal
servant to this aim. UNESCO not only spread nuclear science through its direct
establishment in nuclear education programs, but it helped to create the environment that
allowed the association of nuclear power with modernity, and the inverse, antinuclear
with Luddite, to flourish. Their work labeled those opposed to nuclear expansion as
irrational, ignorant and frightened of the inexorable march of technological progress.
With the frontier mindset that nuclear progress was the inevitable, healthy path to the
future, UNESCO’s Thomas H. Marshall used emerging social studies, research papers,
and press releases to persuade and reassure the global public. Marshall, who left the
London School of Economics to head the UNESCO Department of Social Sciences,
explained: “the problem [of acceptance of atomic energy] is not in fact nearly as novel or
important a one as is sometimes suggested. I do not see that the introduction of atomic
energy as a source of power is essentially different in kind from the introduction of other
sources in the past.” Through surveys and studies, Marshall intended “to find out what
hopes and anxieties exist in the minds of the general public and how far these are based
on misconceptions as to the nature and effect of this new kind of energy. With this
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knowledge we could try to present a balanced picture of the situation in a form in which
it would be likely to remove these misunderstandings” with education and training.209
In 1958, Marshall sent a form letter to the International Association of
Universities. The letter begins with Resolution 3.75 and 3.76 adopted by the General
Conference of UNESCO at its ninth session: “Member states are invited to encourage the
study of the social, cultural and moral problems involved in the peaceful utilization of
atomic energy and to promote the dissemination of objective information about these
problems.” Member states are to be particularly assisted to develop high school curricula
adult education programs and “in the activities of youth organizations.”210 Multinational
surveys were constructed to anticipate young people’s attitudes toward nuclear power.211
The research focused on educating and reassuring the public that nuclear technology was
a mere cog in the thus far, successful and modern machine of automation. Marshall
determined it was modernity itself that was being irrationally rejected and not nuclear
technology per se. 212 The AEC provided radiation health safety standardization and
training for radiation safety procedures. Their expertise enabled nuclear technology to be
accepted. Persuasive scientists presented convincing statistics and mathematical
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computations of safety in scientific meetings and papers that reassured other scientists,
the press and politicians.213
Abundant nuclear energy became idealized as a future destination point for
society. The reasons for this include UNESCO’s influence on global education, the
AEC’s ability to standardize training and regulations, and nuclear promoters like Bhabha,
but also working academic scientists like Italian Camerini. These scientists quietly
volunteered to go where few had gone before. Scientists, working as advisors at
UNESCO, temporarily left their universities and colleges to serve in the periphery, as
Needham had first envisioned. These often unknown academic scientists and experts
were the glue that cemented the spread of nuclear science and power technology. Or as
expert advisor Lars Bergstrom described it, “I was a kind of exchange particle.”214
Due to hopes for economic and energy development in South American countries,
following the example of Brazil, general physics programs became nuclear focused. Just
one example that shows both agency and localized decision making of UNESCO experts
is the establishment of nuclear physics in Argentina. As early as 1950, Enrique F.
Gonzales of the Argentinean National Commission on Atomic Energy (or Comisión
National de la Energía Atómica, CNEA) asked the US AEC to provide further
information on how to disseminate atomic technology but also, how to defend their
population from atomic radiation. Gonzales requested exchanges of personnel for
technical assistance. His inquiry appears to have been rebuffed but this is hard to
213
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determine as the AEC documents remain classified.215 The significance of the request,
however, shows health centered priorities for the CNEA, and that the requests for
technical advisors came genuinely from the periphery. Seven years later, four of the six
academic UNESCO experts sent to Argentina were nuclear physicists: S. Devon from
England, T.R. Gerholm, Bergstrom, and Torsten Lindqvist, all from Sweden.
For UNESCO, South America and Argentina, the specific step to nuclear and
economic development was education. Education for students in nuclear science was the
main priority. Previously, students used to obtain education by traveling to universities in
Europe and North America. It was just as important to build the program infrastructure
with experimental equipment and fellowships. The UNESCO scientists were to design
the curriculum and organize and develop the actual physics departments. But by the time
of UNESCO expert Lindqvist’s 1959-1960 visit, physics centers, which had been built up
intensively since 1957 by UNESCO with equipment and assistance, were flourishing
beyond Buenos Aires. Physics had spread to other research centers in La Plata, Bariloche,
Cordoba and Tucuman. A UNESCO Science Cooperation Office was located at
Montevideo, Uruguay, where UNESCO trained the experts. Lindqvist’s work focused on
specialized nuclear fields including experimental nuclear physics and Nuclear Magnetic
Resonance (or NMR).
Lindqvist’s visit had effects far beyond the main campus where he was based, at
Facultad de Ciencias Exactas y Naturales de la Universidad de Buenos Aires. He gave
lectures about nuclear technology and power around the country. During his stay he also
visited regularly CNEA and the Universidad de La Plata, where he often gave lectures
215
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and discussed various problems in physics research education. He also spent time at
Centro Atómico de Bariloche, the Universidad de Cordoba and the Universidad de
Tucuman. During the course of his year long appointment, Lindqvist also visited the
Universidad de Santiago, Chile; Universidad Mayor de San Andreas, La Paz, Bolivia;
Universidad de San Marcos, Lima, Peru; Universidad de Rio Grande de Sol, Porto Alegre,
Brazil; Universidad de Sao Paolo, Brazil; and Universidad de Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, to
discuss and assess nuclear physics and education.216
Lindqvist decided the Buenos Aires campus program needed drastic change. It
needed to be more technological and less theoretical. Also, the equipment thus far
provided by UNESCO was not enough to ensure the longevity of the program. Lindqvist
analyzed what type of improvements would increase the robustness of the nuclear physics
programs in the country as a whole. He recommended that the Argentinean universities
have a much closer relationship with CNEA. In fact, he recommended that the budding
nuclear program at University in Buenos Aires merge with the experimental physicists at
CNEA. CNEA staff should not just be visiting occasional professors, but become full
time faculty at the university to ensure the viability of the program. In the next few years,
students would need problems to work on in neighboring fields, too. While presently the
students preferred theoretical physics to experimental, “with all the new equipment now
delivered and planned such a change will definitely come.”217
Lindqvist felt an obligation to create success for nuclear energy in Argentina as a
whole. The mission to create economic equality and development in Latin America
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would only be realized if an investment were made. He advised practical steps like higher
pay for physicists and said, “Physics in industry is not much developed. Therefore
physics as a profession is not very popular… but nuclear energy seems to be suitable for
Argentina.”218 Lindqvist predicted physics research will be
of extreme importance for Argentina in the near future. The power situation is
such that the atomic age is near and justified to come. The country needs physicists,
graduated from universities. In order to graduate sufficient numbers of physicists the
universities must be well-established research centers with complete staffs of full- time
scientists… Argentina is so near a real scientific breakthrough that UNESCO-help
through experts is surely to give obvious results in 3-4 years from now.
Otherwise, “the universities do not have now enough physicists” to do this “in a decent
time.”219
Lindqvist was thinking in continental terms too. He learned on his visit to Chile at
Universidad de Santiago de Chile that its one year old physics and mathematics
department was already doing international-class research on X-ray crystallography.
Most of the physicists had gotten their degrees from abroad (USA, England, or even
Argentina occasionally) since the teaching of physics was not well established at the
university level in Chile. Lindqvist recommended that UNESCO should help with
equipment and experts as an emergency action, due to Chile’s recent earthquake. He felt
Bolivia was a natural match to do cosmic ray research, with high mountains and two
laboratories already supported by UNESCO, Universidad Mayor de San Andreas with its
cosmic ray station at Chacaltaya and in La Paz. While all the scientists there were from
abroad, these were very important labs, Lindqvist wrote, “in a chain of laboratories all
over the world.”220
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However, beyond cosmic ray work, there was no physics research or teaching in
Bolivia. This meant it was too soon for UNESCO experts to come to build research
groups, and Lindqvist concluded the same for Lima, Peru. For now, the best way to build
physics was with fellowships given to students to study abroad to meet the rapid demand
expected soon for physicists.221 Lindqvist recommended ongoing support for the
outstanding Rio de Janeiro summer school. His tour was unusual due to the large
geographical area he was responsible for, but like most other UNESCO experts, his
recommendations were submitted to university administrators and government
officials.222 Also in Argentina in the previous year, Lindqvist’s Swedish colleague
Bergstrom had already recommended that UNESCO continue to bring internationally
known physicists to the country, where, he said, there were excellent research facilities,
as this was the key to the future.223 UNESCO, with the commitment of its technical
experts, connected South America to a growing network of expertise while establishing
the infrastructure that could anchor the continent in the new nuclear age.
UNESCO was not alone in sending nuclear experts worldwide. WHO sent experts
in radiation health safety protection, and after 1957, the IAEA also sent nuclear technical
experts.224 In a frontier, it is only natural that there should be some wrangling, but on the
whole, WHO and UNESCO technical experts disseminated AEC instigated
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standardization. Visiting experts on radiation safety were trained with AEC approved and
suggested materials. Health physics and safety officers were certified by the US AEC or
national AECs or AEEs which used US AEC standards, suggestions, materials and
manuals. The correspondence between the AEC, educational institutions, and
international agencies reflects a deep preoccupation with standardization of educational
training materials, certifications of programs, course work, syllabi and requirements. This
preliminary study included documents from international meetings on radiation safety on
the Oregon State campus and from agencies such as UNAEC, UNESCO, IUPAC, WHO,
and the IAEA, which are all linked by extensive AEC correspondence over training,
curriculum and standards. This vertical control model by the AEC and the ACC
simplified the task of providing certain standards of radiation health and safety, yet
limited the discourse on safety itself. 225 Few would have reason to question the expertise
of the AEC, honed with the mystique of the Manhattan Project. This was enhanced by the
AEC’s ability to disseminate simplified and standardized model curriculum. Enthusiastic
and educated academics were easy to trust. Who would not want to believe in the miracle
age ahead? Yet the actual daily conduct of radiation health safety could be more
complex.
WHO sent technical experts to work toward radiation health standardization. The
example of Thailand’s radiation protection program in the early 1960s illustrates the
challenges of implementing radiation health safety. Hanson Blatz of the AEC was sent by
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WHO to establish a standardized radiological protection program for Thailand. He
arrived in Bangkok and was met by an in country IAEA expert physicist R.A. Borthwick
and a research reactor in place that was built by the US company Curtis Wright. As was
common for research reactor establishments outside of the USA, the director of the Thai
Radio Chemistry Laboratory, Mrs. Onareee Swateganit, was trained by the US AEC
Health and Safety Laboratory in New York City. Her laboratory monitored soil and
water near the reactor by investigating rice samples, finding only strontium-90 which was
accredited to atmospheric testing and considered without question, by both Swateganit
and Blatz, as not caused by the research reactor.
Blatz nonetheless found unexpected problems. In Bangkok, water from the reactor
pool had leaked. He tested the extent of the contamination only to find stored nuclear
waste in underground tanks had also leaked during frequent flooding. Inside the reactor
facility, IAEA expert Borthwick had previously instituted a film badge service. However,
the service was slow to find any overexposures: there was only the capacity for the
badges to be tabulated on a three month cycle. Because of the heat and humidity in
Thailand, the film badges did not always work properly. In addition, of the 1, 074 total
film badges, thirty five were unaccounted for and ten of the badges showed exposures
between 1,000 to 2,000 millirems. Blatz dismissed this as of no concern as this exposure
was far below the 5,000 millirems per year limit as the “generally accepted maximum.”
Due to his training in the AEC protection and standards, the exposures were determined
to be inconsequential.226 The AEC radiation standards were based on the idea that if
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artificial radiation were far under the limits of natural background radiation from natural
sources, like cosmic rays and uranium, the limits would provide more than enough safety.
Blatz felt the problems of providing radiation health safety in Thailand were not
unique. Despite careful written rules for the Atomic Energy for Peace Act in Thailand,
“…it is soon realized that many aspects of radiation protection – often the most important
aspects – are not covered…This has occurred in both the USA and England. In these
countries there has been the general realization that radiological health was primarily a
public health problem.” Beyond the radiation badges, no specific actions in Thailand for
radiological protection had been taken before his arrival. The act of writing regulations
was not the same as enforcing them. The conclusion of his meetings with his Thai
colleagues was that they preferred safety measures to be enforced by an outside party. It
was too hard to work and to also monitor themselves.227 Scientists engrossed in research
did not have protection from their own work. Radioactivity presented additional
challenges to safety even in the controlled scientific laboratory environment.
A new frontier, however, is not for the faint hearted. Tarnished hopes tempered
some of the early enthusiasm for nuclear power, as new questions about safety arose.
These included the fire at a British plutonium and tritium processing facility for nuclear
weapons, Windscale, in England. The fire of 1957 released large amounts of airborne
radiation, which then, like nuclear weapons fallout, fell to ground to contaminate the
grass eaten by cows and thus, could be ingested by humans and infants who drank milk.
such as skin or eye. For example, each year only .15 rems is allowed to expose the lens of the eye or .5
rems over nine months for a pregnant female, etc. To compare historical doses to today is complicated but
for today’s standards see Nuclear Regulatory Commission, “Dose Standards and Methods for Protection”
u.d. accessed May 6, 2014, http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/basic-ref/teachers/08.pdf.
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The reassurances of safety with the confiscation by the government of the milk drew the
global public’s attention to the dangers of fallout.228 The accident was also used as a
chance to study the effects of a nuclear war, and alarmed the public about the dangers of
both power plants and nuclear arms.229 That same year, Willard Libby of the AEC shared
his findings from the Sunshine Project. Instead of reassuring the public about the small
amount of Sr-90 comparative to natural background radiation, the release of the findings
dismayed both the public and scientists that Sr-90 (a radionuclide not in the environment
until after 1945) was accumulating in human bones and even children’s teeth.230
Disillusionment with nuclear technology was apparent in even in an ardent supporter.
David Lilienthal is one unique example of an original frontiersman, having pushed for
nuclear education since 1946. However, the former AEC chair wrote a book in 1963,
“Change, Hope and the Bomb.” He lamented that the atom was still tied to the destiny of
every human being, but now like a sinking anchor, attached to the unsolved riddles of
weapons proliferation, contamination and how to dispose safely of nuclear waste. We
were, he said, “bewitched” and led by only convictions that nuclear power, born of such
violence, had to be for good. 231
The scientists’ hopes for economic parity worldwide were not fully realized.
Another less famous, but still significant voice is a Dr. Daw of the IAEA. In a 1970
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seminar on radiological protection held in Kuwait, he predicted that although by the year
2000 50% of the electricity in the US would be provided by nuclear power “in
developing countries, there are economic restraints and difficulty in obtaining nuclear
fuel.”232 This was despite the enthusiastic response of Pakistan, for example, to
Eisenhower’s Atoms for Peace speech in 1953.233 The Atoms for Peace announcement
was followed by the excitement of the 1955 United Nations Conference on Peaceful Uses
of Atomic Energy held in Geneva, (with the stunning operational research reactor
installed) but became in fact, only a reality for the very few.234 A 1975 IAEA study
concludes however, “One of the most reliable indicators of economic development of a
country is its per capita consumption of electrical energy. Seen in this context, the
situation in Pakistan, though much improved since independence, is still not
satisfactory…the per capita consumption is still one-tenth of the world average.”235
For Pakistan, likely, by the 1970s, the inalienable right to peaceful nuclear
technology encoded in the Non Proliferation Treaty became perceived by the west as
instead, too illicit.236 The relationship between power for electricity and nuclear weapons
became acknowledged as too difficult to control in non-western developing countries.
And the lack of control of nuclear power was magnified by the increasingly fierce and
frequent accidents of the technology. The predictions from 1976 of one core melt “in
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20,000 reactor years…perhaps 25,000 reactor years we might expect only one core melt”
were exceeded with the Three Mile Island accident three years later.237 In addition, the
inability to provide convincing evidence of a safe radiation exposure threshold to nonphysicists is often deflected, as by nuclear scientist Alvin Weinberg: “We simply could
not conceive that the public would be afflicted with a radiation phobia-that an additional
radiation at background level would be viewed as posing an unacceptable hazard.” 238 In
his memoir, Weinberg reflected on his earlier ideas of economic parity through nuclear
energy: “In 1966, at the height of my nuclear euphoria, I visualized nuclear energy--and
by implication, other technological marvels--as being magical panaceas for much of what
troubled us. From today’s [1991] standpoint my optimism about nuclear energy seems
utopian; however, the basic idea of a technological fix is still sound.” 239
Conclusion
As with any frontier, the ones who got there first likely made the rules. The AEC
was years ahead of other countries in terms of expertise and capacity for nuclear
education and making radiation health safety standards. UNESCO was able to distribute
perceptions of the nuclear age with AEC norms as instructions, from elementary to adult
education. UNESCO’s motivation to expand nuclear education was embedded in a claim
for human rights and economic development. The passion for nuclear technology as a
right specifically became embedded in the efforts of not only the agency but also of
universities and scientists. In this endeavor, UNESCO and WHO were aided by scientists,
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AEC grants and fellowships, conferences, articles, materials and influential believers, like
Nehru and Bhabha.
The rhetoric of human rights worked reciprocally and hand in hand with nuclear
science to bring values to developing nations that likely reinforced American
hegemony.240 The risks of contamination from nuclear science for these scientists were
far eclipsed by their passion for experimental science. Scientists’ dedication to nuclear
development can be seen in their technical reports submitted to UNESCO and WHO. The
technical experts established nuclear physics outposts, often with research reactors and
armed with the AEC interpretation of threshold radiation health safety science. This
chapter has examined examples of the agency and localized contributions of scientists
and the countries they visited to contribute to scholarship on the circulation of nuclear
science and health and human rights history. The story of how nuclear technology
transgressed the boundaries of the known frontier and the body is intimately connected to
a global effort to increase human rights. The expansion of nuclear science can explain
how ideas of modernity, contamination and rights came to be ideas that were taken for
granted. And one is left to wonder, as with any frontier, if and when it closes.
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Chapter 3 Pauling vs. Libby
The atom can ultimately move mountain ranges, drain seas, irrigate entire deserts,
transmute poverty into plenty, misery into mercy. Such are the offerings of the
Philosophers' Stone if man, having found its secret, can find the trust and will to
use it well. Time Magazine, 1955241
As the Time cover story about Willard Libby attested in 1955, the issue of trust in
science dominated during the 20th century.242 At the time, scientists such as Libby, with
organizations like the AEC and UN agencies like UNESCO and WHO, were rapidly
disseminating nuclear technology as a human rights claim. Other scientists, even those
opposed to nuclear weapons, often aided this rapid technological spread. Some opposed
to nuclear weapons testing focused on questions of health and human rights and saw
nuclear weapons as an expression of a new type of scientific techno-political totalitarian
control. Many historians write about the culture of both public distrust and the known
secrecy of the Manhattan Project that laid the foundations of what is considered the
modern nuclear age. Primary source documents also attest to this. The notes in daily logs
kept by David Bradley, one of the radiological monitors during nuclear tests known as
Operation Crossroads in the Pacific, show clear links among radiation health safety
science, human rights, and trust. Bradley’s 1948 account “No Place to Hide” begins by
saying people “for their own protection will have to match natural laws with civil laws.
Science and sociology are as inseparable now as man and his shadow.”243 The present
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chapter aligns debates over science and rights through the lives of two trusted scientists.
The scientific disagreement over the safety of fallout from nuclear weapons tests can be
illustrated by Willard Libby and Linus Pauling. Both men made assumptions, without
conclusive evidence at times, about the relative safety or harm of background radiation
from naturally occurring uranium and cosmic ray radiation. The men also stood opposed
in their interpretations of the limits to state power and human rights. This comparison of
lives and claims between the two men embody the different definitions of both radiation
safety and human rights.
According to K.Z. Morgan in 1999, a founder of health physics, the risk of cancer
caused by radiation exposure was fifty times greater than the risks were concluded to be
in 1947.244 According to both J. Samuel Walker and Barton Hacker, the controversy over
radiation safety has been misunderstood because radiation safety standards were in
actuality socially constructed by health physicists to the best of their ability and never
intended as a pronouncement of safety.245 This history is problematic, because if the
guidelines were not measures of safety, what were they intended to be? This history also
suggests that, as Gabrielle Hecht argues, the way radiation danger has been addressed is
more a reflection of the value of what is being irradiated than a scientific evaluation of
effects. The actions and thinking of Pauling and Libby on the topic of radiation safety
provides a way to understand the sociopolitical workings of science. How these men
came to their disparate scientific conclusions is documented in recent works of several
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historians and historians of science, yet juxtaposing them directly will inform us about
the assumptions and humanitarian motivations in radiation health safety science.246
The divergent interpretations of the safety of “natural” or background radiation is
central to the issues of both environmental justice and human rights.247 Some argue that
the general public has accepted the valuation of radiation safety by those invested in
obscuring dangers. The projection of radiation health safety by industry, governmental
agencies and international agencies like the IAEA continue to be seen as scientific facts,
and taken at face value, rather investigated as a historical social construction throughout
the nuclear era.248 This was true in the 1950s, during massive thermonuclear weapons
tests and as Atoms for Peace research reactors and nuclear programs were spreading
infrastructure into developing nations.249 The story highlighted here is often hard to
recognize in health and human rights histories and protocols. Since it is not explicit, the
claim of a human right not to be contaminated is not broached by historians of science,
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human rights activists, and organizations such as the UN.250 Protection from radioactive
contamination has been considered a scientific question rather than as a human rights
claim, but both aspects converged during the fallout controversy. The lives, science and
ideas of Libby and Pauling encompass this confluence.
Two Men In the Light of Present Knowledge
To illustrate how notions of safety could be interpreted quite differently,
depending on one’s social values, we can examine the contrasting outlooks of these two
prominent scientists in the fallout controversy. Both were widely respected in the field of
chemistry. Yet, the two men had divergent scientific outlooks about the dangers from
radionuclides. Willard Libby, first as a scientist, then as a commissioner of the Atomic
Energy Commission, assured the public of their safety from fallout created by nuclear
weapons tests. By contrast, Linus Pauling framed the exposure of mass populations to
radiation as dangerous experiments that were conducted without consent.251
The contrast between Libby and Pauling also shows the importance of trust and
the conception of rights in developing, and countering, the discipline of health physics.
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New emerging disciplines like health physics often test boundaries between lay and
expert, popular press and scientific journals.252 The discipline of health physics was
established by 1942 at the Chicago Met Lab as part of the Manhattan Project. Some
historians and those involved assert it was named “health physics” to obfuscate the need
for radiation safety in order to keep secret the atom bomb project. The discipline focused
on developing instrumentation for monitoring radiation, and mathematical calculations of
safety for atomic workers and scientists. This was based on the essential insight that there
was a threshold for dangerous exposure.253
Libby and Pauling were similar in many respects, and perhaps one might have
expected their views of radiation to be similar. Both Libby and Pauling won Guggenheim
fellowships; Pauling in 1926 for chemistry and Libby in 1941 for natural sciences and
physics. Later, both would become Nobel Prize winners for their work in chemistry.
Pauling won his Nobel in 1954, the same year Libby became appointed to the Atomic
Energy Commission (AEC). Libby received his Chemistry Nobel prize in 1960 for his
work using Carbon-14 for radiocarbon dating. There much of the similarity between the
men ends. Libby perceived his role as on the AEC as a reward for his support of the
hydrogen bomb, and his assailing against Robert Oppenheimer. For Pauling, both the
terror of thermonuclear explosions and the Oppenheimer hearings were threats to
democracy, freedom of speech, and human rights of epic proportions. Pauling became the
central figure in raising the ethical and practical questions of the responsibility of the
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scientist to the public and to the state. Pauling did this with his wife, Ava Helen, as they
opposed nuclear weapons and war, by lecturing, writing, protesting, and educating
throughout the fifties, while laying the foundations for an emerging American
environmental movement that focused on the interactions of human-made pollutants
within the ecosphere.254
Libby, in contrast, was a nuclear utopian. Libby, a key scientific figure of the
AEC, was once described as “a man who saw a Communist under every bed.”255 Libby
believed that nuclear power would itself end war by the abundance it would produce, far
overshadowing the power of nuclear weapons, which perhaps soon would no longer be
needed in a world of such limitless wealth, that would satisfy human “needs for all time”
including extended and disease-free lives healed with nuclear medicine.256 With funding
from the AEC Libby established the methods for using radioisotopes to study and
monitor the environment. Libby and his wife Leona, an environmental engineer, founded
the first distinctly multidisciplinary environmental PhD program in UCLA by 1972.257
Both Libby and Pauling sought to simplify, for the general public, the concepts of
nuclear radiation. Both would become trusted voices and thus, representative of two
distinct interpretations of radiation health safety. Libby assured the public at every
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opportunity of fallout safety. Pauling framed the exposure of mass populations to
radiation as scientifically specious and a violation of human rights to “life, liberty and the
pursuit of happiness.”258 Surprisingly, both were collegial and even friendly to each other
in their correspondence, even during the height of the fallout controversy.259 Pauling’s
life-long best friend, Paul Emmett, worked with Libby to develop the chemistry for the
gaseous diffusion process and barriers that made enriched uranium possible during the
Manhattan Project.260 Libby’s initial mentor, Dr. Harold Urey, would go on to be one of
the Vice Presidents of the group which formed out of the Emergency Committee of
Atomic Scientists and later the Federation of American Scientists to work for
international control of nuclear weapons and energy. With Pauling, Urey sponsored The
Bulletin of Atomic Scientists.261
Politically, Pauling was more vulnerable than Libby. For example, Senator Joseph
McCarthy criticized Pauling soon after the first Soviet bomb test in 1949. Pauling was
startled by the intensity of the smears against him. Having organized much of the
chemical war work done in WW II at Caltech, and receiving the highest honor accorded
258
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to civilians by President Truman, Pauling felt he was unflinchingly patriotic. McCarthy,
however, believed otherwise. He named Pauling as one of eight atomic scientists known
to be communists in October of 1950. Pauling attempted to correct this mistake that was
printed widely in newspapers by saying that he was neither an atomic scientist, nor a
communist, but in favor of ‘international policies that would lead to peace.”262 In 1950,
Pauling was invited by the Bulletin of Atomic Scientist’s editor, Eugene Rabinowitch, to
contribute to the public discussion of the development of the “Super” or hydrogen
bomb.263
The scientific differences between the men can be similarly isolated. The
scientific dispute between Libby and Pauling can be distilled to one key assumption
about the relative safety or harm of background radiation from naturally occurring
uranium and cosmic ray radiation. Pauling, like geneticists, felt that even if it was natural,
there was no safe level of radiation exposure. This was due to known birth defects,
diseases and cancers established as caused by this natural radiation.264 Libby saw the
evidence inversely. He felt there was a practical level of natural radiation exposure that
would likely cause not harm. Libby’s epidemiological approach was in step with the
tradition of a threshold approach. This can be traced to the field of industrial hygiene, and
the creators of early X-ray and radium industry standards. Standards were recommended
by volunteer membership organizations such as the International Commission on
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Radiological Protection (ICRP). Early animal studies by the Manhattan Project in the
1940’s “lent comfort to,” as Lauriston Taylor, (a founder of radiation safety) put it, the
threshold approach that was already in use. This was despite the early death and birth
defects found in radiation-exposed mice, guinea pigs and rabbits at the Manhattan Project
laboratories and universities.265 Other secret human experiments, performed without
knowledge or consent upon ill patients, even some children, some disabled, and pregnant
women, reinforced a belief in a threshold, despite some inconsistencies.266
Taylor in 1971 wrote proudly of the fact that while “changes in numerical values
and … some developments, particularly in the genetic field…modified the approach to
the genetics problem,” there had never really been “important or fundamental” changes
“in the philosophical approach to the problem” since the original recommendation of
1949.267 The 1949 “NCRP Report on External Exposure,” published for the public in
1954, established the first tolerance dose for the population at large. The standards relied
on the reiteration of what was known at the time about how external radiation operated
and applied this knowledge to internal exposures, calculated with water as the stand in for
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organs and tissues.268 Genetic concerns were left for further study, despite the
“universally accepted” findings that there was a linear relationship between radiation and
genetic mutation and the inclusion of Hermann J. Muller, who had worked on these
issues, on the committee.269
Pauling marked this first definition of an acceptable dose on his copy of the
regulations that he had requested. Pauling requested many of the studies and findings of
not only the AEC but the UN AEC and later, the IAEA. In his copy of the regulations, he
highlighted the definition that would guide radiation protection, “Permissible dose may
then be defined as the dose of ionizing radiation that, in the light of present knowledge, is
not expected to cause appreciable bodily injury to a person at any time during his
lifetime.”270 Many years later, however, Taylor saw the lack of change in this original
way of thinking about radiation exposure as proof of the threshold exposure model’s
efficacy and protection.271
Like Taylor, Libby viewed dangers from fallout to be relatively small. Libby
based his thinking on the notion that any radiation below background, which was a barely
measurable amount itself, would be relatively safe. Natural radiation was all around. Fear
of radiation on the part of the public could be credited to the recent human recognition of
these facts of life, as Libby often explained. Libby took a comparative, relative approach
268
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to potential harm, instead of an additive or cumulative approach, as his detractors did.
Pauling, for example, found the views of Libby irreconcilable with his own morality.
Pauling felt ending suffering was the essence of scientific and medical practice. His belief
in ending suffering predated World War II but aligned with the Hippocratic Oath and
Nuremburg Code in that science should do no harm.272 This was because, to Pauling,
man-made radiation exposure would be adding to an already elevated risk of birth defects,
illness and cancers caused by the existing “natural” background radiation.
For Libby, he could only do his best, using his present knowledge. He indeed had
more knowledge of the natural sources of radiation than almost any other scientist. Libby
published papers on natural radioactivity throughout his career, as early as 1933. He was
one of few experts on the subject, and had helped to create methods to study and measure
first natural radioactivity, then fallout, building Geiger counters and experimenting with
ways to measure radiation. He was keenly interested in cosmic rays and Carbon-14 (C14) before the war, wondering how radiocarbon came into being.273 His professional
experience was with cosmic rays, which carried far more radiation than fallout. Libby
272
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viewed dangers from fallout to be relatively small, compared to just these much more
potent natural cosmic rays. He had big questions, and he wanted to find the answers to
them to understand how the universe worked. 274 His pre-war expertise on C-14, which
did occur naturally as part of cosmic rays, would later lead to his discovery of
radiocarbon dating, leading to his Nobel Prize and to his stature and legacy in various
fields.
Libby relied not only on his pre-World War II measurements and research on
natural sources of radiation, but also on findings from the emerging field of health
physics about primarily external radiation effects. How could harm or safety even be
measured when the exposures from artificial radionuclides were so new? In 1941 an
internal inhalation limit for radon was based on the ideas of what was known thus far
about external exposures and was for one source, radium.275 Uranium was investigated by
the Manhattan Project scientists in secret experiments but they saw the element as more
of a toxic threat than a radiological danger.276 Yet, the evidence for the dangers of radium
inhalation exposure that can be caused by the radon and radon daughters in uranium by
the 1950s was also extensive. This was due to lung cancers found in underground coal
and silver miners as far back as the fifteenth century, the deaths and illnesses of workers
and technicians in the radium industry, and patients and people caught up in the toxic
radium health craze of the early 20th century. Links were made between uranium miners
and dangerous airborne radiation exposures by Pirchan and Sikl (1932) and Peller (1939)
274
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but secret uranium mines in the southwest during WW II continued to be operated
without adjustments to provide ventilation. Libby, however, did his best to infer overall
safe exposure limits from naturally occurring radiation, ignoring qualitative differences
between artificial and natural radiation from uranium in the soil and cosmic rays. 277
The times were intense and cavalier during the war effort.278 Safety could not be
paramount, but sacrifice was. The natural rates of background radiation rates were
measured by surveys designed by Libby at different locations and elevations and then the
numbers averaged.279 He spoke and wrote as if he believed that what was natural would
not be harmful, and this was a logical conclusion because humans must have evolved
with radiation in their environment.280 It was inherent in this assumption that what was
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determined safe for humans would protect the environment. The environment on the
whole was looked at by Libby as not poisoned or radioactive by nuclear weapon
explosions. He believed most of the radioactivity exploded far into the atmosphere, and
was consumed within the fireball of the bombs. Like many engineers and scientists of his
era, he also conceptualized the earth as indestructible and the environment as a “sink.”
Winds, the stratosphere, the ocean, lakes and streams and soils, would dilute and mediate
the radiation, keeping it safely away from human populations until the radioactivity
decayed to a less dangerous amount, whether in the ocean, the atmosphere, or the soil.281
Pauling however, had different views. He believed that environmental radiation
would accumulate and damage human health. The idea of a safe background level was
inconsistent with his ideas of how mutations and radiation worked. At the time, Libby’s
method of calculating background radiation was of concern to Pauling because the
estimates could be in error, either underestimating or dangerously overestimating dangers.
For example, one scientist, James Paul Wesley who informed Pauling’s views, countered
Libby’s estimates. He thought the estimates could be mistaken by as much as a factor of
ten. Wesley believed that “a 3 or 4 fold increase in background radiation might endanger”
the entire human race. Wesley concluded that “a threshold radiation dose rate of the order
of the natural background radiation does not exist.” He predicted 14,000 lives a year
would be lost due to the influx of artificial radioactivity into the Untied States since the
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1940s.282 But Libby’s estimated valuation of natural background radiation stuck, long
before any conclusive research could be decisive on its validity.
Pauling was first and foremost an expert in chemical bonds, for which he won his
first Nobel Prize. He believed that radiation broke such bonds. His early work as an Xray crystallographer as a student at Cal Tech was influenced by the weekly genetics
lectures of Thomas Hunt Morgan.283 His ideas about health developed from his own
knowledge of cellular and molecular processes in the disease of sickle cell anemia. His
understanding of disease as a molecular process was complemented by his ability to link
the fields of biology, chemistry, physics and genetics. After the first use of the atomic
bombs, Pauling began a veracious survey of all things atomic. This massive project
included compiling all radiation studies and papers available in his effort for international
control of the nuclear weapons he abhorred. He collected and studied hundreds of
available multidisciplinary studies on radiation exposure, declassified AEC and nonAEC studies, especially international papers. From genetics alone, Pauling felt it was
already proven that there was a linear relationship between radiation and mutation, as
Muller had found in fruit flies.
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Genetics research implied that any dose, no matter how small, could cause
mutations.284 The AEC came to accept a very small but possible genetic potential of harm,
but resisted any application of a non-threshold dose to somatic (or cellular) disease
potentials that existed during an individual’s lifetime.285 While Pauling had developed
strong views against thresholds of radiation safety, Libby had become one of the major
proponents of them. Much of the specific construction of background radiation as a
conclusive benchmark for safety was also amplified by Libby with his unfettered access
to the press, politicians and leading figures.
The events of World War II shaped Libby’s life. He had walked into Dr. Harold
Urey’s Columbia office the day after Pearl Harbor and asked how he could help.286 Urey
brought Libby into the Columbia group working for the Manhattan Project, where Libby
used his expertise to work on the chemistry for the gaseous diffusion process that was
being planned by engineers.287 For a short time immediately after the war, Libby like
many of the former atomic scientists worked for civilian control of nuclear weapons.
After the Soviet explosion in 1949, he redirected his energies to protect the free world
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from what he felt was the impending nuclear aggression from the Soviets. His dedicated
nuclear work continued at the Institute of Nuclear Studies (now Fermi Lab) and the
chemistry department at the University of Chicago. By 1950 he was a member of the
General Advisory Council to help the AEC. He was also, however, buoyed not just by
fear of the Soviets, but by his faith in nuclear technology itself as a certain path to world
peace.288
Libby shared the ideas of Frederick Soddy, often expressed by science writer
William Lawrence. Lawrence wrote nuclear power,
holds out the promise of giving man everywhere for the first time limitless power with
which to build an industrial civilization with a standard of living superior to anything
ever known on earth…It will conquer the world by building instead of destroying, by
giving life instead of taking it…it is a positive force that makes peace inevitable, as it
totally eliminates the basic, elemental reasons that has led to all the major wars in
history—the have-nots coveting the possessions of the haves.289
Libby, with many nuclear scientists, believed that nuclear power would itself end war by
the abundance it would produce, far overshadowing the power of nuclear weapons. War
soon would no longer be needed in a world of such limitless wealth, that would satisfy all
human “needs for all time” including extended and disease-free lives healed from the
fruits of nuclear medicine. 290 Yet, there would be obstacles.
In order for nuclear technology to be spread safely, Libby needed to decipher
radiation. This was a daunting and complicated new science. First, even detecting and
measuring radioactivity had been a challenge for early health physicists. Measuring
devices and shielding swamped the health physics group’s activities at the Manhattan
288
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Project. After the war, their expertise was in measuring, not in determining, how
radiation interacted with biology and ecology. Until 1953, most of the secret human
experiments and studies were directed at either how to conduct or defend against atomic
attacks or to attend to the pressing need of assigning an acceptable dosage for atomic
worker safety.291 This desire to establish and measure exposure thresholds for atomic
workers was taken to the point of using uranium miners in 1949 without consent as a
study group, sacrificing their lives, to study an already established link between radon
and lung cancer.292
With this expertise in measurement, Libby wanted to scientifically reassure the
public and the AEC of the safety of weapons testing. He instigated and directed Project
Sunshine, a huge project that secretly gathered thousands of pages of data on worldwide
fallout and Strontium-90 a radionuclide from nuclear reactions that can mimic calcium to
be deposited into bones. Libby had sought to validate in particular the claim that the
diluted, dispersed global fallout from the weapons tests was not dangerous.293 Local
effects could of course be extremely dangerous, but not the tiny amount of fallout that
would enter into the vast atmosphere and stratosphere. Libby’s ideas in constructing the
study were informed by his beliefs about the risks from communism. Libby believed the
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nuclear tests were needed to perfect and increase the kill power of bombs, and keep the
Soviet threats at bay.294 The ideas of relative risk and the need for sacrifice, in retrospect,
created a pattern of thinking that could obscure basic fundamental human rights. Risk
implies choice, but there was never a democratic mechanism for choice in relation to
exposure. There had been no process for consent.295 But fear of Stalin and World War III
were acutely felt among many Americans, not just Libby. However, none but a few elites
were asked.296
Pauling saw testing in the era, however, in just this light, as an experiment
without consent. The tests infuriated him.297 Pauling had spent his whole life as a scientist
trying to end suffering. Pauling had been preoccupied with the anguish caused by disease,
birth defects and mental illness before WW II. To him, the purposefully sanctioned
explosions of huge thermonuclear weapons, thousands of times more powerful than the
Hiroshima and Nagasaki bombs, brought him grave unease. He saw his own government
inflicting pain, not just in America, but around the world with the dispersal of global
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radioactive fallout. But even Pauling’s most likely supporters, such as geneticist H J
Muller, disappointed him. Muller warned against the dangers of radiation in his 1946
Nobel Prize acceptance speech. However, later, Muller would “straddle the fence” as
Pauling noted with dismay, to also insist while no radiation was safe, nuclear testing was
a reasonable alternative to communism.298 Libby’s argument for testing as a much lesser
evil than risking “the survival of the free world” easily painted those concerned about the
health effects of nuclear weapons as outliers, as likely pro-Communist and antiAmerican.299
Constructing Sunshine
When asked years later about research projects under AEC direction, Libby
answered in an oral history for the American Institute of Physics, “Well, we were
essentially running the whole damn country.”300 Libby felt his earlier work on Carbon-14
had informed him how to “set up the whole matter of the worldwide circulation of
radioactive fallout.” 301 Libby used his unique knowledge to instigate the top secret
Project Sunshine under the auspices of the RAND Corporation.302 Aspects of the study,
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Libby believed, needed to be conducted openly. Libby felt the worldwide collection of
specimens to study the radiological fallout problem should be shared with the public, to
assuage critics who felt that the AEC was doing nothing to protect safety, as was directed
by the Atomic Energy Act. However, he was overruled, and the study remained secret
until international and American howls over the fallout problem reached a new fever
pitch in 1956.303 The evidence was needed for persuasion of safety, to calm the clamor
down.
At the time of the start of the Sunshine Project in the early 1950s, much of the
interaction between radiation and biology was not understood. With its long half life,
Strontium-90, a byproduct of fallout, was known as a “bone seeker” due to its chemical
likeness to calcium. If taken up by the human body, Sr-90 could cause ongoing internal
radiation exposure in the bone or bone marrow.304 The Sunshine reports show this was
was a concern at the time of researchers involved as it was known leukemia might result
from even a tiny dose of radiation.305 In total the 300 Project Sunshine research projects
included studies of fallout, bomb debris, and uptake of radionuclides in the environment
by plants, soils, animals, milk, rainwater, wheat, and humans. In sum, data on Sr-90
deposits were collected worldwide, from Tifton, Georgia to Kikuyu, Kenya. Sheep and
cow bones, human body parts, fetuses and the bodies of fraternal twins were used in the
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secret studies as well, notoriously conducted in an unethical manner.306 Libby marshaled
findings to support the idea of a safe level of exposure of Sr-90 by comparing something
artificial to something natural, like levels of background radiation. Not unaware of the
experimental nature of the nuclear weapons tests, the secret Sunshine report
recommended further study, but not necessarily to protect populations: “Today we are
afforded the opportunity of doing a radioactive-tracer experiment on a world scale.”307
One goal of the study was to establish the elusive radiation tolerance dose in
humans. Of particular interest to the Sunshine study was to determine how much internal
contamination to humans from weapons tests had already occurred.308 The 1953
preliminary report inquires what the effects will be on non-human populations if their
numbers are decreased because of Sr-90 contamination. Did the scientists expect to see a
mass extinction of some sort in the animal or plant realm? Strontium-90 is a man made
artificial radioactivity and had never existed in nature; no Sr-90 had been found in older
soils preserved from before atomic first use in 1945. In addition, concerns about the
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weather impacts of nuclear tests had been discussed among researchers, as well as that
Sr-90 has high carcinogenic potential and possibly no threshold for damage.309
The Sunshine study report of 1954 found Sr-90 had accumulated in American
midwestern fetuses one hundred times more than expected. The authors surmised that
either fallout from U.S. continental testing in Nevada was being unevenly distributed or
more radiation from the Pacific Islands weapons tests had reached the Chicago area than
expected. A noted correlation was found for the amount of Sr-90 in soil and in the
examined fetuses, showing that the link between environment and human bodies was not
as protected by “discrimination against Sr-90” as Libby expected, but would continue to
espouse.310 Also, they found children were at a much higher risk for fallout health
impacts due to their high cellular activities of rapid growth and “greater uptake in
proportion to mass.” Despite this, on the whole, the researchers felt confident that the
previous sixty years of studies of radium, X-ray, and cyclotron injury showed that under
certain levels of dosage, the exposed body would recover from exposure, but above 300
milliroentgens of Sr-90 per week, injury was a likely result.311
Certain assumptions and speculations in the earliest Sunshine reports would later
be shown to be incorrect. Researchers at the time shared they felt the correct estimates
balanced out the mistakes.312 The scientists hoped that a calcium rich diet would displace
the Sr-90, and follow-up studies were suggested. The public was not instructed to take
calcium as a preventative but Libby eventually published a paper suggesting potassium
309
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could prevent the uptake of Sr-90.313 Pauling also suggested the government fortify foods
with a form of calcium to inhibit the uptake of radionuclides.314 Within three years the
Sunshine researchers wrote in their reports that the felt many of the early study’s
assumptions and errors were corrected. However, new mistakes eventually took their
place (such as the underestimate, also by 1/3, of how long radioactive fallout would stay
in the stratosphere).315
By the time Willard Libby shared the secret project with the public, he had been
an AEC Commissioner for two years. His expertise backed up the reassurances of
Chairman Lewis Strauss to keep quiet the growing clamor of journalists such as Joseph
and Stewart Alsop and scientists such as Linus Pauling that thermonuclear explosions
actually were much more than atom bombs: they were radiological weapons.316 Libby
used only select findings, and certainly not the secret methodology to acquire bodies,
body parts and fetuses without knowledge or consent, to reassure the public that studies
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of fallout had been done.317 The amount of knowledge about Sr-90 had been dramatically
increased. Libby, however, did not share other things he knew at that time, that the
radioactivity of 165 of the 900 radionuclides from nuclear fusion and fission exists long
enough to meld with the chemistry of soil, air, and water to affect the cellular structures
of plants, animals, and people and throughout the food chain.318
Initially few from the American public at large questioned government assurances
of safety when nuclear testing began in the Pacific in 1946. Even the increase in
radioactivity by thermonuclear and hydrogen bombs that were developed after the 1949
nuclear explosion by the Soviets became a negligible sacrifice to be made by patriotic
Americans. However, March 1, 1954 the second hydrogen bomb test went awry. The test
explosion, Castle Bravo, was larger than expected (15 Megatons, a thousand times the
earlier atomic bombs), spreading highly radioactive fallout over 7,000 square miles. At
first, the US government tried to keep secret the injuries to Japanese fisherman on the
boat Lucky Dragon, military men, and 238 Marshall Islanders, many ill with visible
burned skin and serious radiation sickness. TV news reels around the world, however,
showed the visibly harmed Japanese fishermen.319 The test was much more dangerous
than even the AEC anticipated or admitted, and caused almost unanimous global public
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expressions of health and human rights concerns against the tests and the forced
contamination.320
A feeling of helplessness was palpable. When one hundred and eleven
Marshallese brought a petition that spring to the UN about the contamination, the damage
was again minimized authoritatively by Major General K.D. Nichols acting as General
Manager at the time of the AEC. He stressed to the UN the excellent care provided for
the injured and how no long term effects on health or land were anticipated.321 The UN
petition was denied.322 Yet, the feared radioactive particles also fell indiscriminately and
unpredictably from the upper atmosphere. Global protests, from the streets to diplomatic
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channels, were countered by AEC chair Strauss with authoritative claims and well
publicized press releases that reinforced the idea that since radiation occurred naturally;
the global fallout was below any found in background radiation and therefore was
harmless. Others argued that the radiation from background creates different effects on
the human body than the radionuclides such as plutonium that did not exist until 1945.323
Behind the scenes, high level secret talks by Japanese official Katsuo Okazaki and US
Ambassador John Allison began several months later over the right for Japanese victims
of the Bravo experiment to be compensated.324 The Marshallese had no such diplomatic
capacity to negotiate on their own behalf. Lurking behind their visible burns and illnesses,
however, were developing cancers and “jellyfish babies” yet to be born, without eyes,
limbs or faces.325 Yet it is rare to see anything in the canon of human rights or health and
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human rights laws and discourse that refers back to the history of this contamination and
the Islanders’ final exile.
The Bravo test, despite world outrage, was followed less than a month later by
another thermonuclear detonation in the Bikini islands. While the AEC and military
planners revised the test schedule calendar, this seems likely primarily only due to the
destroyed equipment from Bravo. The test series “Castle” proceeded, undeterred by
worldwide outrage and the recent visible injuries to Islanders, the Japanese fishermen,
and military men. On March 27th, the “Romeo” test was conducted, another explosion
that exceeded its predicted power from 8 to 11 megatons.326 Testing would not miss a
beat. In fact, the Bravo incident was an opportunity to utilize the press to re-educate
Americans about the dangerous world they lived in and the need for sacrifice to defeat
communism.327
After Bravo, Libby felt no work was more important than the Sunshine Project.
However, it became difficult to find a supply of fetuses and dead bodies and obtaining
more was almost impossible to do legally. At a conference convened by the AEC
Division of Biology and Medicine in 1955, Libby was recorded in the transcripts as
saying, "if anybody knows how to do a good job of body snatching, they will really be
serving their country."328 At the same meeting, Dr. J. Laurence Kulp, a lead researcher
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from Columbia, shared that new bodies and body parts had been secured by using
personal contacts and finding locations, such as Houston, where “they don’t have all
these rules…They have a lot of poverty cases and so on.” Another lead researcher on the
study, Dr. John Bugher of AEC Division of Biology and Medicine reiterated that this was
an opportunity to study “trace elements of all kinds.” 329 Here there is no talk of
individual or human rights, only opportunities to learn more with secrecy and sacrifice, in
service to the state.
The differences between Pauling and Libby became as visible as the weapons
tests themselves in the wake of the Bravo incident and Libby’s appointment to the
AEC.330 Pauling had traveled on a round the world trip to celebrate his 1954 Nobel Prize
in Chemistry. Pauling realized the world at large was depending on him to confront the
safety of fallout. He knew he was uniquely placed with his credibility and expertise to
counter the safety claims of the AEC, no matter the cost. As far as Libby was concerned,
the testing program was also worth the cost and essential to national defense. Patriotism
called for each individual citizen to accept a small bodily contamination for the
protection that nuclear weapons provided from the Russians. Libby, privy to many secret
studies, felt confident in reassuring the public that risks from fallout were small. Yet, he
was aware that artificial long-lived radioisotopes were contaminating the environment at
a rate far higher than expected. He was steadfast and continued to reassure the public that
the security of nuclear weapons demanded this patriotic sacrifice against communism. If
artificial radiation was below “background” levels, then he said repeatedly, it was
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comparatively, of little to no concern. From 1956 until 1960s, AEC scientists felt there
was not enough conclusive evidence that fallout was more harmful than stopping
preparations to defend against a possible Soviet attack.331 Concerns and questions raised
about “low levels” of radiation would be treated in the future as irrational, ignorant,
unrealistic, and emotional. These fears were characterized as inspired by enemies who
duped Americans to defeat their nuclear power supremacy of the free world.332
Kept under wraps at the time were the secret Sunshine studies. However, in a
1955 letter to Linus Pauling, Libby either accidentally or by design revealed some of his
Sunshine findings. Maybe to reassure Pauling he wrote, “But as a matter of interest, the
amount of radio-strontium found in the bones is thousands of times below any level
which could produce detectable bone cancer.”333 Pauling left two bold lines and a
question mark annotating the words with his heavy ink pen. Pauling had been collecting,
analyzing, and translating for the public the meaning of most every study specific to
radiation and fallout effects published since the 1940s. The finding of Sr-90 in bones was
a new development he was not aware of. Pauling’s collection included influential papers
by that time from respected scientists, including George Beadle, Muller, E.B. Lewis, and
Alexander Hollaender, all confirming there was as yet, no basis to assume artificial
radioactivity at any dose would be safe. Beadle forthrightly asked, “does this speculation
make sense?”334 Pauling had already felt that the AEC’s guarantee of safety was suspect,
but how to best address it?
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Pauling wrote to Libby a year after the Lucky Dragon incident: “Dear Bill, I see
you and I have been put in the position of apparently being on the opposite sides in an
argument, in the article in US News and World Report of 25 March 1955.” Pauling asked,
was there some mistake? Did Libby really say as he was quoted, that “the world is
radioactive. It always has been and always will be. Its natural radioactivities are evidently
not dangerous and we can conclude from this fact that contamination from atomic bombs,
small in magnitude or even of the same order of magnitude as these natural radiations, is
not likely to be at all dangerous”?335
Libby’s words were quoted in an article written with the cooperation of the AEC
that reassured the public on the safety of fallout:
If you are one of those worried about ‘fall-out’ from A-Bomb tests you can forget about it.
The scare stories are without foundation. A tooth X ray gives you far more radioactivity
than “fallout” from all tests to date. The 50,000 children of Japanese who received near
fatal doses of radiation at Hiroshima and Nagasaki show no changes from normal. When
128 generations of fruit flies were exposed to the equivalent of heavy fallout in
Government tests, they actually improved, got healthier. The full story, from official
sources is given to you on page 21. 336
The article addressed Pauling directly to say his concerns about fallout had been
refuted by the Atomic Bomb Casualty Commission (ABCC) studies of Hiroshima and
Nagasaki survivors. ABCC policy required that no medical care be given to the survivors
so the progress of radiation induced diseases and illness could be studied. While this
policy was occasionally undermined by caring doctors and nurses at the facility, on the
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whole survivors were used as study objects.337 Many were re-victimized as data on their
bodies was collected by the ABCC. For example, Koko Kondo was the eight month old
child of Reverend Tanimoto, whose memories were recorded by John Hersey in his 1946
book Hiroshima. Once a year she was taken to the Hiroshima ABCC facility for an exam.
When she entered puberty, the shy girl was forced to stand naked and be observed under
bright lights in an auditorium filled with doctors and scientists.338 The data collected from
such survivors, without their knowledge or consent at the time, was then applied to US
military nuclear strategy planning339 and for radiation health safety standards for nuclear
workers.340 This use of already suffering humans as test objects to further nuclear
technology expansion began as early as 1944. This experimentation was magnified by the
sanctioning of human experimentation by the early Manhattan Project radioisotope
distribution program.341
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At a hearing to discuss ending continental testing at the Nevada Test Site in
March 1955 due to charges by Senator Clinton P. Anderson of New Mexico that the tests
he had recently witnessed might actually be dangerous, Libby said, “People have to learn
to live with the facts of life, and part of the facts of life are fallout.”342 Perhaps, however,
fallout was just as much a fact of life as death itself. Pauling was distressed by the
leukemia death of teen Martin Bardoli and other children in Nevada counties downwind
from the Nevada Test Site. Bardoli’s death in 1956 was the first cancer death publically
blamed as linked to the fallout from nuclear weapons testing.343 In response to Pauling’s
statements (especially the widely re-printed article by Robert A. Crandall “Local Citizens
‘Give Up’ 1000 Years”) Charles L. Dunham of the AEC wrote Pauling to explain that
Bardoli’s death could not in any way have been caused by the nuclear tests.344
The belief in the safety of natural background radiation made it easy to dismiss
the AEC as responsible. How the Bardoli death was dismissed set a pattern for how the
AEC could repeatedly deny claims of such disturbing facts of life and human rights
violations. Dunham’s flat denial of harm was based on his calculation that the likely
doses of radiation exposures from the tests had been too low to have caused death. The
numbers said so. The idea that those numbers were below what occurred naturally from
cosmic rays and natural uranium sources in the dirt meant the tests could not have caused
the boy’s leukemia. Dunham, the AEC and Libby denied the reality of the accumulating
evidence that would reach a crescendo by the late 1950s that the estimate of safe doses
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had been far too overconfident.345 Pauling connected the newsman Crandall with Paul
Jacobs, who would then follow up by interviewing families downwind. Jacobs published
“Fallout from Nevada,” May 16, 1957 in the Reporter as the first in depth article to link
health effects and the testing at the Nevada Testing Site. The AEC had prepared their
rebuttals before the magazine hit the news stands and the testing continued unfazed. 346
Unable to know at the time the fruitlessness of his efforts, Pauling continued
collecting, interpreting and broadcasting every study that explained radiation as he
understood it. A few people wrote to suggest the idea of a lawsuit to stop the tests, and
one scientist wrote Pauling to encourage him to fight to see the actual top secret fallout
data, as he was suing for in Oregon.347 But without data, Pauling could only criticize its
speculative nature. A year and half after Pauling’s annotation of Libby’s Sunshine hint of
“found in the bones” Libby revealed the project in a speech at Northwestern University in
January of 1956.348 The extent of the total research project was made public at Joint
Committee AEC hearings a year later, and the hearing transcripts would absorb Linus
Pauling.349
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The Sunshine data was marshaled by Libby in the 1957 Congressional Hearing
“The Nature of Radioactive Fallout and its Effects on Man.”350 The data presented from
Sunshine was so extensive by its sheer volume it was persuasive. However, Pauling noted
the studies compiled by Libby as a part of Sunshine still rested on the same assumption
weaving through each paper: since the radiation measured in fallout was below
background it was a risk, but never a health threat, and perhaps not a threat at all
compared to the Russians. The raw Sunshine data, while it pointed to much to be
concerned about, only served to reiterate and punctuate Libby’s position that “local
precautions should be entirely adequate and the worldwide health hazards from the
present testing are insignificant.” 351 In Libby’s paper, “Radioactive Fallout and
Radioactive Strontium” submitted as evidence in the hearing, Libby explained how
neutrons interact with air to create carbon-14. Carbon- 14 has a half life of 5600 years,
but, as Pauling noted in the transcript, Libby maintained that “fortunately, this
radioactivity is essentially safe” due to its “long lifetime and the enormous amount of
diluting carbon dioxide in the atmosphere.” Libby went on to explain that the ocean
would capture much of the diluting carbon dioxide, further diluting the C-14. Therefore,
this weapon-induced neutron to C-14 reaction would be so small in comparison to the
“feeble natural radiation” as to have “no significance from the standpoint of health.”
Libby insisted the radioactivity could be absorbed by the sea and air and “the activities
produced are safe.”352
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Pauling calculated in the margin the amount of C-14 that would be dispersed
based on Libby’s estimate of how much was created by nuclear air bursts and later, using
the lists of nuclear tests that had occurred thus far. In Pauling’s view, C-14, being carbon,
the main building block of physical life, could scramble carbon based DNA for unknown
generations and an increase of it would be very dangerous.353 Pauling felt the time span
needed for disease to develop, and any qualitative difference between naturally occurring
and man- made new artificial isotopes was obscured by words like observable, detectable,
measurable. What about future generations? Pages and pages of measurements, graphs,
scientists’ testimony, and data in charts looked like conclusive science. What Pauling
suspected the AEC was really studying was not so much assessing safety as using the
idea of natural background radiation to easily dismiss with sheer logic and persuasion the
genetic argument of a linear relationship between dose and harm. Libby had the
advantage of presenting the measures themselves as a persuasive measure of safety. The
studies did, however, determine how much strontium 90 would be hazardous. The
researchers created a new standard to measure the Sr-90 exposure called the SU or
Sunshine Unit. This terminology created problems two years later during the 1959
hearings. The AEC was accused of trying to naturalize artificial radiation exposure and
make it much more positive than it was known to be.354
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Pauling was particularly skeptical of Libby’s averages of cosmic ray dosages and
his equation of the risk of wearing a wristwatch as being higher than the dangers from
fallout. Pauling penned C-14 large in the margin of the hearing transcripts, using Libby’s
numbers to calculate “therefore about a 10% increase in mutations.” For Pauling, Libby’s
comparative approach was hiding the additional mutation risk. The hearing would fuel
Pauling and give him the data he needed to write three of his own papers, explaining how
he saw the cumulative dangers of fallout. He particularly felt the threats from all radiation,
natural or otherwise, and other radioisotopes beyond Sr-90, were being far
underestimated and under-examined. This was hard for some scientists and the public to
accept considering the well publicized fact that millions of dollars had already spent by
the AEC to study fallout since the early 1950s.355
Libby had narrowed the scope of the dialogue, at least within the 1957
Congressional hearing itself, to two main issues that he could dismiss with the Sunshine
data: genetic risk and one radioisotope of nine hundred, Sr-90. With both issues, Libby
felt scientifically valid in saying that the risks were much smaller than not preparing for
nuclear war with the Soviets. In the exhibit of his rebuttal letter to Dr. Albert Schweitzer,
published widely and admitted as evidence in the hearing, Libby wrote, “No scientist
contends that there is no risk. We accept risk as payment for our pleasures, our comforts
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and our material progress.” Libby felt it was essential to side with the protection of the
free world.356 But not only scientists and politicians framed the questions.
Testing came to be seen by many not as a way to protect the free world but more
likely as a way of ending life on earth. This was from either nuclear pollution from
testing or from a nuclear war apocalypse. Ending testing became vocalized as a
humanitarian cause, an epic battle to live free of threats and pollution. This was
articulated not only by Linus Pauling (informed by the many people who wrote letters of
panic and outrage) but also by Albert Schweitzer, Bertrand Russell, Jawaharlal Nehru,
Albert Einstein, and Pope Pius XII, as well as billionaire Howard Hughes, all demanding
a moratorium on testing because of both the forced contamination and the threat of
imposing nuclear war, making a hell on earth.357 By 1958, from the confines of the Soviet
Union, Andrei Sakharov, the once proud father of the Soviet bomb project, joined the
chorus. He wrote unequivocally, “each and every test does damage. And this crime is
committed with complete impunity since it is impossible to prove that a particular death
was caused by radiation. Furthermore, posterity has no way to defend itself from our
actions.”358
Soon calls for a moratorium on testing could not be placated by empty promises,
like a “clean bomb” or reassurances of the safety of fallout held in the stratosphere or the
oceans. For many citizens and leaders, the forced contamination of human bodies by
fallout was tantamount to the specter of nuclear war. Fallout’s invisible radioactive
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dangers were made into a visible artifact by activists and ordinary citizens outraged in the
late fifties by what they saw as their forced contamination. 359 Albert Schweitzer,
physician and medical missionary in Lambaréné in Gabon, was winner of the 1952 Nobel
Peace Prize for his philosophy of “Reverence for Life.” His philosophy was summarized
as “No person must ever harm or destroy life unless absolutely necessary.”360 Schweitzer
wrote in 1958 that Jean Rostrand, a French biologist and geneticist, described nuclear
pollution as “le crime dans l’avenir” a crime in the future. Schweitzer implored women
in particular to “prevent this sin against the future.”
Schweitzer asked, “Who is giving the countries the right to experiment, in a time
of peace, with weapons involving the most serious risks for the whole world?”
International law and the United Nations must “no longer look out on the world from its
ivory tower” but “be brought back into the world again so that it may face the facts and
do its duty accordingly.” 361 These facts were that “the testing and use of nuclear weapons
carry in themselves the absolute reasons for being renounced. Prior agreement on any
other conditions cannot be considered. Both cause the deepest damage to human
rights.”362 The situation for many was intolerable.
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In the Bones
Government reports, including the work of Merril Eisenbud of the AEC and other
researchers, reinforced in the late 1950s the worst of Pauling’s fears. The global
deposition of Strontium-90 had almost doubled in just a year and a half. Eisenbud
concluded that ninety percent of the fission products from weapons testing would
continue to fall down on earth from the stratosphere until 1970, contaminating milk and
dairy products with Strontium-90 eleven years into the future.363 Already there was no
escaping the fact that there had been an increasing uptake of Sr-90 by fetuses, small
children and adults worldwide since 1955. For adults, these rates almost doubled in three
years, by 1958. At 20 degrees south latitude the increase was the most pronounced,
increasing three times for adults from .07 to .21 micromicrocuries of Sr-90. However, for
children in the northern latitudes, in the years 1957-8, they found almost three times the
exposure from Sr-90 was measured than for children on the African continent. Children
between the ages of 7 months to one year in North America had the highest amount of Sr90 in their bones: 1.85 micromicrocuries.364 While this seems like a very low number, it
is actually quite concerning as before the use of nuclear weapons, there was no Sr-90 in
bones.
By 1959 the consciousness about fallout was mainstream and the horror of the
public acute. This was reflected in books and films like On the Beach and even editorials
in Playboy. “The Contaminators: A Statement by the Editors of Playboy” was a message
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of looming ecocide. Saying it might seem “an odd message appearing in a magazine
dedicated, as Playboy is, to life’s good things….but these good things, this joy and fun,
will cease to exist if life itself ceases to exist. And that is precisely what may happen.”
Pointing out the United Nations Scientific Committee on the Effects of Atomic Radiation
(UNSCEAR) predicted an additional “25,000 to 150,000 cases of leukemia” from the
bomb tests held until August of 1958, “surely the only rational thing to do is
stop…releasing an agent of possible extinction into the air.” The men responsible “have
lost contact with reality. They must be stopped. Alarmist talk? Yes. It is time for
alarm.”365 Newspaper headlines across the nation were dominated by the topic and
featured the Public Health Service’s determination of local levels of strontium in milk. 366
Pilsener Beer in Oslo, Norway used radioisotopes to study the effects of fallout on grains
and surface waters and the ability of the brewing process to decontaminate Sr-90 and
Cesium-137. They found that while levels of Sr-90 were reduced by the brewing process,
the Cesium-137 was not.367 It was impossible to completely remove either. The dangers
had never been limited to only one isotope, but Strontium-90 because of its potency and
known links to leukemia particularly frightened the population.
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Linus Pauling received desperate letters from around the world against the
ubiquitous contamination.368 People often sought information. Many wanted to protect
their children, including those unborn, from radioactive poisoning. One letter writer
enclosed with her letter a copy of her letter to the editor titled “Strontium Peril.” Despite
following the advice of Pauling to take six calcium tablets daily, the woman was haunted,
knowing the fallout from previous tests was going to descend, as predicted, in the mid
1960s. She questioned Pauling directly asking,
Would you go so far as to say that God has appointed evil men to destroy us…why are
we all sick? The sky is hideous…we go to bed at night and try to sleep with poison air
coming in our windows…What kinds of minds do you scientists have knowing that the
first bomb shot up into the air was going to kill people. We want to know why! The
elements are being poisoned they do not belong to man. Why? Why?” 369
Her questions would go unanswered, even by Pauling, who tried to reassure her as Libby
likely would have. He told her the risks were smaller than she understood. She showed in
her letter, however, concern for more than herself, and her pleading was for the earth’s
integrity.
Also like Libby, Pauling had a clear vision of how he wanted to achieve world
peace. It was not with peaceful nuclear technology as Libby aimed, but with the
democratic elimination of nuclear weapons. Pauling wanted to use the establishment of
international laws and treaties in the process of nuclear disarmament to end all war.
Pauling was willing to try anything and everything; even to hold Libby as personally
responsible for the weapons tests as Libby himself had indicated he was in a letter in
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1957. Libby had written to Pauling “I am most seriously charged with responsibility in
connection with weapons tests.” Libby even shared his vulnerability, “I suppose we know
more about radioactive fallout than you do, but I am quite certain that none of us here
knows as much about leukemia.” Libby asked for Pauling’s calculations that led Pauling
to say in a speech that one thousand people would die from leukemia from upcoming
British hydrogen bomb tests. Libby enclosed his “own speeches on radioactive fallout”
asking Pauling to send him copies of his speeches. Libby felt responsible for the safety of
the nuclear weapons tests. Because of this, he was “most anxious to learn whether we
have made any mistakes, or whether our conclusions are in anyway wrong on the subject
of risks from weapons tests.” 370
Yes, there had been errors. Pauling took Libby at his word, becoming the lead
plaintiff in the first fallout case Pauling v. McElroy, and he sued Libby by name as
responsible for the tests. The case was an attempt to stop planned tests in the Pacific, the
tests now understood by Pauling as so dangerous to the human germ plasm, that they
were in violation of international law, Constitutional and human rights.371 The Pauling v.
McElroy suit was built from the merging of Pauling’s claims with an earlier case of
human rights claims against the US that asked for an injunction to stop the harm from
weapons test in the Pacific. The earlier case was brought by 18 plaintiffs: one man from
Madison, Wisconsin, thirteen Marshallese, one Samoan and three Japanese plaintiffs (of
these, two lived in Hiroshima and one was a Japanese fisherman) sued to prevent any
further harm to them by contamination from nuclear weapons tests of their bodies, “germ
plasm” or of the Pacific.
370
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This original case contained two families and ten children who had lived on
Laplap and Majuro Atolls in the Marshall Islands, represented by their fathers.372 Two
plaintiffs were residents of Hiroshima as well, who likely had been denied any other
recourse by the renunciation of any claims of war damages. The Japanese government,
when it signed the Peace Treaty to end the US occupation of Japan, voided the right for
the Hibakusha, the bomb victims, to sue for compensation.373 They argued in their case
that the US had overreached, polluting the very components of their subsistence. They
saw their homes with no boundaries, borders or “sinks” to protect their bodies from man
made radiation. Their suit claimed the US was in violation of international treaty law
such as the Law of the Freedom of the Sea and United Nations trusteeship laws. The
heart of the merged cases was the same: the US government had no right to contaminate
the ocean, the atmosphere, those living, and their progeny. Nuclear testing was “contrary
to the human rights provisions of the United Nations charter (59 state 10355ff).”374
Between working on the case Pauling v. McElroy, and the many speeches and
papers, Pauling sought United Nations action and a larger voice. He delivered with his
wife Ava a petition with 11,021 signatures for a moratorium on testing to Dag
Hammerskjold Secretary-General of the United Nations, in January of 1958. Pauling
372
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began seriously writing a book for a general audience.375 That March, Pauling wrote
Libby to say he had started work on a book, No More War! Pauling said the book was a
response to Life magazine’s refusal- to print a retort to an article with misstatements by
Edward Teller. Pauling wanted Libby’s help to be accurate in his information. He asked
Libby to correct for him some of the discrepancies he had found in reports of the AEC.
He warned Libby of the lack of credibility of the claims of “the Denver argument,” i.e.
that safety is proved by showing there is no increase of genetic mutation where natural
radiations, such as cosmic rays at a higher altitude, are increased. For Pauling, and other
researchers such as Cal-Tech geneticist Edward Lewis, Libby had not produced any
evidence that the statistics he produced actually proved there was any threshold to protect
against radioactive harm. Pauling asked if Libby had “any information about the average
incidence of leukemia and bone cancer in Denver, New Orleans and San Francisco for
years other than 1947?” No, Libby replied, he only has data for that one year.376
Evidence soon suggested that the estimates of how long Sr-90 would stay in the
stratosphere were wrong, and radiation levels were, instead of decreasing, rising. Thus,
once the moratorium came, the fears only seemed to increase.377 Evidence of the fears
and anger in society came to Pauling in the mail: letter after letter implored him to do
something to defend against the falling strontium and the risks of nuclear annihilation.
Some sent drawings and jagged poems but most who wrote were despairing mothers and
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fathers.378 In the two years since the first 1957 Congressional hearing, much had changed.
And Pauling was ready to strike at the heart of Libby’s expertise, C-14. Linus Pauling
later remarked that most people ignored his pleas in 1957 about the dangers of fallout,
instead trusting the AEC reports that the fallout from atmospheric tests was not
statistically dangerous, but by 1959, the AEC was discredited. 379 It was clear that
radioactivity could bioaccumulate and concentrate in unexpected ways; there was no safe
“sink.” Twice as much fallout was being measured. The evidence and the situation were
out of Libby’s control.380
To prepare for the fallout case Pauling v. McElroy and confront Libby’s claims,
Pauling reconstituted the very same AEC data from 1957 in a different light. While
unknown to Pauling at the time, the actual pages of the raw Sunshine data record the ages,
locations and descriptions of individual human and animal body parts tested for strontium
90. These corporeal body parts, fetuses, animal bones and baby cadavers would be the
basis for later mathematical calculations of risk. The once living parts became statistics.
The resulting findings conveyed on radiation exposure a type of cold realism, a numerical
stand in for protection of the population at large.381
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Pauling then reinterpreted and translated these same publically released AEC
statistics back into real human lived experience. Pauling played the numbers game right
back at the AEC, using their own numerical methods against them. He used the AEC’s
statistical estimates of risk and personalized them by estimating the numbers of people or
babies affected, not just this year, but many years into the future. He counted up the early
and additional deaths, the cancers, the leukemias, the birth defects, the diseases: the real
tangible, individual consequences. In just one example, Pauling tabulated for the increase
of C-14 just one of hundreds of artificial radionuclides: 170,000 stillbirths and childhood
deaths, 55,000 children with gross physical or mental defects, 425,000 miscarriages. He
was relentless and the numbers were astounding.382 All his scientific calculations would
serve a dual purpose to inform his testimony for the fallout case.
At the 1959 May Congressional Hearings, studies were included from not only
the AEC but even detractors science was inserted into the record. At the hearing, “Fallout
from Nuclear Weapons Tests,” errors in the fallout testimony and papers that had been
discussed as uncertainties in 1957 by AEC scientists, especially Libby, were now glaring
as errors. This was acknowledged throughout the hearings by Libby himself, the
Congressmen and both AEC and non-AEC scientists, such as members of the NAS
Biological Effects of Atomic Radiation committee. Libby’s calculation of the amounts of
C-14 released by nuclear weapons tests underestimated the impacts of the tests. His
estimate of how many years Sr-90 would stay in the stratosphere had been found to be
More War, his affidavit in the fallout cases, his speeches and his scientific papers. He scribbled the
numbers on other scientist’s studies, the backs of playbills, dinner napkins, receipts and in the margins of
news clippings.
382
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incorrect. It would be only a year and half to two years before massive fallout would
descend from tests. Pauling’s two papers, one on Sr-90 and the other “Genetic and
Somatic Effects of C-14” and his statement reinforcing that there was no safety in a
threshold were included in the hearings. The acting AEC chair, H.S. Vance, even
confirmed that Pauling’s numbers, based on Libby’s, were reasonable, and not in
scientific error.383 It seems it is no coincidence that Libby would be testifying as one of
his last acts as an AEC commissioner in the June Congressional hearings later that
summer.
The June hearings made a clear political case, not a scientific one. The AEC
argued for continued testing, and the focus was then directed at preventative measures
against an imminent Soviet launch by preparing in fallout shelters. Libby testified he was
going to build one, which he did. 384 Later that year, it burned to the ground in a fire.385
The AEC’s credibility was so compromised by 1959 that President Eisenhower
established a new agency, the Federal Radiation Council (FRC) to oversee radiation
health standards, removing oversight of the AEC of public health. It became clear that the
entire nuclear project and the hopes for nuclear power expansion could be damaged. The
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commercial nuclear power industry was building infrastructure for a future expansion
during the fallout controversy, but distrust of the AEC undermined that expansion.386
There was no satisfaction for Pauling’s lawsuits, either. The government strategy
was discussed in several high level meetings between the Department of Justice, the
Department of Defense, the Department of State and the AEC. The group wanted to
avoid any impression, however, that they were concerned with the suit and to show the
science as represented by the plaintiffs was “either incorrect or grossly exaggerated.”
However,
At this meeting, it was pointed out that the factual allegations of the Complaint had
apparently been drawn with considerable care and that it was unlikely that the
Government would be able to take the position that the allegations were false. The
Governments position would probably have to be along the lines that some factual
statements were somewhat exaggerated, and others were based on scientific opinions that
were not generally accepted and at the same time not rejected because they fall in an area
of unproven scientific fact. 387
The first lawsuit would fail and was ruled against primarily due to the establishment of
the test ban moratorium that took effect for the U.S. on October 30, 1958. The suit was
revived when the moratorium was broken in 1961 with massive thermonuclear tests,
which devastated Pauling. The new suit, despite being argued in the midst the Cuban
missile crisis during tit for tat space weapons tests between the US and Russia, also failed.
This was because the Limited Test Ban Treaty of 1963 rendered moot the question. The
treaty also resulted in a second Nobel Prize for Linus Pauling.388
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Pauling’s ideas of human rights were founded on what he learned from science.
His work on structures led him to believe that shape defined behavior. Just as nature
created structures that then defined the behavior, the structure of society could create just
behavior and a just world if it were built on just laws. What Libby and Pauling did share
in common was that they both believed they could create a better world. Libby wrote the
day after Pauling’s Noble Peace Prize was announced to congratulate him, saying “…I
have always admired your courage and persistence and I am certain that both of us have
always had the same end in view—world peace.…we have both always wanted the same
thing.” 389 The legal questions raised by the fallout suits, however, have still not been
answered. What is the relationship of the courts and global citizens to government
technology that can cause intergenerational, genetic, indiscriminate, worldwide
pollution?390
Conclusion
In the early to mid 1950s many Americans relied upon the pronouncements of
fallout safety from the AEC as scientific fact and used these facts as a basis for
irreversible decisions that committed the nation to a legacy of nuclear pollution.391
Pauling initially had very limited access to official data. He could only criticize the
speculative nature of the AEC, but in 1957 data was released in the press and during the
proceedings of the first Congressional Hearings on fallout. Within less than two years,
389
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Pauling and other scientists were able to dismantle the AEC’s hold on expertise.
Nonetheless, Libby’s research, however in error, was much more resilient.
Libby’s papers remained as credible sources and the paradigm that equated
background radiation as a reasonable reliable measure of safety when analyzed among
other relative risks endured. This belief in the comparative safety of radiation if it is
below a natural level from uranium in the soil and cosmic rays persists as the operational
premise of health physics.392 One outcome of the AEC “running the whole damn
country,” as Libby put it, is that the AEC ran it to stay invisible, just like the radiation.
But no amount of AEC studies could completely put the public at ease. By 1959, the
AEC had spent about $125 million on “biomedical investigations on radiation.”393 Later
the large influence of the AEC on the academic field of health physics and the AEC’s
role in human rights violations would be blurred. Libby retired early from his role as
AEC Commissioner. Along with John von Neumann, Libby had been one of only two
AEC commissioners during that era who were scientists. When he left the agency, Libby
left it without a scientific voice (von Neumann died in 1957). But Libby would have a
more influence in his new role. He left the AEC to design an environmental studies
curriculum that would professionalize and accredit “the new Health Physicist to make
independent measurements.”394 His work would build the field of environmental studies.
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Linus Pauling’s belief that threats from nuclear war and contamination were an
impingement on health and human rights has not been as enduring. The discourse of
nuclear safety has not revolved around rights or choice, but acceptable risk. Who feels
entitled to even articulate rights for clean air, water and land on behalf of people and the
earth? The unacknowledged acts and lack of accountability for the “toxic trespass” of
nuclear weapons testing often seems irrelevant, excised from legal and health and human
rights history and protocols. While Pauling, Pacific Islanders and the Japanese once made
this case, their stories were in the main drowned out by industry and academic radiation
experts from Los Alamos to Japan, who have insisted instead on a discourse about
scientific proof of harm. Concerns about harm from radiation have been dismissed as
antithetical to modernity, “unrealistic” and silent in the academic discourse on the need
for nuclear expansion.395
How radiation exposure has been interpreted and understood by experts melds
with what we conceive of as a human right, diverting from the lived experiences of
people with contamination. Rights have been circumscribed by the prior claim on them
by nuclear proponents for national sovereignty over the individual body, for nuclear
medicine and for nuclear power. How human rights are defined is a property of
governments and UN agencies formed by those with sociopolitical capital. The influence
of nuclear advocacy remains hidden in terms of diplomacy, human rights regimes,
inequality, health and radioactive pollution. Perhaps this history even hides what is
conceived of as a human right.
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Chapter 4 The Circulation of Safety
You will find that this is a typically American story…of people working together in a land
where great resources abound, and where everyone is free to reap these resources and
enjoy the benefits that they bring. This is the story of what these people are doing with
uranium…the magic metal that is bringing new wonders to our world.
From Mesa Miracle, promotional material
by Union Carbide Nuclear Corporation396
From the outset the era of radiation was shaped by utopian pursuits of both health and
human rights. However, the pursuit of nuclear technology also quietly violated these very
rights to “life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness.” Historian Gabrielle Hecht posits that
the practice of health and safety regulation of the nuclear fuel cycle is more reflective of
the value of what is being irradiated than a remedy for the dangers of radiation. Hecht
explains: “Nuclearity is not so much an essential property of things, as it is distributed in
things.” Responses to an item’s “nuclearity” may or may not mean how radioactive it is,
nor how dangerous.397 This has created a “holiday from history” in terms of the reflection
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on both radiation health and human rights discourse and protections.398 In much of
nuclear history, it can be said there is a “massive mismatch between dominant
characterizations of the sources of our factual knowledge and the ways that in which we
actually secure that knowledge.” Scientific communities, however, can be described
through their own “economy of truth.” 399 Historians also agree that the circulation of
knowledge is a taken for granted aspect of science, yet few global studies address the
interaction of radiation health safety as a circulation that intersects with specific
communities, places, and times.400
By viewing the artifacts, scientists, laboratory spaces and organizations that are
engaged together in a process of scientific inquiry, one can unravel some of nuclear
science. Sociology of science has informed historians to show how facts, which may in
fact be true or false, are socially constructed in the lab. 401 Radiation health safety and
nuclear history is ripe to be viewed as a circulating social construction and can act as a
preliminary inquiry into objectivity.402 This inquiry is directed not to the center/periphery
spread of western discovery, but asks what knowledge is included or excluded from
findings and practice.403 As with all forms of norms and conduct, a key but often
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unrecognized role of regulatory standards is in their adjudications of power, rights,
consequences, and justice.404 What is significant to radiation safety in a historical context
is worthy of inquiry because it can reveal “contestations over power, knowledge and
ethics.”405
This chapter will analyze the process of circulation to identify who or what is
included and excluded in determining safety. This chapter is a study of juxtapositions of
culture and the pragmatic judgments that measure radioactive exposure’s meaning. Here
the circulation and mechanisms of exclusion and inclusion of radiation protection include
uranium miners, workers and students at the first academic research reactor, and
international bodies assessing and exchanging knowledge of radiation effects. Radiation
safety hid many of the consequences of radiation exposure in the midst of the pursuit of
utopian nuclear hopes.
The Rocks
The wider historical context of nuclear exposure is often removed from
discussions of radiation health safety, as though this particular science is limited to a
neatly defined site. To provide context it is important to share some of the reality and
details of nuclear pollution as a whole. Man made radionuclides resulting from nuclear
weapons explosions and nuclear energy accidents can be deposited as fallout at different
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rates and speeds. It takes an average of ten half lives for most of the 900 radionuclides
released from nuclear fission, such by a nuclear weapons explosion, to become
nonradioactive. Half life varies from seconds to hours to many hundreds of thousands of
years. For example, plutonium will be radioactive in the environment for seven to ten half
lives that equal 24, 000 years each or, in total, as much as 240,000 years.
The radioactivity of 165 of the 900 radionuclides released by fission exists long
enough to meld with the chemistry of soil, air, and water to affect the cellular and genetic
structures of plants, animals, and people.406 This nuclear pollution from cold war
practices has contaminated the earth’s biota, particularly from the mining, manufacture
and testing of the equivalent of 34,000 Hiroshimas. These tests have been exploded
underground, in space, underwater and in the atmosphere worldwide since 1945.407
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Because of the long lived nature of radioisotopes, geneticists and other researchers argue
that the nuclear legacy will persist millions of years into the future. Thus the nuclear past
will continue to expose populations to unknown genetic and hereditary effects.408 Fallout
from U.S. tests alone, only one element of the nuclear fuel chain, has resulted in an
estimated 70,000 to 800,000 deaths due to cancer caused by the atmospheric explosions
that occurred between 1945 and 1963.409 While no place on Earth has escaped the
signature of atmospheric nuclear testing (as radionuclides unknown before 1945 are
found in soil, water and even polar ice) some communities have suffered incalculable
loss.410
Clear examples of the health effects caused by nuclear development are
ubiquitous but remain isolated from discourse on radiation health safety science and
human rights impingements. The experience of uranium miners on the Navajo Nation is
important to study because it is a well documented example of how excluded knowledge
http://www.projectforthectbt.org/hashimotomultimedia; This pollution is in addition to local effects from
nuclear weapons productions such as at Hanford, which now have growing complex groundwater
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fallout contained radionuclides that had never occurred in nature before 1945. Also see B.G. Bennett
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can kill. This example is selected because it is a proven case of disproportionate radiation
exposure of indigenous people.411 Many Navajo lived in the path of fallout clouds from
the Nevada Test Site and are eligible for Radiation Exposure Compensation Act
monetary compensation due to their status as down winders; miners and millers are also
eligible due to admitted government negligence.412 The Navajo however, are only one
example: eighty percent of the nuclear fuel chain, the mining, processing, testing and
waste storage of nuclear materials occurs on or near indigenous communities
worldwide.413 This statistic raises grave concerns and ought to be a locus for literature on
nuclear history, health, and human rights. This is also an important case study because
the most exposed group to ionizing radiation in the construction of nuclear weapons and
later, nuclear energy, was uranium miners.414
These miners would also be the last to know about their exposures. Native
American uranium miners in Navajoland in particular were excluded from health
protections and even the very knowledge of what they were mining during the Manhattan
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Project.415 The traditional ecological knowledge of the Navajo (Diné) warned against
uranium mining. In a Diné creation story, the birth of the tribe was preceded by the
choice between two yellow powders, and the powder of the corn pollen was chosen. The
Diné were instructed to leave the other mysterious yellow dirt in the soil, and to never dig
it up. It is considered a crime against nature to dig in the ground, which creates chaos by
mixing what is supposed to be bounded: earth and sky.416
The creation story anticipates the dangers of uranium which is both toxic and
radioactive. The health effects caused by exposure to uranium are generally lung cancers,
kidney damage and birth defects.417 When uranium in the ground is disturbed, such as in
underground mines and in mining debris, uranium decays to dangerous radioactive
elements, including radon gas. The gas is undetectable to human senses and the radon
then decays to become even more dangerous particles. Once in the body, some of the
“daughters” of radon, Radon- 222, Polonium- 218, and Bismuth -214, can continue to
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emit alpha radioactivity in the body and are particularly drawn to the lungs, causing lung
cancer.418
The circulation of nuclear technology has affected the Diné on physical, cultural
and spiritual levels. In Diné stories a monster roamed the sacred mountain Tsoodzil. The
mythical monster, before it was slain, gave birth to many small monsters, which the
Navajos today equate with the radionuclides that emit from the decaying uranium.419 The
Diné recently invented a name for uranium in their language, Leetso, the yellow
monster.420 Diné traditions teach that the Diné are protected within the boundaries of four
sacred mountains in the four directions, with mountain Tsoodzil at the southeast corner.421
In spite of sovereignty rights stated in the Treaty of 1868, prospecting began less than a
year after Native reservation lands had been opened to leasing in 1919 by the Secretary of
Interior.422 Mines on the Navajo reservation supplied caronite, uranium, and vanadium
for the radium craze, until prices fell due to finds in 1923 in the Belgian Congo.423
The decline in demand would prove to be only a respite. In 1939, one year after
fission was discovered by Lise Meitner, Otto Hahn, Otto Frisch and Fritz Strassman,
418
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prospecting for vanadium began on the then Navajo Reservation by the Vanadium
Corporation of America (VCA).424 The secret hunt for uranium and the announced need
for vanadium in strengthening steel for armaments led to a frantic revitalization of older
forgotten mine claims. After US entry into World War II, the Navajo were pressured to
approve a resolution supporting the development of their natural resources.425 This
increased the incursions on their lands for uranium and for many other resources. While
drilling for oil, at a depth of 6,950 feet, oil geologists also found helium- bearing gases
three miles outside of the monument of Shiprock. This helium was then used to supply
helium ships.426 On the isolated area of Monument Valley and Carrizo Mountains, New
Mexico, uranium was taken from a vanadium mine that was supplying the war effort.427
The mining of vanadium was conducted under the secret purview of the military
by 1940, circumventing any oversight by the Bureau of Mines. The Bureau of Mines had
thirty years of experience with monitoring ventilation in mines.428 Prospecting for
uranium began in earnest in 1944 by the Manhattan Project, later carried on by the AEC
424
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after 1946 and the US Geological Survey. No other material had ever been surveyed so
completely in such a short period of time. 429
Despite the Navajo cultural prohibition warning against mining the yellow
powder in the ground, the sacred mountain Tsoodzil would become the largest
underground uranium mine in the United States and be eventually surrounded by seven
other mines. The miners who worked these mines were not all Diné, but also included
nearby Havasupai, Hualapai, Pueblo and Hopi men. Often they lived near the mining
sites with their wives and families. When the mining began, most of the miners had had
no previous interaction with the capitalist economy, or employment, and had been living
a subsistence lifestyle. No records of their employment were kept, nor were their
exposures ever measured or recorded as was common practice in the Manhattan Project
laboratories at the time. Most spoke little to no English,430 and lived in poverty at the
beginning of World War II, a poverty primarily caused by US government enforced
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livestock herd reductions in the 1930s.431 For context, miners during the depression just a
few years earlier in the south were often forced black laborers, who lived under the
bodily threat of lynching and by then, an established peonage system.432 Navajo miners
later recalled that they too, were treated “like slaves.”433 The history of mining is in fact
one of slave labor in the Americas. This occurred elsewhere too. The uranium used in the
Hiroshima bomb came from forced labor in the Shinkolobwe mine in the Belgian
Congo.434At the St. Joachimstahl mines, first Nazi and later East German governments
used both prisoners of war and slave laborers to mine uranium.435 The Native American
miners were not only physically abused with militant treatment in dark dangerous
working conditions, and pushed past their physical strength and limits; without well
ventilated mines, they were also being exposed to radon and radon’s daughters from
being underground. 436
The Navajoland mines were not ventilated, as most other mines were at the time,
and no protective gear was issued. No health warnings were given to the miners, who
drank water from the cracks in the mine walls and went home in a fine layer of yellow
431
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uranium dust. The Native American miners, because they were not warned of any health
effects, also gathered radioactive rocks from the mines and used them as building
materials.437 According to their oral histories, these men were excluded from even the
name or knowledge of what the yellow or black green powdery substance was that they
mined. Given no health protections, gloves, nor proper ventilation the miners and their
families later responded with disbelief that their patriotic work during the war as miners
had made them “guinea pigs.” Others felt betrayed because the 1868 Treaty obligated the
United States to protect the tribe. 438 The miners were not unionized and were paid very
low wages, less than a dollar an hour in 1949 and by the late 1960s, just $1.62 a day.439
The low pay and non-seclusion of uranium mine wastes from waterways and the land
kept the price of uranium artificially low.440 Uranium, as Carbide Corporation explained
it in Mesa Miracle, was part of “the overall program that has grown to be the single
largest business in the country. For the atomic energy program represents an investment
of several billion dollars….” In addition, “the Atomic Energy Commission was set up by
the Government to control every phase of activity having to do with development of the
437
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atom. One of its most important jobs, these past few years, has been to obtain uraniumthe basic source of atomic power.”441
Obtaining uranium involved the unwitting sacrifice of miners and their
communities. The uranium prices and supplies were controlled by the AEC in the early
years, then later by a syndicate of mining companies.442 But it was just these exclusions
and deaths that unwittingly allowed the high tech worlds of nuclear accelerators and
nuclear technologies to flourish. There is also much evidence to dispel the often repeated
claim that radon dangers were not yet recognized in the 1940s.443 The belief that risks
were taken “because we did not know any better” is not historically accurate and it is
particularly mistaken in this instance.444 Inhaled radon became suspected as the specific
cause for miner’s lung cancer in the 1920s.445 Excess cancers in the mines of
Joachimsthal were linked directly to radon in the air of the mines by 1932. An American
journal in 1937 reported a death rate of 30 percent among uranium miners. However, the
finding in the US was not fully accepted according to a 1991 assessment by a National
Academy of Science research panel. A causal relationship between radon and death was
“not informally” accepted as fact until it was proven by “epidemiological evidence” with
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“excess cases of lung cancer in other groups of exposed miners.”446 This same 1937
evidence, however, did spur the Nazis to attempt to regulate the uranium industry.447 In
the US, by 1941, a standard was established for internal exposure of radon based on the
accumulation and estimates of internal exposure that caused the previous deaths of
European miners.448 Dr. Wilhelm Hueper, a pioneer in occupational medicine, stated in a
1942 occupational health textbook that mining was the oldest known source of cancer
from exposure. This recognition can be traced back to Paracelsus’s observations of
miner’s illnesses in the 16th century and the 1879 diagnoses of malignant tumors in
miners.449
Persistent and tenacious attempts were made over decades to stimulate action. For
example, Hueper found a causal link between radon and cancer in 1942, but he was
forbidden to share his findings when he worked at the National Cancer Institute.450 Ralph
V. Batie, chief of health and safety for the Colorado AEC, alerted both the AEC and state
officials, but he was ignored and forced to transfer out of the area.451 Another example,
PHS doctor Henry Doyle and PHS epidemiologist Duncan Holaday studied the high
morbidity of miners and dangerous conditions in southwestern mills and mines. Samples
specifically of the air in Navajo mines and mills found the radiation levels were very
dangerous. Doyle and Holaday tried to spur action by sharing their findings and meeting
with a long list of parties. These included uranium company representatives, federal and
446
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state health and Navajo (Diné) officials, to spark some action from the industry or
regulators to eliminate the dangerous working condition. Specifically the need was acute
for ventilation of the Navajo mines on the then reservation.
Just blowing fresh air in and out of the mines alone could have mitigated the
radon daughter threats in general. The ventilation was calculated by Holaday to only add
to the price of uranium less than a dollar per ton of mined ore. However, their conclusive
evidence about the dangers, beginning as early as the late 1940s, was ignored. An interim
report in early 1952 of the dire conditions was reproduced and sent to companies and
myriads of officials, but was not shared with workers so they would not flee the mines
and mills. It was in the interest of the industry and the AEC to keep the price of
production low by making no improvements and thus, they believed, to ensure national
security. No progress was made by the AEC or uranium companies to improve the
miners’ conditions until ordered to by Willard Wirtz, Secretary of Health, Education, and
Welfare the late 1960s.452 From the beginning of the 1946 Atomic Energy Act, the AEC
did not take responsibility for control of uranium until after the uranium had been milled
(except in the case of the handful of government- owned mills).453
The AEC downplayed the dangers and claimed it was not their jurisdiction to set
uranium safety standards, so none were set, although standards were established for
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beryllium.454 This may be because of the attitudes of responsibility on behalf of
individual scientists and administrators. Health physicist Merril Eisenbud retained power
over beryllium as director of AEC’s Health and Safety Laboratory (HASL).455 HASL
instituted safety regulations based on the reasoning that the dangerous beryllium
exposure would not be occurring if it weren’t for the business of the AEC in nuclear
production. But others felt much differently. 456
Just as serious investigations of the mines in the southwest were beginning by the
AEC’s HASL it was stymied. Oversight of uranium was transferred from Eisenbud’s
New York Operation Office (NYOO) of HASL to Jesse C. Johnson’s AEC’s Raw
Materials Division in the late 1940s. Johnson, with a background in metals mining and
pricing, had joined the AEC in 1948. He became director of the division in 1950 and
oversaw a uranium exploration boom in the Southwest.457By the time Eisenbud of HASL
took samples of the dangerous air in the southwest uranium mines in 1948, scientists
knew that the miners were at risk for lung cancer and other diseases within 15 to 20 years
after their mining exposure. Eisenbud claimed the lack of oversight of the mines was due
to the interpretation of the ambiguous nature of the AEA as not requiring oversight of
such raw materials. Eisenbud’s office interpreted the AEA regulations as requiring health
and safety but Jesse Johnson, of the Raw Materials Division, wanted quotas for uranium
filled. Johnson felt he and the AEC were not in any way obligated by law to enforce
454
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safety for such raw materials. Oversight was left for state regulators who had no nuclear
or radioactive expertise or capacity to regulate the mining industry.458 By the 1950s one
of the first cancer mechanisms to be explained was how radon decayed to alpha emitting
daughter isotopes that stayed in the lung to cause lung cancer.459 Although radon was a
serious concern, known health risks would be ignored. Eisenbud wrote, “It was a tragic
decision…an epidemic of lung cancer would take the lives of about 500 miners.”460
By 1966 the increasing numbers of miners who had died from lung cancer led the
U.S. Bureau of Mines to begin oversight of the mines, but not the AEC. Mines were
conveniently conceptualized as still outside of the nuclear purview. Rocks were distinct
from the glitz and glamour of sleek nuclear technology. Yet, even the Bureau of Mines
with their experience in mine safety and ventilation was powerless. Without an
established safety standard for radon inhalation, no real action was taken until an
outraged government administrator, US Secretary of Labor W. William Wirtz, at great
professional cost, instituted a standard at the end of 1967. However, he was forced to
allow 18 months to elapse before enforcement of the standards.461 In the case of the
miners, scientific uncertainty was given as the reason why no federal standards were
established until 1969.462 The exclusion of health protections for the Native American
miners during the war and after is clear in the secondary literature as well as in many
primary sources, from the sworn testimony of scientists and health physicists in later
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legal cases, to the oral histories of the miners themselves and in declassified government
documents.463
But the injustice did not end there. Secret medical studies used the miners as
experimental subjects to set standards for other nuclear workers. While excluded from
any rights to health and safety as nuclear workers, the bodies of uranium miners, their
lungs and their deaths, would serve as a baseline for establishing nuclear worker and
radiation health safety standards. The U.S. Public Health Service (PHS) initiated studies
in 1948 on the miners, hundreds of whom were Native Americans, without their
knowledge, and they were not warned of any dangers or developing health problems. All
practical health information was withheld, including their lung cancers and impending
deaths.464 The findings of the interim study published in 1952 were distributed to
“everyone we could think of” testified Dr. Duncan Holaday years later, “but not the
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miners.” 465 Eventually, the men would die. Contamination from Leetso, (the Diné word
for uranium) that was once isolated underground, was deposited by daily practice and by
accidents such as the 1979 Churchrock spill on the Navajo landscape.466 At least 4 to 6
million tons of uranium ore were mined on the Navajo Nation from the 1940s until
1986.467 All of it was sold to the U.S. government and used to make bombs, although
after 1971, utilities also bought uranium for nuclear power plants.468 Uranium mill
operations were also located on the reservation, and when the mining and milling ended
in the 1990s, between 450 to 600 of the estimated 5,000 Hopi and Diné miners and
millers had died from lung cancer, and 1,500 polluted mining sites were abandoned with
the complicity of the tribal trustee, the U.S. government.469
The exclusion of consideration for the miners and the southwestern Navajo
communities in the circulation of nuclear science involved a mechanism of denial of
responsibility. The Atomic Energy Act of 1946 alluded frequently to health and safety,
even going so far as to include allowable standards of radiation exposure. However, as
Congressional hearings charged in 1987, the AEC was in the position of being “a fox
guarding the chicken coop.”470 The fox also had been empowered to control all data it
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deemed essential to national security. This conflicted role as both promoter of nuclear
technology and enforcer of health and safety may have been real on paper, but the
mechanisms and the will to achieve standards for public and worker’s health and safety
were not always in place.471 The power differential between the miners and the AEC was
profound, but the AEC would have benefited from heeding the warning of the Diné
stories.
The Reactors
Should nuclear safety regulation have applied to the miners? Willard Libby’s
establishment of background radiation as a standard of safety, either by accident or
design, inverted the dangers to miners as less dangerous than the exposures were in
reality. Mining was left to private industry and states to control. The ability to ignore
radiation risks to miners might have been made easier by the conceptualization of
radiation, too. Despite the comparisons of artificial radiation to natural background
radiation to reassure the public of the safety of fallout, perhaps uranium risks were still
seen by AEC scientists as a natural source and therefore as safer than artificial radiation.
The lack of ventilation however, magnified the high inhalation radioactivity risks to the
miners. Other uranium exposures, for example, from the fine yellow dust coating the
miners clothes, may have also been easier to ignore because they were thought of as
external, low ionizing natural exposures from natural background radiation. Miners were
just men, digging in the dirt and rocks. How dangerous could it be? But because radon
with its potent cancer-causing radon daughters was concentrated unnaturally in
unventilated and underground man-made mines, the exposures were not at all comparable
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to the measures of natural background radioactivity. Some of the Diné miners had
cumulative exposures forty-four times higher than the levels at Hiroshima and
Nagasaki.472 The paradigm of using natural background radiation as a threshold would
also privilege protections for laboratory personnel exposed to artificial radioactivity. The
infrastructure of radiation protection science led to attention to effects within labs: not in
the environment, and not for miners. The environment was part of the industrial machine
to dilute pollution. Perhaps indigenous people were seen as part of this machine as
well.473
Those scientists who did speak out for decades to try to intercept the death
sentence upon the miners were silenced. For just one example, Wilhelm Hueper (who had
found in 1942 serious health risks from mining) was not allowed to travel nor to speak
about his findings to prevent publicly about his research findings.474 Other AEC scientists
who became concerned about health and safety, such as John Gofman, Thomas Mancuso
and K.Z. Morgan were eventually maligned in some way by the AEC, losing either their
positions or their credibility.475 The same occurred to non-governmental scientists who
ventured to question AEC pronouncements of safety such as Alice Stewart and Linus
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Pauling.476 However, when scientists did ask how radiation contamination could alter
genetic material and cells in living and ecological systems, the work was funded by the
Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) and wedded to the question of nuclear military
victory or defense.477 A much less obvious influence on the isolation of radiation health
safety however, was the role of prestige of those who operated reactors. The circulation
of radiation health safety among scientists at a growing university in North Carolina
brings into view pragmatic decision making and the inability to enact the precautionary
principle, even in a laboratory. Unlike the Native American miners, who were not even
provided gloves for protection during this same era, laboratory scientists were the focus
of safety standards and protocols. “Rad safety” as it was called, with its clicking Geiger
counters, dosimeters, and area monitoring was instituted primarily to protect laboratory
scientists. But even with this focus, the lure of experiment was not always tempered.
The work of radiation protection was primarily directed at laboratory or
production facilities. Perhaps this narrowing can be seen as a natural aspect of “normal”
science that, without conscious malice or intention, limits itself to questions scientists
believe are actually answerable.478 In addition, many of the research questions were
tethered to the equipment, not to biology. Research reactors are low power reactors that
do not generate electricity but do generate isotopes for experiments and are a teaching
tool for reactor operators. These small reactors served even more powerfully than
radioisotopes had before, as a “gateway to the nuclear age” to establish civilian nuclear
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science programs.479 The machines, however, only expanded the field of who would
unwittingly become experimental subjects. A new form of knowledge and expertise
would establish who decided what was safe, and it was not necessarily the health
physicist.
Health physicists often felt isolated from other nuclear scientists. One scientist
remarked he felt he was perceived by nuclear physicists as a cop.480 In 1962, only
between 1-2 % of the AEC nuclear workforce of around 130,000 people were “radiation
protection specialists.”481 Health physicists as a group were deeply concerned about
safety but also admitted that not enough was known. They seemed initially confident in
their ability to control radioactivity: if done correctly, safety, nuclear weapons and power
could all coexist.482 A separation of health physics from other academic disciplines was
compounded by the mystique surrounding those associated with the Manhattan Project
who operated nuclear equipment. Disciplinary lenses, professionalization, and academic
boundaries only continued to elevate a new class of engineers, while dividing the
knowledge of radiation effects into separated realms of physics, medicine, chemistry and
biology.483 Particularly biology was alienated from the physical aspects of radiation, and
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remote from the operations of shielded reactors. Even Willard Libby during 1957
Congressional hearings on fallout admitted this separation was a shortcoming. Libby said
at the hearing, “I am impressed with the disparity in our knowledge of the biological
effects as compared to our knowledge of the physical effects” of radiation.484
The machines were already running, ahead of the knowledge of their biological
effects.485 The first education research reactor preceded Eisenhower’s Atoms for Peace
speech by three months. It “went critical” in the center of the North Carolina State
University campus on September 5, 1953. The reactor was informally christened the
“First Temple of the Atom” by the science editor of the Associated Press, Howard
Blakeslee, and the name would stick. The reactor began “breathing with life,” fueled by a
uranium core given by the military lab at Oak Ridge, Tennessee. It was built with the
approval and help from the AEC Oak Ridge staff, and was intended as a training tool for
operations of nuclear reactors and multidisciplinary experimentation. In addition, the
reactor was to contribute to the ongoing study of how heat could be transferred into
energy.
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The reactor was the cornerstone for the launch for the first nuclear engineering
program in the country at NCSU. Dr. Clifford K. Beck was recruited in 1949 from his
position at Oak Ridge as Director of Research and Co-director of the Laboratory Division
at the Carbide K-25 Gaseous Diffusion Plant to lead the expanding NCSU physics
department. NCSU was rich at the time with state legislature funds for expanding
facilities and programs. Beck, who had worked on the Manhattan Project and his
colleagues at the AEC, felt it was the responsibility of academic institutions to train the
workforce for the nuclear age, and create a non-militarized space for learning, although
many of the men who applied for the program were in the military. In 1950, the nuclear
labor force totaled 70,000 but every major AEC installation was seeking “additional men
trained in engineering.” Increasingly a new class of expertise was anticipated, as even
mine operators would soon become “metallurgical engineers.”486
The reactor itself was a physical manifestation of the inspirational hopes of
peaceful nuclear energy. In proposals and brochures, the “Temple of the Atom”
represented the literal public birth of a new “Atomic Age.”487 Beck was poetic in his
preface to his Nuclear Engineering proposal: “In the wake of that violently successful
birth, visions of blessings to mankind, amazing in scope and almost within grasp, have
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arisen to challenge our generation of engineers and scientists.” 488 The NCSU research
reactor quickly became an international showcase for Atoms for Peace. The facility was
visited by representatives from “Brazil, Belgium, Sweden, India, Spain, Germany, Japan,
Turkey, Australia and Argentina” along with twenty American university visitors. The
public toured the facility the most: In its first year of operations, 6,000 people came to see
the State College Reactor
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department’s expansion into research, with a proposed undergraduate nuclear engineering
degree and a doctoral program that became the first in the country in 1950.490 The reactor
also attracted industrial partners for the program.491 The Newport News Shipbuilding and
Dry Dock Company supported a NCSU Professorship in Nuclear Engineering. Their
promotional materials focused on the modernity of the world’s first college reactor from
its structure to its inevitable applications to power ships.492
In reality, the technology involved risks. Touted as being able to run for “300
years” without refueling, the first nuclear core of the “Temple of the Atom” met a swift
demise, but not before contaminating the NCSU campus.493 Contamination from
radioactivity and the use of radioisotopes already was a challenge for the campus before
the reactor started operations. Earlier in April 1953, an escape of polonium had
contaminated a laboratory. The event was blamed on the existing radiological safety
488
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officer, who was removed from his position. Nine days after the first criticality of the
reactor, a new “Committee on Safety and Health for the Nuclear Reactor and
Radioisotopes” convened. The committee merged with the former Isotope Committee to
centralize and standardize radiation oversight and create policy. It was suggested at the
first meeting that the committee operate independent of the reactor operators, but this was
not recorded in the formal notes. The new committee, but only in the informal notes,
struggled with the requirements for their new expertise and did not want to be seen as
“policemen.” However, all agreed sufficient monitoring was needed for both health and
liability. 494
These two aspects, potential liabilities and safety, went hand in hand. Blood tests
and physical exams were needed before a hire was finalized and after, to rule out any
illness that might later be attributed to radiation. Sufficient record keeping would be
needed for liability protection as well. Mastery of the proper instrumentation of
dosimeters, film badges, and Geiger counter surveys were required to protect against any
claims of negligence as much as health. Due to the frustration of not feeling competent,
and worries about radiation accidents, the committee suggested that new hires be sought
more for their experience with radioactive sources. Present on the Health and Safety
committee was James H. Jensen, who had chaired an AEC nuclear waste subcommittee
in 1948-9. Jensen alerted the committee to the importance of studying nuclear waste
disposal. Beck for his part foreshadowed what was to come, saying the operations of the
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unique reactor, for the first time conducted in an unclassified manner, would be
“interesting, and their solutions, far reaching.” 495
Soon, the operations of the reactor would be contested. When the newly hired
Radiological Safety Officer (RSO) opposed loading more uranium fuel into the “Temple
of the Atom,” Dr. Beck told him he was not qualified to judge the reactor’s resilience.
The experiment was temporarily postponed, until further permission was secured from
the AEC to proceed.496 The reactor became a test facility in more ways than one, as the
AEC began to analyze how to construct licensing and inspections for future research
reactors. A visit from Dr. Hanson Blatz, a radiological physicist who worked in the AEC
HASL New York office, resulted in suggestions that all personnel wear film badges, that
twenty year records of exposures should be kept on each individual, and that eye
examinations be used to detect neutron exposures. 497 Also involved with the “Temple of
the Atom” was the Public Health Service, “intimately involved in the Atomic Testing
Program” at the same time. PHS Chief of the Radiological Branch, Dr. James G. Terrill,
shared with the committee that “over design from the standpoint of safety of reactors was
too common.”498 The program, despite struggling with safety as recorded in the Safety
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and Health meeting minutes, was considered such a model that the NCSU staff were
invited by Willard Libby to participate in the 1955 Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy
Conference to be held in Geneva.499
How to decide when something was dangerous proved to be a subjective matter,
and decided more by authority than expertise. There were growing efforts by radiation
specialists to articulate more strict safety regulations on campus, but they were overruled
as ignorant worries by Beck, the expert in research reactor operations. When a decision
was made to operate the “Temple of the Atom” at even higher power levels, after Beck
stated he had AEC permission to do so, the former RSO Dr. Newton Underwood was
very alarmed. Underwood (who had been blamed for the polonium incident and then
removed from the Safety and Health committee) contacted Dr. Pike, the director of the
Safety and Health committee to explain he was very concerned about the possibility of a
reactor accident or worse.
Underwood, a physicist himself and radiation safety instructor, maintained that
the reactor should be thoroughly checked and reviewed in total. His specific concerns
were a lack of area and effluent monitoring, classes being conducted in the reactor’s
Observation room with no dosimeters or film badges for students, and a technical issue of
danger due to the possible malfunctioning of the sheathing on the safety rods. Underwood
knew he would continue to be maligned and scapegoated for his concerns. Yet, in the
winter of 1954, Underwood felt he had no alternative except to speak out. He felt the
health and safety of the students and the community should be considered first, above the
“Correspondence, Meeting Minutes, Reports, July –December 1954 Box NCSU, Committees, Radiation
Committee Safety Records, UA 022.006, Box 1, NCSU.
499
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value of any risky experimentation in what he considered an already compromised
reactor, located in the heart of campus.500
Rather than address the concerns, Beck called into question Underwood’s
judgment, knowledge and character in his correspondence to the health and safety
committee.501 Yet, Underwood’s caution might have been quite well founded. A few
incidents had occurred before and after his concerns were voiced: three classrooms
became contaminated; an accident melted uranium; unknown radioactive leakage from
the reactor occurred several times; repairs were needed on the reactor vacuum system; the
off-gas system was found to be inadequate “to hold radioactive gases” and that had to be
repaired.502 But on May 4, 1955, the reactor core lost its vacuum again, with a failure in
the off gas system and radioactive leaks. By May 6, the “Temple of the Atom”
completely “broke down.” 503 By May 13, the reactor room was sealed off to anyone, but
it was assumed the leak in the reactor, which could be from something as simple as failed
weld, would be eventually easily repaired. 504 Safety and Health Committee members had
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been assured repeatedly, informally and formally, by Beck that the problem was not
serious, just a matter of normal issues in reactor operations.505
None of these challenges was to distract from the welcoming of the new nuclear
age. The ceremonies to dedicate the “Raleigh Research Reactor” and the building that
housed it, dedicated as “Burlington Nuclear Laboratories” occurred as planned on May
23, 1955. The event was undisturbed by the increased radiation from a release of diluted
gases twenty- four hours before the ceremony.506 More diluted releases containing
Xenon-133 and Iodine-131 occurred in June over a three day period. The releases were
not really worrisome, as the levels were “far below the tolerance level” recommended by
the NCRP.507 However, the committee noted to Beck “this is an operation with a hazard
not encountered before.”508
For Beck, the accident was a learning opportunity, and just another aspect of a
discovery, maybe unintended, but above all, an ongoing experiment. To him, it did not so
much qualify as an accident. In fact, the reactor incident proved to Beck the resiliency of
the “Safety Envelope” incorporated into the design of the reactor to contain what was
eventually a uranium fuel leak from the core as well the gas leaks. “It worked precisely as
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intended.” 509 The damaged core itself was providing even more learning opportunities:
protocols were invented on how to remove the core. Assistance was provided by Dr. F.W.
Gilbert, Manager of Reactor Operations at Chalk River, who had worked on
decontamination after the first large scale thermal reactor core was destroyed in 1952.
The Chalk River accident built not only expertise, but in Gilbert’s case, even cachet.510 In
addition, the core itself would be an object of study, sent to Oak Ridge to be analyzed.
Even how the accident was responded to by his colleagues would all inform Beck511.
By June, the radiation level of the Raleigh reactor was only three times
background, and Beck celebrated that the reactor core was removed, placed in a lead
shipping container and transported to Oak Ridge for study.512 It has become a familiar
refrain for public relations aspects of nuclear accidents, to focus on what did, in fact,
work. And in the end, this is not at all surprising. Beck would go on to present his paper
on the Raleigh Research Reactor as a model of modern nuclear education at the Geneva
Conference in 1955. But his position at NCSU became untenable as trust in him among
his colleagues and the Safety and Health Committee all but evaporated. He resigned his
position at NCSU by March of 1956, only to go on to much more influential work
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regulating nuclear hazards. He was hired by the AEC and went on to become Chief of the
AEC Hazards Evaluation Branch, rising to AEC Deputy Director of Regulation and later
acting as an NRC liaison to the EPA.513
While it is not unusual for new technologies to initially frustrate and disappoint,
as other early reactors did at Atoms for Peace locations, the crucial aspect of this history
is the emphasis on the experiment at the expense of radiation contamination concerns.
Those scientists who sought to preemptively prevent harm were unable to do so. This
story shows the exclusion of concerns of the non-reactor experts, even among scientists.
Underwood had initially believed in the “Temple of the Atom” and he wanted only to be
reassured of its safety. However, he was not accorded the power to actually protect the
public. The emerging reactor expertise invented along with nuclear science also allowed
for the AEC to support its own, like Beck.514 At their wits’ end, frustrated by their
inability to control the reactor program, the Physics department considered eliminating
the reactor and the nuclear program entirely. However, this would have harmed North
Carolina’s goals for energy independence and their reputation, with their school now so
highly enmeshed with the modern reactor. They hesitated. Eventually the committee
invited the only man they felt they trusted, Karl Z. Morgan, who grew up in North
Carolina, to help. Morgan, as head of the health physics section at Oak Ridge, had a
reputation as an honest and reliable health physicist among the faculty. He, with two
other consultants, advised that the reactor should be replaced. The new reactor should be
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under the control of one physics professor, working closely with the new reactor
manufacturer, Babcock and Wilcox to ensure the safety of the reactor operations. The
Nuclear Engineering program should also continue, but with more versatility under a
committee of both physics and the Department of Engineering. This would free the
Physics Department to return to research and teaching in pure physics. The nuclear
program should soldier on. And it did.515
The Science
The data of radiation health safety was primarily directed at making standards. .
Three approaches evolved to make internal radiation exposure limits: direct, indirect, and
computational.516 The direct approach was accomplished by relying initially on top secret
data on humans. Later this data was subsumed into what is called a mixed approach or
indirect approach. This meant using results of animal experiments, such as Miriam
Finkel’s experiments on mice, to collate with human experience, or establishing toxicity
ratios by comparing beagles and humans. All of these methods used many assumptions to
calculate the most reasonable expectations of exposures, due to the overwhelming
complexities of the task. In later years, a computational approach embedded the
experimental data in calculated exposure limits for the hundreds of radionuclides and
their possible effect on individual organs. 517
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Radiation protection was an indeterminate science, but respected often as fact, by
international agency experts who spread radiation standards. The circulation of this
science in specific places and times shows the pragmatic judgments involved in the
practice of radiation health safety. These scientists influenced the outcomes of radiation
protection by their reliance on AEC studies. For just one example, the World Health
Organization conducted what looked like an independent assessment of radiation danger
in 1959. The committee however, was composed of familiar names from earlier secret
AEC studies, such as John Bugher and James V. Neel. Neel, a geneticist who was a part
of the Atomic Bomb Casualty Commission, chaired the perceived independent panel of
WHO experts from around the world. Not only were these “independent” studies reliant
on Project Sunshine studies, but this data was used to bolster foundational arguments and
estimates of the original calculation of naturally occurring background radiation.518
These measurements were not re-evaluated in the light of their inherent bias. They fit the
description of “black boxed” facts, obscuring the choices and biases that constructed
them.519 These studies were constructed secretly by Willard Libby and AEC scientists
using the unwitting data of uninformed colleagues to military ends and were intended to
study fallout. But the independent WHO study simply reproduced the tables, data and
conclusions from these earlier studies, whose origins were far from disinterested. These
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AEC studies were partly instigated to convincingly reassure the public about fallout
danger. Several charts and facts used in Annex B of the 1959 study to explain the
findings on naturally occurring background radiation from cosmic rays and uranium in
soils are sourced (footnotes 22, 31, 37, and 13) from Sunshine investigators. Willard
Libby is cited twice, including his seminal 1955 paper on background radiation from
cosmic rays that is repeatedly used in studies without question or qualification of the
potential biases in his work. Merrill Eisenbud’s research (Manager of the AEC’s New
York Operations Office during the Sunshine Project) is also used.520
NAS members who investigated health physics and radiation effects included
mostly AEC trained and militarily embedded scientists. This leadership, in official and
unofficial capacities was dominated by notable Manhattan Project, OSRD and AEC
related scientists such as Vannevar Bush, Detlev W. Bronk, James B. Conant with access
to classified information. The NAS Biological Effects for Atomic Radiation (BEAR)
study, even though not funded by the AEC but by the Rockefeller Foundation, was still
manipulated by the agency. The 1956 study was intended to reconcile differing points of
view about fallout, but served to hide much of the scientific disagreement on radiation
dangers. The AEC maneuvered the parameters of the study, the press, and even the
interpretation of the study in ways that hid their involvement. No study would be
considered more objective nor have more impact on nuclear policy.521 Less notable NAS
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health physics scientists also directed committees and refined science according to the US
security and national interests.
Merril Eisenbud, of HASL, traveled often to promote Atoms for Peace and to
support European and Asian countries developing peaceful nuclear programs. In this
capacity, Eisenbud shared methods of collecting fallout data “as well as the public health
significance of the data.” Ironically, even in countries concerned about fallout, the AEC
scientists charged with promoting nuclear technology were also the ones trusted to
explain the meaning and risks of the fallout.522 Eisenbud traveled in 1950 to Japan as an
NAS member to assess whether the long term NAS Atomic Bomb Casualty Commission
(ABCC) studies of Hiroshima and Nagasaki victims should continue.523 Originally
funded by the AEC, these studies were investments in the control of radiation health
safety science itself. Eisenbud recounted the political reasoning by the Generals Douglas
MacArthur and Crawford Sams: if the ABCC studies were terminated “it would create a
scientific vacuum into which investigators of uncertain scientific credibility would be
drawn.” In addition, the assumption that the present committee was unbiased was
unquestioned. Scientists who did not belong to NAS and were not aligned with the AEC
“might be so influenced by political factors as to affect their scientific objectivity.”524
Another way to spread the AEC’s version of an objective radiation safety science
was by sending trained technical experts around the globe. The focus of radiation experts
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dispersed world wide by the IAEA shows the main concerns of health physicists were to
establish AEC safety regimes and practices. These regimes were focused on a laboratory
focused role that predominantly measured but did not necessarily prevent contamination.
These experts served a promotional public relations purpose that excluded the need for
other types of investigations into radiation health safety.
The IAEA’s efforts to meet requests for technical experts and to standardize
national programs of radiation health safety were slow initially but by the early 60s
became much more organized. R.A. Borthwick was among thirty IAEA technical nuclear
and raw materials experts sent to twenty countries after 1961, and among six scientists
whose expertise was in health physics. These IAEA experts predominantly assisted on a
national scale, working through national atomic agencies. Health physics experts were
sent from 1961 to 1963 to the United Arab Republic (Egypt), Iraq, Israel, Thailand,
Ghana, Iran, Greece and the Philippines.525
These radiation safety experts were involved in the problems of inconsistent
dosimetry, calibration of instruments, and the crafting of legislation for their host country
to standardize regulations for radiation safety.526 In addition, the experts established
programs, monitoring stations and techniques such as a film badge service. They taught
laboratory decontamination techniques, began early criteria planning for future reactor
sites, and sometimes organized teams of gifted researchers to spark interest in health
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physics questions, such as the need for ventilation studies.527 In sum, they whole
heartedly prepared their host country for the new vistas of nuclear energy.528
One example of an expert that circulated science is R.A. Borthwick, who had
established the radiation health safety program in Thailand in 1963 (mentioned
previously in chapter 3). Borthwick also served in the Philippines in 1962 during the
construction of the first Philippine research reactor. Originally from New Zealand, he
established a nationwide radiation badge service to include hospitals, and he compiled a
safety manual. Like other radiation health safety experts, Borthwick helped to craft
national legislation. He redefined the terminology in legislation that concerned maximum
permissible dose for the Philippines, making the rules less stringent.529 Borthwick, like
many of the experts, served not only one agency but several. He was deeply involved
with legislation and regulations of radiation as a WHO expert as well, serving to align
radiation safety with western norms in Pakistan and Nigeria.530 The project of radiation
safety legislation relied predominantly on western ideas of safety, measure and evaluation.
A bureaucratic network of universities, agencies, technical experts and national
commissions, originally facilitated by the US AEC and then the UN AEC, streamlined
correspondence with the AEC. The AEC worked through international UN agencies to
spread nuclear technical expertise with the help of the IAEA, UNESCO and WHO. This
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created an international network that would spread nuclear science and radiation safety
through conferences, meetings, training and education.531
Conclusion
The spread of nuclear science could not have occurred without a coordinated
bureaucracy to support it, or the cheap labor of uranium miners and the use of the
landscape as a reservoir. Only one of these contributing factors is, as Hecht asserts, the
separation of actual radiation effects from the sociopolitical framing of what is
considered nuclear. Radiation exposure disparity was aggravated by the clear isolation of
nuclear chain activities such as divisions between industrial processes and laboratory
worlds, to allow the disproportionate exposure to nuclear pollution by indigenous
people.532 In retrospect, the real cause may have much more to do with the
experimentation that precluded human rights as a whole and how we define a scientific
experiment, or even an accident. The operators of the “Temple of the Atom” were proud
that during the first year of the reactor operations, they had been in compliance with
standards at the time: no one had been exposed to more than 300 millirems a week.533 Yet,
this idea of providing safety obscures so much. The standard by 1959 was lowered to 50
mr per week. 534 The Raleigh Research Reactor was an experiment in and of itself with
unwitting students and faculty involved. The destroyed reactor was an opportunity for the
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protagonist, Clifford Beck, to learn more and gain more reactor expertise, to even take it
apart. For him, the only crisis at NCSU was the trivial focus on safety.
Even in a laboratory, safety is an arbitrary and subjective matter. Safety has likely
never been an isolated scientific question. Who decides? Who has the power? Are not the
observations of the Navajoland uranium miners who were studied, experimented on, but
not treated nor informed by the PHS, actually correct? What became of those NCSU
students, walking to and from class, breathing escaping fission products, between 1953
and 1955? Or of the radium dial painters, their bodies used as test subjects when they
believed they were being treated The data from the miners and the other victims of
nuclear technology, such as the Hiroshima and Nagasaki survivors are now “black
boxed” facts. 535 The basis of the human experimental data was very limited with small
sample sizes and funded by the military and later, the AEC.536 Much of this research was
completed under the duress of needing to establish safety limits for the growing nuclear
work force during the Manhattan Project and later the Cold War. In 1947 alone, over $5
million was allocated by the AEC for radiation research (and $1.1 million annually for
fellowships to do radiation research). With so much funding, three entire hospitals were
established under the direction of Shields Warren of the AEC. A profusion of secret
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experiments took place, enough to later generate a paper trail of 3.3 million documents.537
However, the ongoing integration of the data from military directed and AEC funded
studies into the calculations of safety standards creates not only questions of ethics, but of
the quality and utility of using data from such uncertain and tainted science.538 Yet one
can also see the “technical experts” pursuing what they believe will be a bright and
healthy future for their host countries.
No matter how far radiation protection travels, one can see the standardization
and “black boxed” data, that mark it still as “a typically American story.” Looking back
at the history of the construction and implementation of radiation safety science, it
appears as if the world became an experimental playground, without boundaries, for both
radiation and science.539 How the fundamental right to integrity of one’s body has been
subsumed to the nuclear project is the recurring question when one looks into the details
of this history. In these three examples, the rocks, the reactors and the science one sees
the dystopian reality of the circulation of radiation health safety science in specific places
and times and the price of exclusion of the precautionary principle. Yet for the sake of the
experiment, it was a risk many took, without asking.
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Chapter 5 the Deciders: Nuclear Science at Oregon State
“We are constantly being told about ‘a permissible amount of radiation.’ Who permitted
it? Who has any right to permit it?” Dr. Albert Schweitzer540
This chapter makes visible some of the academic relationships and infrastructure that
gave the Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) decision making power.541 The power of the
AEC allowed nuclear technology and science to infringe on democracy and human rights
almost as imperceptibly as radiation exposure itself. Academic science is often taken for
granted as objective and independent of the government.542 How did nuclear science,
with all its risks and connections to nuclear weapons, become so embraced by so many
academics?
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Many books and articles discuss the rapid expansion and funding of nuclear
science on college campuses. These often show the importance of infrastructure in the
nuclear age, and a case study of a medium sized university campus can tease out the
details to answer the question. This chapter shows how the AEC institutionalized such a
new, expensive and risky science.543 Using a localized point of view on the campus of
Oregon State College (and after 1961, Oregon State University), one can also see how
faculty were recruited and assimilated into the AEC.544
Academics rallied nuclear support, locally and globally. The practices of
universities, governmental agencies, and industries in their embrace of the benefits of
nuclear technology hid many of the consequences of radiation exposure in the midst of
the pursuit of shared nuclear utopian hopes. Just as in the first radioactive age, fear and
public health failures did not inhibit the robust expansion of nuclear technology.545 Even
on a campus, nuclear expansion continued uninterrupted despite cautionary warnings,
even from enthusiastic college faculty scientists. This was partly because of the
reassurance of assertive and persuasive scientists armed with AEC designed systems that
gave the appearance of control of any risks from radiation. It was also because the
applications of nuclear science served as a long term investment into fields as diverse as
agriculture and criminology.546 As the AEC shaped the fields of medicine, biology,
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agriculture, physics and engineering, AEC expertise also cast ideas of how contamination
was understood and how it would be surveyed, analyzed, and interpreted for the public.547
One specific example of the networks built by the AEC that cultivated the spread
of nuclear science is illustrated by Oregon State from 1944 to the 1960s. The AEC
connected with individuals like James H. Jensen, who would rise to become college
president and then cultivate Oregon State College into a research university. By looking
at the genesis and history of a medium sized nuclear program such as what became
Oregon State University, one can see that an early relationship with the AEC built careers,
expertise and even the university itself. A network of who would be entitled to decide
what path was taken to the future, and what rights to accord, developed in the strong
relationships between the AEC, government, nuclear industry, military and academia
while instituting nuclear programs and research reactors.
In the Heart of the Atomic West
The nuclear history of Oregon State is less visible, but no less influential, than
its agricultural contributions as a land grant college. The school was founded as a small
private college, but incorporated as a state land grant college in 1868 in Corvallis,
Oregon.548 During the Second World War, the Pacific Northwest was the home of
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plutonium production for nuclear weapons. Oregon, with its vast forests and salmon runs,
was nestled downstream from the Hanford Works, in Washington State.549 Close ties
between the making of plutonium and the workforce to produce it linked Hanford and
nearby research colleges, including Oregon State. The two facilities shared students,
faculty, research projects, and training.550 Oregon State became an example of a factory
“of cerebral America” to train many of the engineers, technicians, and health physicists
for nuclear weapons laboratories and commercial nuclear plants worldwide.551
Military connections between nuclear science and Oregon State were forged
during WW II. In the United States the Office of Scientific Research and Development
(OSRD), an alliance between corporations, academia and the military, began to
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coordinate military applications of science from many academic disciplines in 1941 to
expedite the building of the atom bomb.552 This led to almost unlimited resources for
scientists, and relationships that endured long after the war.553 Richard Ray Dempster was
hired to teach physics at OSU in 1944.554 Dempster came to Oregon from the Berkeley
Radiation Laboratory to train the physicists needed for the war effort. Dempster as a
teacher was so valuable in his role that he “was not replaceable if he was drafted.”555
Another key faculty member, David B. Nicodemus, had been a part of OSRD as a
graduate student. He had worked in the “Detector Group” of the Los Alamos scientists’
experimental physics division and he helped build the chamber used in the Trinity test,
which he witnessed at Alamogordo, New Mexico on July 16, 1945. He arrived at Oregon
State five years later in 1950.556
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The AEC recruited Oregon State faculty and administrators to participate in
building a lasting infrastructure for nuclear science. The AEC required facilities to train a
large pool of nuclear physicists and other scientists and Oregon State was nurtured by the
AEC as a regional center of nuclear education five years before the genesis of the Atoms
for Peace program. Shields Warren of the AEC Biology and Medicine Division wrote
university President August Strand in early 1948 to invite Oregon State College to an
AEC meeting in Washington, DC. The meeting resulted in the college becoming one of
four envisioned regional nuclear education centers. The national goal of the AEC was to
create at least two colleges in each region to continue the DOD training that had been
located only at classified laboratories, and to encourage distribution of information to
develop the science of radiation safety. The group working on accepting the AEC
proposal decided the best way to proceed would be for Reed College, University of
Oregon and Oregon State College to divide among them the expected post bachelor
students (of an unknown number) and an initial 15 to 25 students with post graduate
fellowships. They accepted the AEC invitation with the understanding that the AEC
would provide the teachers if the Oregon institutions needed help.557 The AEC wanted to
train over 500 doctoral candidates and 375 post-doctoral candidates overall in the country.
Basic research as well as specific training in radioisotope use was encouraged by
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generous AEC fellowships that would be offered. The fellowships were intended to train
more people in the fields of health physics and biophysics specifically for radiation safety.
558

Radiation safety and nuclear education was understood by the AEC as essential to the

civilian expansion of nuclear science.559
To nurture the expertise of Oregon State’s professors, the AEC provided
additional training at Brookhaven, Oak Ridge, Woods Hole and UCLA. 560 As previously
stated, by the 1930s the use of radioisotopes as a medical treatment and tracers and
research into their use had preceded the development of both nuclear weapons and
nuclear reactors for energy.561 Oak Ridge in particular had a dedicated reactor producing
isotopes for the civilian isotope sharing program begun during the Manhattan Project. The
radioisotope distribution program encouraged uses of radioisotopes as tracers and therapy
in medicine, industry and academic research.562 Not only tools of research and therapy,
but of foreign policy, the program of distribution spread goodwill since 1946 as the
peaceful side of the atom before the Atoms for Peace program.563 Later, to teach about
and promote radioisotopes, the AEC invited academics to summer training camps on
“radioisotopes in biochemistry and protective measures against overdoses of
radiation.”564 OSU Agricultural Chemistry Professor Joseph Butts with Professors Wayne
Crews from physics and Lloyd West from chemistry attended the AEC 1948 month long
558
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summer training camp at Oak Ridge, Tennessee, one of the original Manhattan Project
atomic laboratories.565 Crews and Butts also attended a month long training at
Brookhaven Lab on Long Island, and W.R. Varner of the physics faculty spent a year’s
leave at General Electric working on the nuclear plant at Hanford.566 Butts and Crews
developed and arranged a successful OSC application to the AEC in 1948 for
Fellowships in applications of biology and medicine that were offered by the AEC.
The AEC was in the business of education. In order to expand nuclear science
rapidly and meet the AEC needs, the college reshaped its curricula. The AEC obligated
the faculty to use its standardized programs and curriculum and to meet the AEC’s
goals.567 Soon, Oregon State was selected as one of thirteen schools nationwide to be a
part of the AEC’s emerging biology and medical studies. A news article in the student
newspaper attributed the success of the college in securing the fellowships to the
expertise of faculty and to Oregon State’s plans to install a cyclotron beginning in
1948.568
Nicodemus and the AEC would help Demptser and the Physics department
build the first cyclotron in the state and kick start the early nuclear physics program.569
The cyclotron was a particle accelerator that could create radioisotopes and a high energy
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beam for experiments. It required huge magnets to create the velocities needed and the
magnets were donated by the AEC. Made from fifty tons of steel, the magnets for the
Oregon State College cyclotron were salvaged from a Manhattan Project magnet with the
help of cyclotron inventor, E.O. Lawrence at Livermore Laboratory. The magnets arrived
on a train flat car in November of 1948. With faculty, staff and student volunteers and a
$5,000 grant from the National Research Council a building was built by 1952 to house
the evolving cyclotron. The building had concrete walls thirty to forty eight inches thick
to shield from the neutron generated radioactivity. The cyclotrons purpose, according to
the 1949 Beaver Yearbook, was to fill an urgent need of the AEC for men trained in the
nuclear field and to generate isotopes and experiments to understand nuclear physics.570
The equipment, AEC training, and enthusiasm gave the Oregon applicants an
edge. Some of the experiments conducted at Oregon State College involved the use of
radioisotopes as research tools and studies of isotope exchange reactions using
radioactive sulfur. Agricultural studies into pesticides were conducted with radioactive
“Carbon-14 labeled DDT and 2,4 D” by Professor Butts as well as research that
examined the biosynthetic pathways of amino acids by Professor Chih H. Wang while
working on his nuclear chemistry Ph.D.571
In these years, anti-Communism and loyalty became connected by the AEC to
nuclear science. Ninety percent of the $1 billion of funding for all academic scientific
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research and development in the year 1949 -1950 came from the U.S. Department of
Defense (DOD) and the AEC.572 This patronage was complemented by the
declassification of once secret nuclear data to enable rapid civilian academic and
industrial participation in the nuclear field. But by June of 1949, before it was even
known that the Soviets had built a nuclear bomb, there were accusations of loose AEC
security controls. This resulted in the demand that all AEC Fellows sign a loyalty oath as
well as pass a FBI background security check. By August of 1949 AEC Fellowships were
only given to those who could pass the FBI security clearance. This was interpreted by
many in the atomic scientist movement who wanted to ban nuclear weapons as an attack
on the civilian control of the AEC, especially by the scientists who had pushed for
civilian control of nuclear science. The force for the formation of the AEC as a civilian
agency had come from some former OSRD and nuclear scientists who also wanted
international control of nuclear weapons. The accusations against the AEC included what
would later be found to be a manufactured case of missing uranium from Argonne
National Laboratory.573 On campus, in this atmosphere, two Oregon State College
professors were fired.574 Yet, even with the political setbacks, by 1953 an academic (and
industrial) research base was in place with the most loyal students.575
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Nuclear education on campus centered around equipment provided by the AEC.
No less important was atomic scientist Nicodemus’s ability to use it. In addition to the 37
inch cyclotron and an X-ray facility, by 1955 Oregon State College also offered a Ph.D.
in nuclear engineering in cooperation with national military laboratories, working
intimately with General Electric’s Hanford Works and three other northwest colleges.576
This offered students much needed experience with research reactors at both Hanford and
Los Alamos in addition to the on-campus cyclotron.577 The hybrid of industrial and
academic education featured popular graduate classes taught at Oregon State College by
Nicodemus in neutron physics. Also in 1955, Nicodemus’s friend, mentor and Nobel
Prize winner Felix Bloch became the Director General of CERN.578 During the one year
that Bloch ran the organization, he strongly influenced the development of the global
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Atoms for Peace program.579 Through Nicodemus, Oregon was a part of an international
and growing nuclear science community.
Students interested in nuclear physics were anchored to the armed forces and
industry by their training. The most important skill training took place in contractoroperated military facilities. Military labs were the only place to excel in reactor physics.
This male dominated culture left little, if any, space for female physicists. A majority of
the 25 graduate students enrolled in 1956 who were affiliated with Oregon State College
completed work at Hanford.580 On the national level, that same year, more than 800
research projects were shared between academia, industry and the former and current
weapons labs. A total of $100 million was spent by the AEC in 1956 on basic scientific
research in metallurgy, physics, chemistry, cancer, medicine and biology.581 Historians
have argued this lavish funding served as a salve for the consciences of the AEC
commissioners and military planners and a respite from planning for Armageddon.582
However, the AEC still had a shortage, not of money, but of a specific type of expertise.
The AEC’s needs altered what colleges offered to students. It changed the type of
science that would be taught. Physics led to nuclear physics; radioisotopes were to be
used in agriculture and environmental studies. This was because the AEC’s need for
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personnel trained “in nuclear science and engineering together with the life sciences” far
exceeded the supply. Grants for fellowships, faculty training and equipment were the
solution, so much so that by 1958, the two AEC grant programs (one specifically for
reactors, the other for Biology and Medicine) had dispersed $7.5 million to 96 different
institutions. The AEC believed grants for seventeen research reactors made graduate
programs possible. The AEC money also secured further local and state funding for
nuclear programs.583 Such official sanction and optimistic encouragement indeed made
nuclear appear to be a secure investment for the future.
The AEC’s standards and values permeated more than the Oregon State College
campus. The AEC garnered support by amplifying its triangular relationship with
industry, politicians and academic programs to advertise a nuclear bright future. Oregon
State College faculty and administrators wanted to be a part of it, and so did industrialists.
A few miles outside Corvallis, a plant that had produced zirconium metal at the former
Albany Bureau of Mines restarted production. Zirconium made possible the development
of nuclear reactors, as the metal can withstand the heat and radiation inside atomic
reactors.584 Zirconium was rare and essential. It was produced at only two other locations
in the world, Japan and New York. The southern beaches of Oregon provided a source of
zircon for the zirconium that was made by mixing zircon with baddeleyite ore from
Brazil.585 The demand for zirconium was expected to increase dramatically with the
expansion of nuclear science by Atoms for Peace, as plans for commercial nuclear power
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plants were realized. The Albany location would also dramatically reduce shipping costs
of the metal in the Northwest region.586 This unique nearby industry gave Oregon State
even more reasons to recognize the important role they had to train a workforce in service
of the nuclear nation.
The hopes for Wah Chang Corporation and its zirconium production were linked
tothe new nuclear future. The opening ceremony on April 22, 1957 showed the web of
relationships connecting the college via the AEC to the power of the state and the nearby
zirconium plant. The ceremony included a prayer by the Pastor of the First Presbyterian
Church Reverend Morton L. Booth, and a speech by Oregon Governor Robert D.
Holmes.587 US Senator Richard L. Neuberger read a statement from AEC chair Lewis
Strauss, to express congratulations to Wah Chang Corporation (the name translates as
“Great Development”) whose owners had come forward to meet this “immediate national
need.”588 Faculty in the College of Engineering were honored guests at the ceremony.589
The links between industry, Oregon State’s nuclear engineering program and government
aims were nourished by the AEC to promote the work at Oregon State College as
essential to national success and security.
Nuclear science was not a normal academic endeavor. It is not often that
advocates for educational departments are US Senators, but in the case of Oregon State’s
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nuclear programs, they had a champion in Senator Neuberger, who had close ties with
AEC chair Lewis Strauss. Neuberger worked to encourage generous financial support of
Oregon State’s nuclear education programs. Strauss sent a congratulatory letter to the
Senator when Oregon State was awarded a $165,900 AEC grant.590 Oregon State was
awarded the grant along with six other colleges and universities around the country for
“small training reactors” that totaled $3.5 million as part of a third round of grants by the
AEC approved in 1956.591 The grant paid for the first reactor to be installed in the state
and for additional nuclear equipment by 1958.592 The Oregon State College Director of
Purchasing received a letter from Nucleonic Corporation of America, “gratified to learn
from the Atomic Energy Commission that your institution was recently awarded a grant”
and eager to assist by providing the highest quality nuclear equipment.593 The AEC
facilitated relationships among industry, academia, and the state fashioned the resiliency
of the community coalescing around nuclear science and technology.
Nuclear Determination, 1958 to 1964
It was imperative for the AEC to attract faculty and students to the field. On the
Oregon State College campus, the total enrollment of students taking nuclear courses
grew by 61 percent in just two years.594 The grant for the low level “atomic reactor” as it
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was called in the student newspaper, the Daily Barometer, was soon targeted to prepare
students “for operation of larger nuclear reactors or nuclear power plants.” 595 The initial
AEC goal of teaching and researching radiation safety in the first grants and fellowships
of the late 1940s, was overshadowed by the need for reactor operators. Programs
coalesced around equipment and directed students’ research questions, leading research
away from the original stated radiation safety and health protection goals of the Oregon
State College program.596 Safety became more detached and relegated to health physics
eventually as a Public Health Service Fellowship program, distinct in trajectory from the
glamour of nuclear physics.597
Safety appeared to be entirely assured by the AEC’s authority and its nuclear
experts. A Barometer article announcing the grant reassured readers that the reactor, to be
installed in the basement of Dearborn Hall in the heart of campus, was “licensed by AEC
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as completely safe.”598 Serious research reactor accidents had occurred in the past
including at Chalk River, Canada in 1952, but no additional reassurance of safety was
made except that a certified and licensed instructor would be in the reactor control area at
all times. Only AEC trained faculty were allowed to operate the reactor and had to be
present if anyone unlicensed such as students were operating the reactor. Seven faculty in
1959 were qualified for this. They were physically examined, trained, tested, and licensed
as reactor operators by the AEC.599A campus Radiation Safety Committee (RSC) formed
that same year, as each university was responsible for monitoring its own compliance
with AEC exposure limits. The level of bodily, lab area, and outside surveillance required
in terms of AEC paperwork was frustrating, confusing, and time consuming. The RSC
compiled the numbers of exposures off film badges and pocket dosimeters. Periodic
medical exams including daily urinalysis before and after conduct of experiments could
be ordered for students, staff and faculty.600 More significantly, the Committee expressed
their struggles to adequately monitor exposure in many different labs spread across
campus utilizing radioisotopes and other radioactive materials.601
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Unanticipated problems plagued the low level AGN-201 Aerojet General
Nucleonics training research reactor. Established systems for liability and safety on
campus did not quite fit the dangers of the new research reactor. A misunderstanding
about insurance almost caused the order of the reactor to be canceled, but the reactor
manufacturer helped by recommending a temporary insurance arrangement. 602 This was
followed by Congress resolving the long term insurance issue later in the summer, with
the merging of several bills that required the AEC “to indemnify and hold harmless” all
nonprofit educational institutions up to $5 million.603 This insurance, lobbied for by
Senator Neuberger and the AEC, allowed the reactor project to move forward.604 Oregon
State soon operated one of fifty such research reactors in the country and was one of
forty-two AEC-approved nuclear engineering graduate programs to remedy the
government’s forecasted shortage of trained atomic workers.
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Disappointingly, the small reactor never did perform well. Interest in the AGN201 nearly doubled the number of students enrolled in the nuclear engineering courses,
but the AGN-201 turned out to be a lemon and described as “so safe it hardly ran.” It
would automatically shut itself down when students tried to operate it.605 In addition, the
Slow Neutron Monitor, type N578 from Atomic Accessories malfunctioned. It had a
strontium 90 calibration source inside it that leaked radioactivity for a year before it was
discovered.606 Perhaps much more seriously, the cyclotron was discovered to be emitting
levels of radioactivity too high for minors to be exposed to, but the college family
housing abutted the facility. The high cost of installing shielding was prohibitive so a
fence labeled “restricted area” was installed around the cyclotron lab to protect
children.607 It was difficult even for experts like Nicodemus to keep up with regulations
as well as the safety guidelines and to understand the foibles of new equipment.608
The AEC’s need for security and classified research dominated the culture of
nuclear research at the college. This included the AEC’s relationship with other agencies
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that had jurisdiction for health and safety. By 1958 a division of Radiological Health was
established by the Public Health Service with their manuals, teaching materials and focus
aligned with the work of the AEC.609 Dr. Jensen had served in the early 1949 discussions
of how to implement joint questions of radiological safety between the AEC and PHS
regarding stream and environmental health.610 The rapid nuclear expansion increased
confusion over questions of local, state and federal jurisdiction and enforcement for
health and safety, despite a few states, like Oregon, that adopted their own regulations for
clarity.611 During this same era on an international level, a push by the AEC and
international agencies to coordinate and standardize international regulations for reactors
and peaceful applications of radiation occasionally magnified confusion over areas of
responsibility for science education and public health. This was particularly clear
between WHO and the newly forming IAEA. The IAEA, instigated by Eisenhower’s
Atoms for Peace program, was aligned with the philosophy of safety of the AEC. 612 That
philosophy was that there was a threshold to danger, and if established AEC protocols
were strictly adhered to, nuclear science could fuel society for thousands of years.613
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The legal and regulatory role of the AEC to reach this aim was unlimited. They
were not constrained, even at the highest levels of government. This was due to the extent
of the powers granted to the agency in the Atomic Energy Acts. On a practical level, they
had the ability to amplify their knowledge with experts when needed in the national press
and at trainings, meetings, conferences, and events.614 This only served to expand the
AEC’s horizontal control to other agencies and government entities while expanding their
interpretations of radiation safety.615 Instead of publicly acknowledging safety concerns,
which erupted during the fallout controversy, the AEC responded by accelerating
research and appearance of providing a tough regulatory role. The reality was much more
experimental. The rapid expansion of research from the former military national labs to
universities and to civilian corporations had the result that both research and development
were conducted simultaneously “without the usual lag time” between “pure research, its
experimental application in prototypes and its ultimate commercial application.” This
was evident in the construction of the cyclotron.616 The crisis over the dangers of fallout
in 1959 caused a “full scale radiation scare” and a crisis of trust in the AEC and the
government. In 1955, only seventeen percent of Americans even knew what fallout was,
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but two years later, fifty two percent felt fallout was dangerous.617 This change in
attitudes influenced radiation safety standards on campus.
Radiation safety had not been as seriously mandated as one might assume for
such a risky technology on a public college campus. Up until 1959 the National
Committee on Radiation Protection (NCRP) composed of some AEC affiliated academics
and industry scientists, (including both Jensen618 and E. Dale Trout, while he was at GE
labs) made only recommendations for radiation safety standards, with no enforcement
mechanism, beyond the AECs oversight through grant and licensing procedures.
However, each group that worked with atomic materials was expected to establish its
own criteria to meet the guidelines for what was believed to be a safe level of
exposure.619 This was to allow flexibility for each industry, college, or government user
of radioisotopes or nuclear technologies to integrate the standards in ways that did not
inhibit the embrace of the science. For this purpose, Oregon State had created its
Radiation Safety Committee.
Providing radiation safety exceeded the containment ability of systems thus far
constructed. By 1957, questions about the safety of fallout led to the release of formerly
classified data held by the AEC to assuage what they felt were irrational fears. The AEC
data, however, also showed rising background levels of radiation and integration of
radioisotopes like Sr-90 into human bones from nuclear weapons testing. There was no
617
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denying that the testing had already increased everyone’s overall exposure to radiation.
The AEC scientists felt their data supported the reliability and safety cushion of their
standards, but the standards were based on a lower level of background radiation than
now existed. All types of radiation exposures believed previously to be safe now became
suspect in the public eye. A national radiological crisis occurred as the fallout believed to
be safely ensconced in the stratosphere was instead drifting down to earth and raising
radiation levels. A temporary committee assigned by the president, the Radiation Safety
Council, lowered the acceptable doses as newly recommended by the ICRP and NCRP.
Within a few months, President Eisenhower, on the advice of the Radiation Safety
Council, created a new agency, the Federal Radiation Council, for the “collation, analysis
and interpretation of environmental radiation.”620
This public admission of the lack of AEC credibility, however, did not really
change the status quo on campus. The AEC, while it no longer issued the actual radiation
limits of exposure, still maintained ultimate oversight of its campus- affiliated and other
laboratories, and this oversight was obtained through the many grant agreements and
licensing procedures. In sum, for the public, the “safe” doses were likely to have more
severe risks than previously determined by the NCRP or AEC. The record on fallout did
lead to changes on campus, including smaller allowable radiation doses for the laboratory
students and workers.621 The implementation of stricter standards for dose and exposures,
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as the AEC had feared, raised questions for the Oregon State College president. The new
1959 standards lowered the allowable exposure levels by one third from 75 millirems a
week to 50.622
Seeing the new criteria made President Strand curious to know what actual doses
staff and students were receiving. The data from the dosimeters, film badges, gummed
papers, Geiger counters, scintillators and alarm systems that stood at the ready to warn of
radiation, however, were not public information. According to Dr. Chih Wang, chair of
the Radiation Safety Committee and a force behind nuclear science on campus, Strand’s
request even to know how much radiation people were being exposed to created a
“delicate situation.” The simple request of more radiation information than the AEC
required was in fact, according to Wang, an AEC violation. The issue was not delicate
because it involved the radiation exposure for faculty, staff and students, who themselves
were not informed of their exposures. The situation was “delicate” because the inquiry
alone was a possible transgression against the AEC. The college was only allowed to
release information if the doses received exceeded the legal limit.623 The ultimate power
to decide the safety of the allowed doses rested with the AEC and no other party was
even privy to the data. Not even the President of the college could trump the power of the
AEC. Even after the humiliation of the AEC’s record on radiation safety with the
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establishment by the FRC, there was still no oversight of how much radiation people
were being exposed to by AEC-instigated nuclear science technology and programs.624
The AEC acted to assert even more control after the grant for the first Oregon
reactor was secured, but before it was installed. In the aftermath of the fallout controversy,
the AEC acted to reassure the public and campus of their expertise in safety by issuing
more regulations to grantees and nuclear technology license holders. The regulatory
demands of the AEC soon exceeded the ability of the campus to attend to safety. Safety
itself was complicated by the difficulty of understanding the increasing number of AEC
regulations, much less how to interpret the complicated rules and successfully comply
with them.625 It became clear that the campus needed help to meet the requirements of the
AEC regulations, which also expected equipment to be in a specified working order or
face penalty,
Strand was not allowed to know the actual doses received by students, staff and
faculty, but he still wanted to protect the campus. When Strand told Dr. Chih Wang he
felt that a better system of standardization and reporting of radioactive materials on
campus was urgently needed, he was told it was already being addressed. Wang, chair of
the Radiation Committee and a force for nuclear expansion on campus, assured the
President that the Radiation Committee was working on this already: “in view of the
rapid expansion of programs of this type, the committee, anticipating a sharp increase in
radiation levels in various installations, has been undertaking… unified regulations and
624
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procedures.”626 This alone, however, was not easy to accomplish for a volunteer
committee composed of already stretched faculty and staff. Wang proposed the hiring of
a radiation expert. He suggested a full time health physicist aid the Radiation Committee
in assuring campus safety. This hire would be someone with “an M.S. degree in one of
the AEC sponsored training programs” to “permit future expansion in the field of
radiation research.”627 The focus remained on the growth of the science, and the chance
to reassess or broaden safety oversight was deferred to another AEC connected and
trained individual. There would be no ability for anyone outside of the AEC to assess
independently the health of the individuals who were monitored, and who might have
been exposed to amounts that were now considered one third too high. As Libby had
explained it, radiation was a part of life.
There was never a question of a retreat from Oregon State College’s nuclear
expansion. This was despite the dangers, complications, malfunctions, uncertainties and
AEC sudden demands. The faculty and staff expressed concern about their ability to
interpret and implement increasingly lengthy and complex regulations, wondering if they
were in or out of compliance with AEC paperwork and expectations. In the midst of these
worries, Wang spearheaded an even larger irreversible nuclear commitment. Frustration
with the AGN-201 sparked a campus wide effort for a more powerful reactor that could
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be used by multiple disciplines.628 Wang thought Oregon could create a cutting edge
Radiation Center that would house a future TRIGA (Training Research Isotope General
Atomics) reactor for multidisciplinary research across five schools on campus. Hoping to
unite radiation research in one laboratory, the stated vision for the Oregon State program
was to coordinate closely with AEC and national labs as well as with industry. Locally
the college hoped to dispatch radioisotopes to nearby industries and to agricultural and
forestry operations. They wanted to coordinate with AEC installations, including Hanford,
the Arco Idaho Reactor Testing Station, and the Radiation Laboratory at Lawrence,
California as well as with the Oregon State Board of Health, and Civil Defense groups.629
Those planning the new Radiation Center orchestrated a cross campus effort that
tempered what was told to the public. Wang, Dean of Engineering George Gleeson and
Milosh Popovich, Dean of Administration, were aware of the importance of perception. It
was not an actual reactor they had in mind, but a center for study. One center would
eliminate some of the safety problems caused by the use of radioisotopes spread all over
campus in different departments and labs. The announced goal of the center was to
“introduce the potentiality of nuclear power and the use of ionizing radiation as a
research tool” to students and teachers from even the primary grades.630 As early as April
1960 the college Deans agreed it was important to take into consideration “the public
relations aspect of any expanded nuclear program.”631
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No public announcement of the intention to build the reactor was made until after
the grant funds for the Radiation Center were secured. When the plans for the new reactor
became public, the press reiterated safety as absolute. This was how the press releases of
the first, but troublesome, AGN-201 had also been handled, which had reassured readers
in 1958 that the reactor was “completely safe.” 632 Not relatively safe, but entirely. For
the new TRIGA purchase that was planned, this tack was more misleading. The fact that
this reactor could “power up” for nanoseconds to do experiments with the same capacity
as a much more dangerous 1000 to 2000 MW commercial reactor was not mentioned in
public references to the reactor. Instead, press releases and promotional materials stated
that because of its careful design, the planned reactor posed no risks to the environment
or health.633
After the grant was awarded, the state of Oregon was warned of the ramifications
if the state failed to provide required matching funds for the Radiation Center. Only a
small window of time was left to request the required matching funds from the state of
Oregon, since the project had been kept so long under wraps. The legislature was no
longer in session. Professor Chih Wang, in his official request for $395,000 in state funds
from the emergency board (which meets to deal with crisis allotments needed when the
legislature is not in session), stated: “If matching funds from the state budget cannot be
arranged at this time, the University has been requested previously by the respective
agencies to submit formal withdrawal of the original applications. Such an action will
632
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jeopardize the outlook of future fund requests in the years to come.” 634 Not only was
prestige of the state entwined in the request, but freedom itself. The role of
anticommunism and the Soviet break with the weapons testing moratorium with the huge
“Czar Bomba” test October 30, 1961 created a dramatic opportunity to secure funding.
The new OSU President Jensen accompanied Wang to lobby the Oregon legislature.
Jensen passionately said to the chair of the Oregon State Emergency Board at the State
Capital in Salem: “Sir, then you have noted that the USSR exploded the largest nuclear
bomb with a yield of 58 mega tons yesterday. This concerns the whole world; don’t you
think that is an emergency situation? Sir, this country needs a great number of scientists
and engineers specializing in the nuclear area to manage our nuclear program. In order to
do so, we need good facilities for nuclear education.” This was a national security issue.
Nuclear education was needed not just for peaceful purposes but for military ones as well,
like supremacy in nuclear weapons. The funds were released with no more discussion. 635
Jensen’s plea came at a moment of ambition at the institution, just at the name
changed from Oregon State College to Oregon State University. The Radiation Center
was part of Jensen’s effort to turn Oregon’s land grant college into a world-class research
university. It showed the cross-campus and statewide investment in a nuclear future.
Wang’s cross campus and political marshalling of supporters eventually culminated in
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the $2 million Radiation Center, which was built in two phases.636 The first phase of the
modern laboratory building was completed in 1964. The second phase was the addition of
the Oregon State University TRIGA Mark II Reactor (OSTR) to the building in 1967.
The ceremonial opening of the TRIGA included an address by the AEC Commissioner
Wilfrid E. Johnson. Johnson, an alumnus of Oregon State College, shared the stage with
Governor Thomas McCall, remembered in popular culture as the most environmentally
progressive governor of the state.637 Johnson spoke of the need to study nature and to aid
the less fortunate by the gift of nuclear power; even “deserts will be irrigated and produce
food… in the longer run, food, clothing and shelter should be abundant everywhere.”
Celebrating both the independence of Oregon State and fifteen AEC operating contracts,
Johnson implied the AEC’s average of 600,000 research dollars awarded to Oregon State
per year was unbiased economic support for development of basic science. One billion
dollars had been spent by an American public willing to invest in nuclear education and
promise by 1967. In return, scientists should be capable of explaining the benefits of
nuclear research to sustain public support.638
The gift of nuclear education needed to be returned by scientists accepting
responsibility for public advocacy of all things nuclear. It was assumed, perhaps, that the
public was ignorant of the benefits and only focused on the risks during the fallout risk.
The experimental nature of nuclear science caused not pause in the pace. Instead, there
636
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was increasing determination for more research, regulations, and AEC oversight. It was a
new frontier and the sacrifice of living in uncertainty was needed to create the future. The
establishment of nuclear science demanded a large investment of faculty commitment,
AEC funds, and effort across the entire campus from the late forties, fifties and early
sixties. The AEC fostered the success of the program with not only grants but the
appearance of control and security. After completion, the center influenced disciplines
across campus and became a source of nuclear workers for the AEC and around the
world.
Oregon Atomic Trailblazers
The AEC developed and nurtured personal relationships. They grew these as well
as expertise and opportunities among scientists who would become, in the main, lifelong
supporters who promoted progress through nuclear technology and energy. A glimpse at
Oregon State faculty shows the central role of the military and the AEC in the life and
fate of the college. Several OSU faculty were connected with the AEC, beyond physics
faculty Nicodemus and Dempster, including radiation safety expert Dr. Earl Dale Trout,
chemist Dr. Robert Elder, President James H. Jensen and the most international,
Agricultural Professor Dr. Joseph S. Butts. A study of these men underscores how
personal relationships with the AEC built nuclear science on campus and beyond.
One example of the scientists who created the first radiation health standards is Dr.
E. Dale Trout. A physicist trained at Franklin College, Indiana, Trout belonged to the
Health Physics Society. He was an influential member of the International Commission
on Radiological Protection (ICRP). Trout had worked with General Electric on the
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Manhattan Project developing industrial x-rays.639 He also invented a portable radiation
safety meter that was easy for workers to read, with large print, so it encouraged them to
monitor their exposures during their work day. Retiring from a lifetime of work with
General Electric and x-ray and radiation research, OSU hired him in 1962, where he
filled the position of Health Physicist suggested by Wang. 640
Trout’s position at Oregon State was also the result of planning by the AECrelated arm of the Public Health Service (PHS). According to Gordon Little, a former
student, it was the PHS that insisted that when Trout retired, he “settle down some place
near a university” to run a program for the PHS in radiation safety. Trout apparently had
just wanted to fish in retirement. Instead he established the OSU Radiation Health
Physics program. Trout’s main concern, however, was never genetics or delayed effects,
but how to shield properly to prevent the acute painful effects from radiation that could
be seen and immediately felt, such as burns from exposures during dental exams or
medical procedures.641
With Trout came the institutionalization of fellowships for his students. PHS
provided generous stipends and fellowships for students to learn the AEC curriculum on
radiation health safety. Trout traveled much while at Oregon State. Little recollected,
“There was one thing wrong with Dale Trout as far as I was concerned. The darn guy was
never here. You want to ask him something and he’s in Sweden or he’s in Germany or
he’s in Atlanta or he’s you know, you name it anywhere far enough away that you
639
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couldn’t get to him.” 642 A typical student of Trout’s, Little was a former military man
who had worked at Hanford for ten years before coming to Oregon State, as a Public
Health Service Fellow.643
As the PHS radiation safety program grew it deepened relationships with the
military and AEC. Faculty were needed with radiation expertise and ability to monitor
safety and use nuclear technology. AEC veteran Dr. Robert Elder was hired in 1965 for
the OSU Radiation Health graduate program. A former Lt. Commander of the U.S.
Public Health Service, he worked specifically from 1958 to 1961 at the Nuclear Weapons
Test Program in Las Vegas, Nevada. He worked at weapons tests at Eniwetok and the
Marshall Islands.644
There were strong links between the AEC and personal and institutional success.
Jensen himself, now the university president, had helped create the first radiation
standards with the NCRP, worked with the AEC, and helped instigate the North Carolina
Temple of the Atom. When he presided over the 1967 Radiation Center opening, he
brought his perspectives on the primacy of nuclear power. Serving as president from
1961 to 1969, Jensen oversaw the expansion of nuclear science with the Radiation Center,
the installation of the TRIGA reactor, and the evolution of Oregon State from a state
agricultural college to a science research university. Jensen had worked on laboratory
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safety and nuclear waste disposal when he directed the Biology Branch of the AEC
Division of Biology and Medicine in the late 40s, and he may have first met Dr. Joseph
Butts while he served in this capacity.645
Joseph Butts had a less meteoric rise than Jensen, but shows how embedded the
AEC could become in a person’s life. The AEC built long term relationships with faculty
like Butts that expanded nuclear education on multiple scales, from local to global.646
Butts, born in 1903, was hired as a professor of Biochemistry at Oregon State College in
1939. He had worked previously at the University of California since 1929. 647 During
WW II Butts served the Surgeon General’s Office and the Army Air Force.648 He
returned to OSC immediately after discharge. He was given a raise because his war
service had earned him other more lucrative job offers and because “his leadership in the
chemical field has gained for him national recognition.”649 He became chair of the
Agricultural Chemistry department at OSC in 1946. He used radioisotopes to study
animal ketosis and physiology and the specific workings of amino acids, carbohydrates
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and lipids. His science was well respected, but it was his early association with the AEC
that shaped both his career and life opportunities.650
Butts became involved with the AEC early and would be a trusted ally. He
attended the very first meeting to contemplate educational coordination with the AEC at
Oregon State in 1948. This was soon followed by his attendance at one of the first
trainings in nuclear science held that same summer in Brookhaven, Long Island and
Tennessee at the AEC’s Oak Ridge laboratory.651 Butts’s grey research notebook gives a
snapshot of the nature of the camaraderie built at the training. His notebook begins with a
photo of seven smiling men, five of them sitting close on a porch banister, including him
and fellow Oregon State chemist Dr. Lloyd West at the “Rutherford Hotel.” Two men
stand behind the others and one, cigarette dangling, pulls the other’s ear. They are caught
by the camera in a photo that exudes unity of purpose and friendship. The actual hotel
was a military barracks. Butts recorded each man’s name in his notebook and the date of
the training, August of 1948, when Jensen also worked at Oak Ridge, in charge of the
Biology Branch of the AEC Division of Biology and Medicine.652
Butts’s notebook shows how much radiation dangers may have been
underestimated in labs in the early years of radiobiology. After the Oak Ridge photo, the
next page of his lab notebook had taped to it the operating instructions for a Geiger
Muller radiation counter. It then records experiments he began in Oregon, with isotopes
sent on planes from Tennessee. Butts studied cabbage and corn exposed to C-14, as well
as flies, rats, grasses and wheat. Butts’s experiments also involved growing
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e. coli, protozoa and bacteria in a phosphorus-32 medium. He studied bean plants, with
P32 added to the soil and pollen immersed in P32 solutions. One sample gave off
readings of 4437 cpm (counts per minute, about 26 cpm was then average for
background) and required shielding to protect the scientist taking the count.653 During the
experiments, some contamination of the lab occurred and this was counteracted by
washing the area with soap and water and then heating the rack of the sample chamber in
a 110 degree oven for an hour..654 Radiological contamination as a new problem was
often handled by trial and error.
Some of Butts’s research projects may have been driven by the AEC and Libby’s
classified Sunshine Project. Butts collected samples of vegetation from many areas in
Oregon and as far north as British Columbia and east to Montana. He measured the
amount of phosphorus and other elements for example in animal feed, wheat, alfalfa,
clover, grasses, hay, peas, and cane molasses. Some of his research was classified. This
work by 1952 earned him notice at the highest echelons of the AEC. 655 Shields Warren
of the AEC Division of Biology and Medicine wrote Oregon State President A.L Strand
specifically to recruit Professor Butts for a temporary staff two year position with the
AEC.656
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The AEC wanted the best faculty to spread nuclear science on campuses:
someone like Butts. Shields wrote “we are cognizant of the desirability of bringing into
the program the most able scientists and of concurrently making available to the colleges
and universities the skills and facilities of the program of the Commission.” Butts “would
bring to the Commission a background of experience and knowledge” of particular value
to the AEC. Strand scribbled at the bottom of the page ‘in releasing him, we would want
his continued counsel on tracer element work.”657 This shows the value of Butt’s growing
expertise with radioisotope research. Strand responded to Warren that the college had no
stated policy on such types of leave, and the leave of two years was rather long, but
Strand wanted to “do everything possible to further the professional welfare of our men.”
Several letters were exchanged. Paul Person, Chief of the Biology Branch of the Division
of Biology and Medicine reiterated Butts was needed for “his experience in guiding our
research program in the field of biochemistry.” Not only that, Pearson wanted President
Strand to understand that thus far, all the two year AEC temporary staff hired from
colleges had returned to their faculty positions and “we feel it is rather essential that these
men be encouraged to return to their institutions” to make is possible to bring
“outstanding men from colleges and universities” into the work of the AEC.658 This
design of temporary service allowed Butts and others to increase their AEC experience,
credentials and prestige, without losing any perceived academic independence.
Butts’s life trajectory would be changed by the prestigious two year position. He
went from college professor to Assistant Chief of the Biology Branch with the Biology
and Medicine Division of the AEC. He believed the position would enhance his career.
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He would have the opportunity to visit “all of the laboratories of the institutions which
hold AEC contracts” with the division of Biology and Medicine.659 His hunch was correct.
His position with the AEC allowed him to travel and work worldwide. 660 He also was
given access to classified information. As a key AEC staff member, he became a
participant in the secret Sunshine Project studies and often represented the AEC
abroad.661 In 1954 Butts explained to participating researchers that the AEC’s interest in
strontium had increased and assays were being made by contractors of bones, milk, plants
and soils. 662 However, unexpected and wide variations of measures of strontium found in
bones among various labs demanded some sort of alignment of the variant results. For
example, one lab found consistent amounts of strontium across a large sample of human
bones, while another found wide variations from one individual to another. Different
methods of analysis had been used. 663 As a solution, Butts coordinated “interlaboratory
comparisons” of samples of bone ash, powdered milk and soil extracts of strontium
among some of the laboratories participating in the Sunshine studies. This was to clarify
if the differences in findings were due to geography or some other unexplained factor.664
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His expertise at managing research grew with his work to promote nuclear science on a
global scale.
Personal relationships were instrumental to the success of the AEC. Butts was
lauded as an outstanding right hand man to Pearson because of his ability to create
successful relationships. Pearson wrote an emotional thank you to President Strand for
having enabled leave for Butts: “there was a void that I knew would not be filled” after
Butts departure to return to Oregon State College. Butts’s central location served to
connect the AEC to the Department of the Army and the State Department. Pearson
asked Butts to remain as a contracted consultant to the AEC, which Butts did until the
end of his life. 665 Butt’s work with the AEC exposed him to current research and built
him and the AEC a broad base of researcher and contacts. These kinds of networks
enhance prestige and careers. For example, Butts, due in particular to his role with the
AEC and his own research into aspects of the respiration of radioactivity by plants, was
invited to visit the Radiation Laboratory in Berkeley for a few months if he had so
desired before returning to Corvallis from his position with the AEC.666
Butts work with the Commission made him irreplaceable to Oregon State College.
The techniques of radioisotope research were becoming, according to President Strand,
“almost universal in all the research fields.” 667 The special relationship he had with the
AEC kept him traveling and working on their behalf for his entire life. His personnel file
in the university archives is mostly composed of AEC letterhead requests for long leaves
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for Butts to promote atomic energy. He also worked with the Department of Defense,
including traveling in the Middle East with Dr. Frank Berry, Assistant Secretary of
Defense.668 Many of the requests were specific to the spread of Atoms for Peace. He took
part in an AEC exhibit in Berlin in 1954 on the peaceful applications of nuclear energy.
Three years later Butts served as an ambassador for the Atoms for Peace Program in Paris
for one year.669
Butts’s work shows the meshing of the AEC with global politics and trade. As an
Atoms for Peace ambassador, Butts established research programs “using atomic energy
or the byproducts of atomic energy.”670 He traveled to 19 countries in Europe and the
Middle East.671 Butts worked closely with 11 western European nations on development
of research and education programs. Specifically, while serving the Atoms for Peace
program in Europe, he was dual assigned as United States Consultant to the Organization
of European Economic Cooperation. The EEC coordinated the application of nuclear
science to agriculture and helped “by breaking down trade barriers.” Butts encouraged
atomic information sharing among the nineteen countries he visited that included Iceland,
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Iran, Portugal and “even Communist controlled Yugoslavia.” Seventeen of the nineteen
countries Butts visited were building reactors at the time. In many countries the reactors
were supported by the US. At this time, most countries had an atomic agency modeled
after the US AEC.672 The ease of working with well-organized and like-minded
institutions built the nuclear community across cultures and countries in a way that would
make modernity simply inseparable from nuclear science.
Butts became an articulate promoter of the work of the AEC. He published for the
AEC a 1956 paper called “Isotopes in Agriculture.” His article extols the peaceful work
of the Atomic Energy Commission, because as he wrote, “too many people think of the
Commission only in terms of bombs and instruments of war, quite overlooking” the
benefits to mankind of atomic energy. The AEC was “the single most important force in
applying nuclear energy and its products to biological and agricultural problems.” His
article gives an overview of the extent of the reach of AEC research into the university by
1956. One hundred and ninety-five research projects by colleges and institutions were
funded by “the Biology Branch alone.”673
Butts served the vision of nuclear expansion even in his death. He died from
amoebic dysentery in 1961 at the age of 57 while reportedly working with an Indian
school milk program for children as part of a joint project by FAO, UNICEF and
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WHO.674 He was eulogized by President Strand as someone who died in the line of duty
to create a better world for “the undernourished, the sick, the economically depressed and
most of all, those who had grasped a new vision for a better life.” As a land grant college,
the duty of Oregon State College to help “the less fortunate of the world,” a duty which
increased after World War II, was fulfilled by Butts, who was “following the American
university tradition of attempting to help others.”675 The contracts Butts procured from
the AEC had totaled “well over a half a million dollars.”676 Butts was an example of the
“many ‘little men of science’ who daily contribute so much to our world, doing so with
little or no fanfare. I hope you will agree with me that Dr. Butts, in part, is one of
hundreds of ‘Dr. Butts’ on the staffs of the colleges of foreign lands as well as the
colleges and universities of the United States.” 677
When requesting government recognition for Butts, President Strand described
him “as an example of selfless devotion to fellow man through a lifetime of service to
student, government, and foreign nations through the little known, but highly important
field of biochemistry.”678 According to an article in Barometer, he died “serving…the
cause of international peace and research groups.” Strand felt Butts “as an individual did
more than an army of thousands in furthering our aims of democracy and in working
towards world peace.” 679
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Conclusion
Oregon State College was part of an emerging system of military and AEC
influenced patronage at American universities.680 There is little doubt among historians
that funding in post war America shaped science itself.681 Science became tailored to
national security goals, dominated by threats of nuclear war and militarizing even studies
as innocuous as the earth’s geochemical systems and weather.682 From 1944, with the
first hire to teach nuclear physics, to the 1960s, radiation safety was established,
promoted, and taught by the AEC. This required academics to offer up their bodies and
their work areas for a new type of intrusion, for both security and safety, as oaths were
sworn, Geiger counters clicked and an occasional urine sample was ordered. What started
on campus rapidly became a worldwide modern and normal system of surveillance of
bodies and the environment.683
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However, the AEC was as ambivalent about securing safety on campus as in the
world.684 One can see on campus the misleading sense that things were under the control
of the AEC, even after it had been discredited and its regulatory functions for radiation
health replaced by the FRC. This expansion of nuclear science for peace and war was
accomplished by the AEC through its original secretive military genesis and an AECcultivated web of academia, industry and international experts and agencies.685 While the
agency demanded compliance, there was little to no oversight on the Oregon campus
other than an occasional friendly AEC visit or self-policing of dosimeter and laboratory
monitor readings. Safety oversight was an afterthought and was seen as an additional role
for AEC trained scientists like Wang, Elder, and Trout, and the novice Radiation
Committee. All aligned with the AEC philosophy of a safe threshold for exposure and the
hope that radiation dangers could be controlled by a fence, as in the case of the cyclotron,
shielding, and dilution.
A bureaucratic network of universities, agencies, technical experts and national
commissions grew to tackle the enormously complicated system of monitoring nuclear
pollution while at the same time, simplifying for the public the interpretation of radiation
contamination. This contamination was a small price to pay for the assumed benefits of
modernity. But the nuclear world was built as well by the will of the scientists involved
who were respected and rewarded for their expertise and loyalty to the AEC. The AEC
relationship allowed them to be “experts” and trailblazers in a time when it was thought
their work would create a nuclear age of plenty for all. They also could serve the AEC in
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international and local venues, building trust with their own conception of nuclear
science as the key to a bright future. The infrastructure forged on a college campus
expanded to international diplomacy for those who had a new kind of capital because
they were skilled in nuclear technology.
The success of the Oregon State College (and later, University) program can be
seen in comments by a former Los Alamos Laboratory Test Director. Charles F. Costa
was in charge of nuclear detonations for decades and he worked on the Amchitka tests as
well. Costa said “The health physics program at OSU with Dale Trout was one of our
best, absolute top notch.” 686 Not only did these relationships provide easy
communication and connections among experts but the AEC and cooperating scientists,
educators, and politicians portrayed the nuclear project as inseparable from modernity
and cast it as a human rights endeavor.687 This is a cautionary tale that should not be lost
in its banality. The next chapter turns to the very mundane aspects of the AEC
management that also led to human rights infractions. Like the early radium craze at the
turn of the early 20th century, with no patron to represent the concerned public, the
question of “is it safe?” was not asked. For those in a position to decide, there was no
question that radiation’s benefits could and should be maximized. It was only a matter of
how nuclear exposure could be made less dangerous. But that was not a very glamorous
question to ask. Most did not want to know if they had guessed wrong.
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Chapter 6 In the Mundane
Accordingly, it is hereby declared to the policy of the people of the United States that,
subject at all times to the paramount objective assuring the common defense and security,
the development and utilization of atomic energy shall, so far as practicable, be directed
toward improving the public welfare, increasing the standard of living, strengthening
free competition in private enterprise, and promoting world peace. Atomic Energy Act,
1946688
This chapter will show how an institution like the Atomic Energy Commission that was
founded and entrusted to advance the human rights of peace and prosperity, could
simultaneously cause such large scale radioactive contamination with future genetic and
somatic risks.689 Human rights can be defined as Linus Pauling and Marshallese Islanders
did in the fallout cases, as inalienable rights to “life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness.”
In addition, both the AEC and UN agencies were defined by a directive to protect and
promote human rights and welfare. The rights to health and human rights were
specifically accorded in founding documents of UN agencies in pursuit of the goals of
world peace. However, even as a right to health and human rights is disputed as a
subjective effort to define contested universals, the reality is these health and human
rights aims justified the very existence of the UN Charter and the AEC alike. However,
without any mechanism for legal enforcement, or precedent of radiation contamination as
a violation of health and human rights in either the United States, or the Court of Justice,
these rights were still asserted by plaintiffs as preexisting, inalienable rights in legal suits,
including the failed fallout cases from 1958-1964.
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Despite the US influence and eventual signature on the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights, (adopted in 1976 by UN members as binding law as part of the
International Law of Human Rights) the right to health and human rights remains
unrecognized for its role as nuclear arbiter. There is agreement among antinuclear groups,
exposed communities, academics, Congressional investigations and legal suits that
nuclear technology has, in fact, impinged on Constitutional, as well as heath and human
rights.690 In particular, a 1994 investigation of AEC human radiation experiments found
health impacts and ethical violations that included the victims of the errant Castle Bravo
shot, uranium miners, Pueblo Indians located near Los Alamos, patients that underwent
unknowingly thousands of human medical experiments, atomic soldiers, and populations
exposed to purposeful radiation releases.691 In retrospect, the lack of definition of these
“unethical acts” as health and human rights violations by the 1994 investigation makes
them no less so.
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The expansion of nuclear technology shows the privileging of some rights over
others created health and human rights abuses. Mundane organizational and daily conduct
of operations emboldened the trajectory of the AEC, and other agencies such as the
International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA). How could protection of nations, with
weapons and power, result in the weakening of bodies and the environment with
pollution? This history can be explained as “national security trumped individual rights”
but such an explanation can be parsed further. Historians and philosophers like Hannah
Arendt argue that violations of human rights can be partially explained by the mundane
role of organization and bureaucracy.692
How can it be that the AEC, an organization founded on peace and welfare would
be responsible for worldwide contamination with long-lived radioactivity? Looking back,
it is well understood that radiation itself, since the discovery of X-rays in 1895, was at
best hard to fathom, much less control.693 Unseen risks became delayed harm, or even
death. The idea persisted however, that below a certain threshold, radiation was safe. The
thought that radiation might even be good for one’s vitality would continue long after
evidence accumulated that this notion was rife with uncertainty.694 Later, the Manhattan
Project operated under crisis conditions of secrecy and fear. This ensured even less
rigorous protection with increasingly dangerous experimentation with atomic weapons
692
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and fission.695 During this time, the mining of uranium by Native American workers
without concern for their welfare, human radiation experiments, and the lack of
evacuations or health warnings at the first Trinity atomic weapons test, set the stage for
future human rights abuses.696 The infringements and violations of human rights only
grew more ubiquitous in the conduct of the AEC.697
The influence, power and reach of the AEC and the nuclear industry largely
shaped global nuclear politics and policy since its inception in 1946. The agency had dual
responsibility for safety and promotion of nuclear technology and ignored and even
suppressed information on health effects from radiation.698 The culture of the AEC
encouraged secrecy, and required compartmentalized thinking. Many forgot that science
requires doubt as well as confidence. The scientists shared in common an elite knowledge,
hidden from others. This would have impacts on how they approached their work long
after the declassification of some of the data needed for the expansion of commercial
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nuclear power by the Atomic Energy Act amendments of 1954. Those working for the
AEC and in the nuclear industry also shared an anticommunist identity, believing
themselves as objective as possible, with a common wish to deny harm and hope for the
best.699 This denial of harm was compounded and encouraged by the daily conduct of the
organization of the AEC itself and the institutions the AEC influenced.
The bonds between the agency and scientists left little room for boundaries or
doubt. Most all American and non-American scientists involved in nuclear science were
in relationship with the AEC, other national atomic energy agencies, and the IAEA.
Individual scientists and non-scientists such as industrial and military men worked
collectively to serve the daily work and operations of agencies and industries that had
crisp, compelling visions for the world’s nuclear future but few, if any limits, to their
power.700 This would create a science with a reach to contaminate unlike any other before.
For Welfare and Peace
At the heart of the founding of the AEC was the hope for disarmament. The
proposal of the AEC began for some as a venture for peace. It was intended as an agency
to promote nuclear technology for economic equality coupled with disarmament to save
the world from the scourge of nuclear weapons. And perhaps, for some of the atomic
scientists who wanted to salvage meaning from their war work, even to end war itself.
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Establishing the AEC itself was a hard fought victory for former Manhattan Project
scientists. Many of the scientists who had built the first atomic weapons organized as the
Federation of Atomic Scientists (FAS) to work for international and civilian control of
atomic weapons. The scientists, despite no previous political experience, prevailed to
defeat what was General Groves’ attempt to solidify military control of atomic weapons.
This resulted in the creation of a civilian Atomic Energy Commission, with a nonmilitary administrator to act as manager and five Commissioners to be appointed by the
President.701 A Joint Committee would provide Congressional oversight with a Military
Liaison committee and a nine- member all-civilian Advisory Board to oversee operations.
The founding documents of the AEC, the Atomic Energy Act (the McMahon Act or the
AEA, 1946) explain that the government agency would be responsible for minimizing
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hazards to public health and safety.702 On paper, the organization would serve the welfare
of all. But making real an idea can be precarious.
The

victory by the former atomic scientists was a mirage. The new agency for

peace became indelibly a military weapons venture. The military nuclear labs, despite
academic ties, retained their personnel and core defense focus.703 Civilian control proved
elusive. Soon McCarthyism and a genuine fear of the Soviet threat would consume the
nation to undermine the project of nuclear disarmament. This would paint those who
supported weapons control as communists, or worse.704 According to Hans Bethe, the
AEC was conceived as a group charged with the mission to dismantle atomic weapons,
but was quickly co-opted by proponents of these weapons, despite their civilian status.705
Three years into the AEC’s operations, the author of the Atomic Energy Act, Senator Brien McMahon
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wrote privately to the President, despondent. He wrote, “it remains an open question whether or not this
new force can be wholly integrated in the fabric of free institutions.”

706

Totalitarian control from communists was feared as the power of the AEC grew at
home.707 McMahon and Carl Durham, both members of the Joint Committee of the AEC
(that was designed for Congressional oversight of the AEC) said they felt they were
violating their duty as Congressmen because their oversight was in fact, limited. 708 Since
much of the AEC work was secret, the public was supposed to be represented by the
JCAE as their Congressmen and Senators. But the AEC had unlimited ability to make
contracts, loans and agreements.709 McMahon spelled out his objections, saying the AEC
“plans a reactor development program that will costs more than a half a billion dollars.”
Suppose if the JCAE did not agree with those plans? McMahon, of course, he said, did
agree-- but just to illustrate the problem, he asked the President to imagine what would
happen if the JCAE had an important objection? What if that objection were grave, like
“the possibility of a radiation accident would endanger the lives of millions of people
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living near the area selected as a site?” 710 For McMahon even this strong of an objection
could not interfere with the AEC plans.
Congress had already fully funded the AEC due to the emergency appropriations
put in the original Atomic Energy Act. McMahon explained to the President that this was
out of the normal democratic practice; even the military, vital for the country’s defense,
must gain approval of projects with specific budgets. Furthermore, McMahon felt “our
fellow Congressmen are tempted to think of the Commission as a kind of specially
privileged bureau whose actions are ‘above the law.’”711 He described the AEC as having
“a well-nigh gargantuan powers” that the JCAE had wanted to limit as early as a year into
their operations.712 For the AEC, not even the sky would be a limit. In later years,
weapons tests would take place in outer space, but this mastery of technology could not
be applied to an antidote or remedy for radiation’s negative effects.
How the AEC was structured contributed to some of the ignorance of radiation’s
dangers. This was especially of true of long term and low-level exposure. The AEC
bureaucratic organization delineated subject areas that did not include explicit
consideration of radiation’s effects on human health.713 The Commission was empowered to
make any contracts to fulfill four primary research goals, including “the protection of health during
research or production activities.” The AEC was directed by the Atomic Energy Act to establish standards
710
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to protect health and minimize dangers, “as deemed necessary.” Radiation dangers, however, were not
explicitly mentioned and interest in health did not extend beyond workers’ safety. The AEC had no
research project directed towards the public. There were no prescribed mechanisms or protocols for health
and safety enforcement beyond licensing powers.

714

This lack of investment in health and safety was

common in other elements of the design of the agency.

Volunteer panels of experts, from newspaper editors to industrial tycoons to
doctors, advised the AEC. The goal of these early advisory committees was to establish
best practices for the success of the AEC as a decentralized agency. The AEC was
struggling with how to maintain secrecy for national security while creating a fair and
open capitalistic market for raw uranium materials and nuclear technology.715 This
management structure, however, created long lasting advising areas for the AEC that
included extensive nuclear science research but no primary advising focus on health and
safety for either personnel or the public. The Personnel Committee, responsible for the
workforce and labor relations, had no explicit mention of health or safety for workers in
their directives in the AEC’s outline of their responsibilities.716
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AEC research focused on refining nuclear technology for offensive, defensive,
and commercial applications. Overall, the expertise of health protection lagged far behind
the AEC’s ability to produce and test nuclear weapons, use radioisotopes, and build
reactors. 717 Or as Eugene Wigner had described this consuming interest during the last
year of the war, “everyone could play the game of designing new nuclear piles…we were
like children in a toy factory.” 718 Years later health physicist Ralph E. Lapp explained,
“technology had become dictator of its use.”719 There are many other reasons for this,
beyond wartime urgency, including the impetus of profit by industrial investment and
physicists’ love of technology.720 But health physics would have none of the glamour of
nuclear physics experiments with equipment like cyclotrons, accelerators, and reactors.
Research did not include health and safety as a topic at all in early organizational
documents, other than the improvement of measuring devices such as Geiger and alpha
counters and ionization chambers.721 Disciplinary boundaries also limited studies to fields
of physics, chemistry and biology, with a laboratory focus, while radiation crossed
academic lines to enter the environment.722
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Geneticist Hermann J. Muller used his prize notoriety to speak about the dangers
of radiation, but to little avail. In his 1946 Nobel lecture he concluded by warning “the
problem will become very important of insuring that the human germ plasm - the allimportant material of which we are the temporary custodians - is effectively protected
from this additional and potent source of permanent contamination.”723 This geneticsbased opposition to weapons and power was soon to be considered a product of the
communist Russians, who had been leaders in genetics when Muller researched in
Russia.724 Some scientists felt Muller’s case was far too difficult to prove: the effects he
had seen in the Drosophila fruit fly were dismissed as not comparable to human genetics.
Despite Muller’s opposition, the first radiation standards for the general public did not
take genetic risks into account. These radiation safety standards were on the whole
determined in meetings at Chalk River in 1949 (but not released to the public until 1954)
by a small committee of mostly former Manhattan Project and AEC scientists. Even
though the group included Muller, he was isolated as a geneticist. The only consensus on
genetics was the need for further research.725
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Part of controlling consensus comes from making the agenda. The AEC learned
this when pushed too far towards safety concerns by industry and their own advisors. The
AEC by 1955 found it necessary to develop policies for control of industrial and AEC
Advisory Board meetings.726 As one directive underscored, it is the responsibility of the
AEC employee attending advisory board meetings to ensure that the “meetings are
conducted within the agenda established by the government.”727 The AEC would provide
Advisory groups with their agendas.728 From meeting agendas to even small scientific
conferences, AEC scientists dominated the agendas of nuclear- focused scientific
meetings. This can be seen in even in the annual Gordon Cain Conferences. These
conferences served to isolate priorities for fields and set an agenda for research. From the
late 1940s to the mid 1960s, two decades of radiation and nuclear chemistry conferences,
radiation health and nuclear pollution was rarely addressed, easily lost and dismissed. It
was most often the AEC experts, most of whom worked with technology in military labs,
that chose the papers to be presented. They had been taught not to fear; radiation was part
of life. An equipment and laboratory focus consistently limited inquiry by the selection
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first of the chair, a position frequently given to AEC connected scientists. For example,
Glen Seaborg served as the chair of the Gordon Cain nuclear chemistry committee.729
The chair would choose which topics were worthy of study, and select which scientists’
work and abstracts were worthy of their attention.730 Additionally, the AEC often invited
itself to meetings by writing the organizers and commenting on the exciting work the
AEC was doing in the field.731
Often studies contained AEC experts invisible under the umbrella of another
group, appearing as if studies were independent. For example radioactive and other
concerns about the weather were addressed by the NAS BEAR committee in 1956. But
the study was instigated by the AEC Biology and Medicine Division, and then became a
joint investigation later under the NAS BEAR name.732 Self policing and editing was the
norm for meetings, as in the unclassified Conference on Possible Effects of Nuclear
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Explosions on the Weather. Participants were instructed that “We would appreciate it if
no account of this gets to outsiders, especially journalists.”733 One reason for this is that
at the end of such meetings, a consensus report was usually designed to be released to the
press. 734 The AEC had long term cultivated relationships with select newspaper editors,
science writers and reporters.735 This obscured for the newspaper reader the actual
amount of disagreement among scientists. For example, at this same meeting on the
weather, which discussed errors in Libby’s calculations of how long radiation would stay
in the stratosphere, the scientists also discussed concerns that atomic bomb testing might
decrease the amount of ozone (the protective layer around the earth), or change the
albedo of the earth (the amount of radiation reflected by the planet) due to the debris from
tests in the stratosphere.736
Other findings suspected the tests had disturbed the climate due to the continental
testing at the Nevada Test Site. Scientist Brendan Vonnegut shared his findings that
radiation from nuclear weapons tests should cause “significant changes in the distribution
of conductivity.” 737 This change could create droughts downwind of the test site.
Precipitation since the beginning of testing had notably decreased. The number of
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tornadoes had increased four times. While Vonnegut noted nothing could be certain, he
said he feared the same mistakes that had been made with biological systems in the first
radiation age could conceivably be happening now with the interrelationship of radiation,
climate and weather.738
That there had been a change in the weather was not disputed, only if it was
atomic bombs that had caused it. Military and RAND representatives in the group denied
testing had any effect on weather. For example, Colonel B.G. Holzman of HQ Air
Research and Development Command felt that the whole meeting has been ludicrous:
“What I have heard today is a lot like a man on Enewetok” throwing a bucket of water
into the sea and “expecting a tidal wave on Honolulu.” The disparate group worked to
smooth out the differences for their final report. Libby helped. He requested privately in
three and half hours of meetings with the chair that a more positive spin be put on the
usefulness of the Sunshine Project data used by the group.739 Lester Machta, as temporary
chair, discussed with Libby the differences in stratospheric wait times for Sr-90 and a
new study that suggested gummed papers were only thirty percent accurate at detecting
fallout radiation levels.740 The draft summary report gave credit to the work of Libby and
explained atomic explosions have been helpful for the study of the atmosphere and
encouraged meteorologists to design experiments using radioactive tracers. Dr. Claus of
the AEC presented in his final summary of the meeting none of the distressing
738
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particulars.741 To mask this disparity between the content of the meeting and the needs of
the AEC, each NAS BEAR committee would submit three reports, but only the
summaries would be given to the press. The longer detailed reports would be just
“available for reference for the press.” Only these reference materials would include
criticism of Libby’s miscalculations of how long Sr-90 would stay in the stratosphere,
and written in a “superficial fashion.”742 The final conclusion of the meteorology
committee was intended for the public—“No evidence has been found which indicates
the climate had been in any way altered by past atomic and thermonuclear explosions.”743
Actually, the entire NAS BEAR report had been massaged by the AEC to make
radiation less of a known hazard.744 A meeting of the chairs of the different BEAR
committees decided that the sections of the larger BEAR study group on radiation
dangers as a whole would be deleted from the public report. This was because “it was
decided not to go into great detail concerning the weapons effects of fallout, since a
number of the committee did not interpret this as one of their initial obligations.”745 This
limited the understanding of the actual detailed findings, as the significant concerns could
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be glossed over in final summaries and press releases. The report was used to bolster the
safety of radiation by the AEC and Eisenhower administration and established
methodologies and data that were used in the future without critical analysis.746 The AEC
was organized to take into account the power of such appearances.
AEC employees often played a dual role to influence scientific bodies. In 1957 a
study was conducted to create a long term policy to encourage this. The study found that
often, an employee from the AEC was officially assigned by AEC to be “in technical and
professional organizations.” This was accomplished by an official letter originating from
the AEC to the group recommending as much, or more informal means. However, a more
coordinated policy was needed to get AEC employees assigned to key working groups
and committees of these non governmental bodies “whose determinations may affect
developments in the regulatory field.” Especially of interest were groups like the NCRP,
the American Bar Association and the American Society for Engineering Education that
“are engaged in the development of standards, codes or guides in areas of industrial
operation affecting atomic energy, which are or may become the subject of AEC
regulations.”747 The AEC did not underestimate the power of their influence.
The same managerial style that contributed towards minimizing harm occurred
around the hazards of radiation poisoning from nuclear power plants. As with the fallout
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controversy, reactor safety calculations did not take into account the lack of consent by
those who could be harmed. Clifford Beck of the AEC worked on regulatory regimes
since leaving North Carolina State University in 1955. Beck was responsible for much of
the philosophy that would guide nuclear power plant siting for many years. In the 1960s
working at the AEC’s Hazards Evaluation Branch, Beck shaped reactor safety in
particular, as a balance between anticipating for the most “maximum credible accident”
and the cost of safeguards.748 Beck continued to view reactor development as he had with
the “Temple of the Atom” in North Carolina, as a method of trial and error and a chance
to continue to refine and improve reactor safety as reactors operated. New reactor designs
would require such experimentation to be improved.
This philosophy excluded from study the most serious potential radiological
accidents. This was because they were assumed unlikely to occur.749 In 1964 Beck was in
charge of what became a secret study on the safety risks of new large reactors. The report
would update the less optimistic findings of the 1957 WASH report to reassure the public
on the cusp of the approval of many new power reactors. However, Beck’s own
preliminary work by 1966 could only conclude that the deaths estimated in 1957 (3,400
possible fatalities) had underestimated the dangers from the higher power plants now
being planned. The WASH-740 report had considered accidents for plants operating at
185 Megawatts of power. New designs being approved were in the 1000 MW size. The
assumption was that the newer plants would be safer, but Beck’s new findings pointed to
the indeterminate means thus far of calculating the likelihood of catastrophic failures. He
found the likely result of a core melt accident from loss of coolant was an escape of the
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assumed foolproof containment. A 3,200 MW reactor core melt could even melt through
the reactor vessel, then through the concrete flooring, to bore into the earth “all the way
to China.” This worst case scenario soon came to be called a “China Syndrome.”750 If
such a severe accident did occur, there was a shocking potential loss of life of 45,000
people. Beck met with the AEC Joint Commission and the Atomic Industry Forum, with
members like Babcock and Wilcox and GE, and explained the problems with the report.
As a result, the entire report was suppressed. None of the findings about such catastrophic
accidents, which could involve the death of half of a city’s residents, were considered in
the approval at the time of five plant applications. AEC chair Glen Seaborg and none of
the many people involved admitted dangers in public that were known at the time of
catastrophic nuclear power accidents.751 They knew the news would have dampened
enthusiasm for nuclear power just as development of reactors reached its nadir.
The ability to limit unwanted oversight provided the AEC with the managerial
power to keep these secrets. The Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards (ACRS) to
the AEC, privy to this knowledge, became concerned about the loss of coolant and China
Syndrome risks. ACRS arranged to meet with British nuclear safety specialists to gather
more information. Instead, Beck met with the AEC commissioners. 752 He argued that the
ACRS was heading toward its own independent role over the AEC staff and against AEC
policy, including getting information from differing consultant sources, creating a lack of
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understanding of technical issues between staff and ACRS. Of more concern, ACRS was
becoming too involved in “design details, operations, inspection and compliance.” Beck’s
meeting with the Commission effectively restricted the powers of the ACRS to prevent
any increase in their regulatory role or in their ability to review staff findings.753 In 1969
Beck spoke at an Oregon forum on “Man’s Environment.” He was quoted in the
Corvallis Gazette newspaper as saying that AEC regulations required “liquid emissions”
from power plants to be “virtually as pure as drinking water.” People living next to a
power plant will be exposed to no more radiation than if the plant had never been built.754
There would be no oversight, no matter how well intentioned or scientific, that did not
meet the needs of nuclear expansion.
Nuclear Reach
The AEC had the power to limit public information by keeping it secret, as
“classified” within the US and on an international scale. The AEC controlled how
radiation would be studied immediately after the first use of the bomb. Human autopsies
were used as a way to harvest radiation effects for American research. Even the dead
belonged to the victor.755 The Americans, when they arrived days after the bombing,
chose to study rather than treat the survivors. No scientific studies of the A-bomb effects
could be even undertaken by Japanese scientists without permission from the US General
Headquarters during the occupation. No scientific findings pertaining to the A-Bomb
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could be published without permission.756 These orders to cooperate with the US were
announced at a November 30, 1945 conference where Japanese scientists and doctors
were struggling to understand the implications for A-bomb radiation exposure treatment.
There were protests. M. Tsuzuki warned that the withholding of information about
radiation injury would create a lack of treatment “unforgivable from a humanitarian
standpoint.”757 A year later, President Truman created the Atomic Bomb Casualty
Commission (ABCC) and ordered Japanese health agencies to continue to cooperate with
American research.
The research took advantage of these survivors to advance the AEC interpretation
of radiation dangers and promote nuclear power. 758 The AEC also used the ABCC
research facility as a base of operations to expand nuclear science to Japan. The ABCC
staff, under AEC direction, introduced and trained Japanese scientists in the use of
radioisotopes, nuclear medicine and research reactors starting in 1955.759 The AEC and
ABCC findings that followed have to be understood in context with their investment in
minimizing both future risks and the past harm of Hiroshima and Nagasaki in order to
promote nuclear technology.
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Not only Japanese affairs concerned the AEC. The State Department provided the
AEC with almost unlimited diplomatic access. They could participate fully on a global
scale. Because their actions were directly pertinent to national security, it was relatively
easy for AEC Commissioners, staff and connected scientists to meet with Presidents and
governments all around the world. For just one example, after aerial exploration, Peru
agreed to make their uranium resources available to the United States. But Peruvian
President Odria also wanted “extreme discretion” about this agreement.760 In addition the
AEC was assisted by US agencies with intimate contacts abroad such as the Mutual
Security Agency that pledged to assist the AEC with locating international uranium
resources and asked for information in return for development prospects.761 The AEC
worked closely with other governments and uranium companies such as Eldorado mining
to ensure exploration and control of world supplies and pricing.762 Research reactors
spread by academics around the world with the Atoms for Peace program also secured
areas for uranium mining. Outside of the US, massive assistance had been provided for
uranium prospecting around the world, initially under military control but later by the
AEC. Internationally, sometimes grants for research reactors were tethered to access for
uranium prospecting.763
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The tenacity of the AEC can be seen in their work in Brazil. Brazil provided
uranium for the Manhattan Project after nationalizing all mining activities in 1942. After
1953 Brazil passed laws, in opposition to US intentions, prohibiting extraction of their
minerals and ores by foreign entities. Brazilian President Getulio Vargas wanted instead
to cooperate with other foreign countries to acquire all phases of nuclear energy
production. He was excited to build power plants and train nuclear scientists. This plan
resulted in reciprocal policies that encouraged nuclear technology transfers in exchange
for uranium and raw materials. Brazil eventually made agreements with West Germany,
France and England.764
However, this vision for diversified Brazilian nuclear growth ended with the
alleged suicide of President Vargas in 1954. His death was followed by the forced
resignation of Alvaro Alberto, from the Brazilian National Research Council (CNPq).
Alberto was responsible for the strategy to be free from American nuclear control. Soon
the President’s replacement, former vice president and pro-American General Café Filho,
re-established close nuclear cooperation with only the US and its Atoms for Peace
program.765 By 1955 the AEC was successful in creating a “joint uranium mineral
exploration program” with Brazil. This program was designed as a result of an explicit
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AEC goal to procure uranium from Brazil. AEC selected mining ore experts to visit
Brazil even before they had been officially invited. Working backwards, the AEC then
had the US State Department “arrange for the group to be invited by Brazil.”766 However,
because of national unrest, the program became temporarily inactive in 1956. The AEC
reported this was due to “ultra Nationalist publicity coupled with communist inspired
demonstrations in Brazil.” 767 The protests forced the cancelation of procurement of
mineral contracts, but the less public AEC exploration program quietly restarted. The
program was supported not just by the AEC but by the US Department of State and the
Division of International Affairs. The exploration for uranium complemented the
negotiation of a power agreement, and the eventual construction of an Atoms for Peace
research reactor at Sao Paulo.768 The building of the nuclear age had diplomatic
influences far beyond the obvious.
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In Japan, the AEC often mixed diplomacy with radiological expertise. During the
occupation of Japan, the press code and banned news of radiation and research inhibited
science and medical care of the injured for six years. After the occupation ended, the
United States continued to control Japanese scientists investigating radiation. With the
crisis caused by the contamination of the Japanese fisherman on the Lucky Dragon,
Merril Eisenbud of the AEC’s Health and Safety Laboratory (HASL) analyzed the urine
of two of the men. He reassured Dr. Rokuzo Kobayashi that the levels were too low to be
of concern. Five other samples had just arrived and he offered to test the urine of the
remaining sixteen patients who were still being treated at Daiichi Hospital, if they could
be sent to his laboratory in New York.769 Eisenbud did not account for the time elapsed
between the contamination and the results. His radiation counts did not occur until
several days past the incident, which would have diminished the radioactivity even more
with transport of the samples.
Rejecting what seemed to be empty reassurances, the Japanese appeared to the
AEC and the State Department as ignorant and hysterical. In the eyes of the US
Ambassador to Japan, John M. Allison, “a period of uncontrolled masochism ensued, as
the nation aided by an unscrupulous press, seemed to revel in fancied martyrdom...the
government in Japan ceased to govern.”770 This breakdown, the Ambassador felt, was
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caused by a small group of Japanese scientists and doctors who resented the occupation’s
previous ban on atomic research and earlier purges of their ranks by the US. They were
“fuzzy headed leftists, pacifists, neutralists” and feminists who refused to cooperate with
the ABCC and the AEC. These Japanese managed to prevent compliance with Embassy
requests for AEC scientists to visit the fishing vessel or the patients, and also refused to
surrender the Lucky Dragon to the US Navy for decontamination and study. Most
importantly, the Japanese had “intense gullibility in atomic matters.” What was needed,
according to Allison, was recovery of the Japanese people “from a postwar psychosis.”
771
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the errant Bravo thermonuclear test. On behalf of the AEC, Dr. Boss of the AEC’s
Division of Biology and Medicine and Professor R. Donaldson of the University of
Washington accepted the invitation to be on the research vessel. However, “for practical
and diplomatic reasons” the two men did not sail.773 Instead, Boss and Donaldson
inspected tuna on the mainland. Later Boss attended a joint five day meeting on land with
fifteen Japanese scientists, at the invitation of the Japanese Science Council.
At this scientific meeting the AEC engaged with the Japanese scientists by
focusing on the AEC’s command of radioisotopes and radiation safety science. The
meeting was accepted by the AEC as a way to “combat anti-American sentiment in Japan
by establishing friendly and effective scientific relationships.”774 The AEC sent a seven
member delegation, including Boss, to help the Japanese, “who were very much in need
of scientific assistance in the whole field of radiobiology.”775 The American group
included key AEC scientists, including Merril Eisenbud of AEC’s Health and Safety
Laboratory (HASL), Paul Pearson, Chief of the AEC Biology Branch, and Walter Claus,
Chief of the AEC Biophysics Branch. While the conference was instigated by the
Japanese, it is unclear how much control, if any, the Japanese eventually had over the
agenda.776 Much attention on the part of the AEC went into how to promote the meeting
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to repair public relations with the Japanese public and the Japanese scientists.777 The US
scientists taught standardization and alignment of radiation measuring and how to use
radioisotopes in research. They also instructed the Japanese scientists on how to
determine maximum exposure.778 Thus, the Japanese were taught “the right way” of how
to perceive radiation as the AEC did, defining other ways of thinking as non-expert.
The AEC intervention, however, failed to assuage the concerns of the Japanese.
Japanese scientists organized several other symposia in response to the Lucky Dragon
incident. They eventually published 1,817 pages of reports and studies about harms from
radiation. The studies included effects from the atom bombs in Hiroshima and Nagasaki,
the intensity of the Bravo fallout and the effects of radiation on genetics, weather,
agriculture, the ocean and even economics. The interdisciplinary Japanese scientists,
organized by the Japan Society for the Promotion of Science, felt due to the unease of the
Japanese public, they could shed light on radioactivity and its dangers “contrary to the
situation in certain countries which possess nuclear weapons.” In those weaponsholding countries “certain facts are well done, but some of the findings were under
national control hidden from the public eye.”779 The paper of the leading scientist of the
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Sinkatsu Maru expedition, ocean chemist Yasuo Miyake, was the first in the bound
collection. His paper, “Effect of Atomic Explosions on the Atmosphere and the Sea”
measured effects in the ocean.780 The measurements at sea were definitive of the high
radiation that had traveled a thousand miles since the nuclear blast. The highest recorded
contamination was of fish livers west of the Bikini Atoll at 48,000 counts per minute
(cpm) per gram of weight.781 Cpm are measures of ionizing events per minute relative to
the radiation detection instrument to give an estimate of radiation. Miyake’s work was a
significant threat to how AEC studied radioactivity, and included the effects to the sea
itself. He did not limit his view as the AEC expertise did, to think only in terms of the
risk to man.782
The AEC responded by finding subtle, and not so subtle, ways of discrediting
such problematic research. They planned a “follow up” study to retrace the work of the
Sinkatsu Maru. This was intended to ensure a voice for an AEC interpretation of findings.
Another scientist included in the Japan Society’s volume, Yasushi Nishiwaki, had
completed many studies and found high radioactivity in rain, fallout and tuna. He
questioned the very efficacy of gummed papers to capture accurate readings. Gummed
papers were used in a worldwide network to collect and monitor fallout by the AEC.
Nishiwaki damningly found radioactivity had increased ten to a hundred times more in
Japanese people’s bones in the two years since Bravo. Nishiwaki was disparaged by the
AEC’s Charles Dunham and Eisenbud as a communist. Anticommunist propaganda and
the Fukuru-maru No. 5 incident and the response in Japan to it. See also Hamblin, Poison in the Well, 8287.
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rhetoric served a dual purpose to discredit efforts to end weapons testing or silence those
concerned about safety.
The Japanese scientists, with their much more comprehensive approach to
radiation danger, did pose a threat to the AEC. Yet, science was not completely on their
side. No matter how much scientists tried to honestly appraise fallout, uncertainty played
a role to favor the AEC interpretation of fallout as safe. One thing that would always
privilege the argument that radioactivity was “safe” was due to an irresolvable
uncertainty: there was simply no existing baseline data for natural background radiation
before weapons testing.783 What was known about background radiation rested primarily
on the “black boxed” research of AEC scientist Willard Libby. In addition, the
conception of dose rested on assumptions by an X-ray manufacturing employee Arthur
Mutscheller in 1924 that were not based on experimental evidence but on small sample
sizes of observable visible harm.784 With the basis and norms of radiation protection built
by those invested in radiation’s benefits, such as first the ICRP and then the AEC, few
scientists or detractors had the capacity to challenge the AEC. However, not to be
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undaunted, a proposal for an international conference on radiation harms to be held in
1955 was made by the President of the Science Council of Japan at the annual General
Conference UNESCO meeting in Montevideo. The conference would bring together
“experts in the medical and biological aspects of physical injuries and harm caused by
radioactivity” and develop an international organization for conducting studies. This
proposal was eventually replaced by the 1955 Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy
conference, which had neither such focus nor plans for a long term radiation safety study
group. 785 The AEC would prove much more influential in the mid- 1950s than its less
powerful detractors in determining the global reach and character of radiation studies.
Embedded
As nuclear work expanded, radiation expertise and oversight contracted to even
fewer international organizations. For example, the International Labor Organization
(ILO) had previously regulated radiation risks, such as radium exposure. Notes from the
late 1940s show the ILO Committee of Experts on Dangerous Radiation was prevented
by its own Governing Body from addressing maximum permissible doses with regard to
only one specific source: uranium. Even mentioning fission products from uranium with
regard to maximum permissible doses was not allowed. The members of the committee in
their meeting notes, “expressed regret, in view of the expanding use of uranium and its
salts in industry, not to have those included under the scope of the Committee’s Work.”
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Worldwide systems of shared technical expertise served to reinforce the AEC’s
initial control of the development of radiation health safety, which never did focus on
uranium risks. Technical assistance programs had been a part of the colonialist enterprise,
and included nations, industrial companies and foundations in the early 20th century,
previous to the organization of the UN with its mission to advance the equality of
developing countries to modernize.787 The US in a once- secret 1950 policy statement to
the United Nations stated that its primary influence on developing countries no longer
would be through political or colonial rule. Control would be provided through economic
and technical assistance. This would also serve as a bulwark against communism. Former
colonial powers were encouraged to continue to influence their past colonial holdings by
requesting technical assistance projects on their behalf.788 The primary known objective
was to help underdeveloped countries gain “economic and political independence.” In
exchange, those countries receiving assistance would “give full and prompt consideration
to the technical advice they receive.” Some of that technical advice translated as profits
for established companies.
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Voluntary pledges for technical assistance to UN member states sometimes made
their way back into the benevolent nation’s industries. The US dominated the
contributions. The funding for uranium technical assistance was spent on compiling a
data base of large land areas of geological and geochemical maps, while training
nationals and establishing “the nucleus of a national geology-mining-metallurgy agency”
with labs and technicians. If a new profitable resource were found, the rights to the
deposit, after five years of its exclusive use as an UN study area, would revert to the
nation state. The nation could then “retain it as a national asset or lease it in whole or in
part to the national or foreign private sector.” However, whatever percentage a donating
nation gave to UN technical aid (that became a profitable venture) would revert to the
donating country with the “same proportion of all equipment and supply purchased
required for the program.”789 In other words, the Atoms for Peace project was designed to
maximize this UN agency apparatus to spread nuclear science around the world and
American nuclear industry could also profit.
This appearance of altruism was matched by the AEC’s orchestration of agencies
and conferences that would view radiation and nuclear technology as a global cure for
illness and poverty. The IAEA may have appeared to have been an international effort,
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but had it been suggested by President Eisenhower in his Atoms for Peace Speech; the
UN Peaceful Uses Conference and the Scientific Committee on the Effects of Atomic
Radiation (UNSCEAR) were also American instigated ventures.790 The optimism and
technological awe of the 1955 International Conference on the Peaceful Uses of Atomic
Energy, held at UN headquarters in Geneva at the Palais des Nations, far outweighed any
of the earlier concerns expressed by the Japan Society or Enrico Fermi in 1944 about the
massive radioactivity and proliferation risks of global nuclear energy development.791
The AEC used the Peaceful Uses conference to build the relationships that would connect
nuclear technology with modernity and accept their brand of humanitarian hopes for the
future.
The Peaceful Uses conference deflected Japanese concerns. The Japanese wanted
to study harm, radiation exposure and contamination to humans and biological and
ecological systems. It resembled nothing of what had been suggested initially by the
Japan Society proposal to UNESCO. In fact, geneticist Muller was not allowed by the
AEC (which approved presenters) to present his paper on human responses to radiation
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exposure at the conference because he used the word “Hiroshima” in it.792 The majority
of the conference papers were optimistically centered on areas of future study for the
technology and a parade of equipment and techniques needed for research.
The highlight of the conference was the actual installation of a working research
reactor.793 The idea for an operating reactor came from the Union Minière du HautKatanga company that mined uranium in the Congo. The Belgian corporation offered to
provide free uranium fuel for the reactor and felt it would be “good propaganda for the
U.S. Government and good publicity” for firms working on atomic reactors.794 Over
63,373 people came to see the reactor from July 18 to August 21. The public waited in
long lines for hours to hang their heads looking directly down into the reactor vessel pool
glowing blue. One of the most important visitors was President Eisenhower,
accompanied by a crowd of “one hundred and fifty news reporters and photographers.”
On August 6th, the ten year anniversary of the bombing of Hiroshima, AEC Chair Lewis
Strauss sent personal invitations to all 73 nations and 8 UN specialized agencies
delegations and invited them to a special showing of the reactor where they could
actually operate it.795 The reactor was more than a prototype just for show: twenty four
countries had made agreements with the US to secure such reactors, and students from
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nineteen countries were already in the US for education and training. Students in thirty
two countries were learning about radioisotopes.796
The AEC cultivated what would be long-term relationships at the extensive and
lavish conference. Proceedings of 600 papers (450 of which were presented at the
conference) filled sixteen volumes of 500 pages each. It was also an important means to
spread standardized laboratory and production procedures.797 Eisenbud’s AEC Health and
Safety Laboratory (HASL) put together a display of all the measuring equipment for
studying radioactivity, such as Geiger and scintillation counters, film badges and
protective laboratory gear such as gloves. Their display stressed that “respect, not fear
was the key to working safely with radiation.”798 Merril Eisenbud also presented his
paper, “Industrial Hygiene of Uranium Processing.” While his paper was the result of
seven years of work by the AEC’s Health and Safety Laboratory and the first published
paper on the subject, little would be done to increase safety for miners and millers based
on his work. This was despite the ability of the AEC to have instituted protections based
on what was known of uranium risks at the time.799 The Atomic Energy Act of 1945
allowed the AEC to institute any regulation necessary to carry out stipulations for health
and safety in the act. But ignoring uranium risks kept the price dirt cheap, allowing for
the technological expenses of the nuclear chain.
The AEC arranged the low price of uranium to allow for the other expenses
required by nuclear technology. This pricing was a significant part of the long term
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growth of nuclear science. Much of the AEC’s early years focused on procuring uranium
and then setting and controlling the price. This was discussed in secret AEC meetings:
“since there is no world market price for uranium, prices have been established for each
source which are calculated as sufficient to stimulate the highest rate of production.” This
referred to the uranium needed to meet production goals for both peaceful atomic uses as
well as weapons.800 In retrospect, the cost of uranium was kept low by excluding proper
health and safety protections. This caused the contamination of workers and landscapes,
sacrificing some to make the expensive nuclear technology possible. The countries that
were providing the cheap raw uranium fuel, however, occasionally called in their chips to
ask for support to build research reactors. The AEC happily complied, arranging
purchases and agreements and paying for at least half the costs of research reactors.801
The 1955 Geneva Peaceful Uses conference solidified the AEC as the experts in
radiation protection. Relationships forged at the conference were important to the spread
of radiation health safety norms and dosimetry. For example, Eisenbud made
international contacts among the 3,600 scientists who attended. He later often hosted
foreign visitors, ranging from Queen Fredrika of Greece to the brutal “Papa Doc”
800
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Duvalier of Haiti. These visits allowed the spread of AEC and HASL laboratory
techniques and instruments used to measure fallout levels to other countries.802 These
international connections enabled the first ever international training in health physics
was held in 1955 and jointly sponsored by the AEC, the World Health Organization
(WHO) and Sweden.803 The AEC affiliated scientists traveled worldwide in the late
1950s, from investigating the Windscale accident in England to an Atoms for Peace
delegation to New Zealand. 804 Eisenbud’s relationship building was a good investment
on an international scale. It also narrowed the ways that fallout pollution and impacts
might have been imagined or considered in alternative ways.
Nonetheless, expanding international and industrial AEC diplomatic ties did not
necessarily muzzle fallout concerns. The Japanese and other non -AEC scientists
continued to study the issue in different ways than the AEC.805 Lewis Strauss as chair of
the AEC sent a top secret memo to the Secretary of State for the eyes of the President to
warn about the United Nation’s “intensification of the propaganda from the Russians and
the Indians” to end weapons tests. He lamented “a number of our own people are falling
for this bait.”806 Part of the bait was, in fact, a genuine worldwide concern about the
safety of fallout from the tests.
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Growing fallout angst required an international AEC strategy. Meetings between
Eisenbud’s Health and Safety Laboratory and Sterling Cole were held to brainstorm how
to approach this public relations quandary. Cole was not only good friends with Lewis
Strauss but Chairman of the Joint Congressional Committee on Atomic Energy. Cole
would also soon become the Secretary General of the IAEA. 807 They felt the “sensitive
issue” of fallout safety would “inevitably be raised in the UN by other states” and sought
to avoid looking authoritarian. The UNSCEAR was their proposal and it also
conveniently deflected an independent study that was being considered at the time by the
less than cooperative International Council of Scientific Unions (ICSU), just as the
Peaceful Uses meeting had eliminated the Japan Society’s UNESCO study. The US State
Department and the AEC had confidence that the UN as a trusted authority would aim
above all to calm fallout fears.808 These fears had been already equated by social
scientists at UNESCO as an irrational rejection of automation and modernity.809
The extent of the discourse on the UNSCEAR proposal at the UN shows
widespread concern that the group’s structure would influence its results. Efforts to
include China and nonmember states of the UN were rebuffed by the US, but not before
the discussion questioned the UNSCEAR’s commitment to objective facts. If the project
were actually scientific, argued V.K. Krishna Menon, it would be universal. UNSCEAR
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ought to include data from non-member states, such as a large land mass like China.
Menon, the dynamic Indian representative to the UN, explained this was needed because
“radioactive fallout did not stop at the boundaries of states which had not signed the
charter of the UN.” The US retorted indignantly (and ironically) that the planned
committee was not going to pander to such blatant political issues “inconsistent with the
spirit and traditions of science.” 810 India was also concerned about the lack of depth to
the study; using the terms “human health and safety” seemed incommensurate with the
genetics and “long range biological effects and contamination of plant life, water
resources, etc.”811
The discussion also became too focused on disarmament for the comfort of the
AEC. An amendment introduced by Syria and Indonesia that called for a cessation of
tests until the study was completed was also rejected with the other non- American
proposals.812 In the end, however, the AEC prevailed to create the study parameters to its
liking. Many key AEC members served, including Merril Eisenbud, while working for
the AEC’s Health and Safety Laboratory in the New York office located near the UN. He
was one of two alternates for Shields Warren, the chief US delegate.813 Only those
scientists selected by their governments would serve on the committees. As suggested by
Shields Warren (of the AEC and UNSCEAR delegate) at the first meeting, only
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governmental studies of reports or research already completed were to be reviewed by the
panel composed of only UN member states. No recommendations would be made. Indeed,
as was the tradition since the founding of the ICRP, the study was limited to assembling
and evaluating known information, without any enforcement or regulatory mechanism to
provide for the protection of the pubic. Most of the data and previous studies were
provided by the AEC.814 Much of this information had appeared in the earlier NAS
BEAR study. For example, the data of worldwide kilotons of nuclear weapons tests was
essential and this same data was provided by the US for the BEAR update of 1959.815
UNSCEAR was not necessarily a task of free and open scientific inquiry as it was
perceived.
The IAEA conducted itself similarly to the AEC, maneuvering other agencies
with their expertise. Trying to anticipate the possible strife over the founding of the
International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) led Dag Hammarskjold, UN Secretary
General, to instruct Luther Evans, Director General of UNESCO, that each agency in the
UN would need to “have on the table” their present and planned future atomic activities
to coordinate the research and the relationships.816 Not only did this adjust areas of
overlap and redundancy but allowed for scientific disagreements to be minimized, and
unanimity presented to a confused public during the fallout controversy.817 There was
however, resistance in bequeathing UNESCO’s and WHO’s roles in health entirely to the
814
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IAEA.818 For one example, tensions between WHO and IAEA erupted in 1959 and
1964.819
WHO had been founded as a global health organization by the UN to address the
human right of public health. Health as a human right is articulated in the 1948 WHO
Constitution: “The enjoyment of the highest attainable standard of health is one of the
fundamental rights of every human being without distinction of race, religion, political
belief, economic or social condition.”820 WHO embraced the peaceful uses of nuclear
technology as a way to treat diseases and enhance equal access to nuclear medicine,
another mandate of the Constitution: “The extension to all peoples of the benefits of
medical, psychological and related knowledge is essential to the fullest attainment of
health. Informed opinion and active co-operation on the part of the public are of the
utmost importance in the improvement of the health of the people.”821 WHO joined in an
official relationship in 1956 with the ICRP to coordinate radiation safety
recommendations. WHO also provided fellowships for the study of health physics and
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radiation protection to prepare for the coming nuclear expansion.822 This occurred just at
about the time that the IAEA was acquiring most radiation health responsibilities. The
rivalry between the two organizations was inevitable.
Eventually, WHO agreed to study only radiation protection in terms of medical
uses and consumer protection. This was determined after much angst with a
Memorandum of Understanding with the IAEA agencies in 1959. Even though the IAEA
limited WHO’s area of expertise, the IAEA remained bitter. WHO seemed to still creep
into IAEA terrain and did not consult or inform the IAEA. When the IAEA did involve
WHO in joint planning: “WHO tries to jump on our bandwagon and then to apply the
brakes.”823 The IAEA privately assessed that WHO had “done practically nothing” in the
area of technical assistance by the early 60s, and therefore, had no standing as nuclear
experts.824 These problems were resolved with more communication and liaisons, but this
only served to consolidate IAEA’s control and resulted in more limitation of WHO’s role
in radiation protection.
However, these differences seemed bridged by a similar methodological approach
to radiological problems. Even WHO-designed studies repeatedly framed their research
questions following the AEC model of assessing and quantifying numerical abstractions
to support standards to determine “safe” doses.825 The scientific infrastructure of the AEC
and the US Public Health Service were long-lasting in terms of how things were to be
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studied. For example, when studies of radiation-induced diseases were discussed, the ILO,
WHO and IAEA developed the same United States AEC and Public Health Service
approach to data that had been previously collected on uranium miners. This was done
without questioning the validity of the design of the approach or that the data may be
biased as it was collected during what is retrospectively classified as unethical human
radiation experiments. In the AEC and PHS health studies, the miners were told they
were being provided “check ups” and they were misled about the condition of their health.
They served as unknowing study objects so that radiation exposure could be correlated
with lung cancer and death. The miners were monitored but not told that their exposures
from the mines were a danger. The medical findings of their lung cancers, diseases and
even their impending deaths was withheld from them.826 A meeting of experts, many
connected directly to the AEC, would collate such existing AEC/PHS epidemiological
information and use it to make an “assessment of dose to the lungs of exposed
persons.”827
Examples of the infusion of the AEC perspectives into the various international
agencies abound in the documents of the AEC, the IAEA, UNESCO and WHO. For
example, the third report of the Expert Committee on Radiation formed by WHO was
titled “Radiation Hazards in Perspective.” The group organizer was Austin Brues,
Director of the Division of Biological and Medical Research at the US military laboratory
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at Argonne, Illinois.828 Although the committee was an international group, the AEC
perspective was clear, with such pronouncements as “Radiation has received a great deal
of attention in recent years from a number of points of view and this made it sometimes
difficult to view it in perspective against other hazards.” These perspectives included
understanding that while a decreased life span and accelerated aging had been found in
animals exposed to radiation, this must be weighed against the increase in life span due to
nuclear medicine.829 The results of the six- day meeting in October of 1961 recommended
that “public anxiety and mysticism” around radiation hazards be dispelled by proper
public health education. This education would put radiation hazards in perspective with
other dangers, such as toxins and smoking. The committee concluded that the attention
on radiation had caused the neglect of the study of these other dangerous chemical
pollutants, which instead should be studied.830 A future course was set.
Conclusion
The management of the AEC and its management of personnel and scientific
discourse minimized doubt. Repeatedly, it was understood by AEC scientists as a fact
and promoted as a fact that below natural background levels radiation would not be
dangerous. The AEC’s perception of radiation was ensured by its very structural and
bureaucratic design that limited oversight and did not focus on contamination. The
AEC’s reach worldwide was enabled by the IAEA and access to enormous financial
resources. Cheap uranium and access to governments, the press, and scientists embedded
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the nuclear age in modern life. The AEC’s success was also due to its willingness to use
scientists to influence other organizations.
The AEC managed perceptions and consensus on small and large scales. Other
scientists, like Pauling and Gofman charged the AEC glossed over harm and the lack of
consent. The AEC and the IAEA could intimidate, encourage and manipulate the
outcome of scientific inquiry in the mundane planning before a meeting even started.
They did this in the everyday humdrum activities of a bureaucracy: restricting oversight
with policy; planning meetings; building foreign relationships; arranging for public
relations; selecting and placing AEC experts at the helm of meetings and organizations;
all the while co-opting or excluding the work of detractors. However, this control and
surveillance culture of the AEC caused the AEC’s own insulation. AEC scientists were
isolated from other facts and possible modes of understanding and action to investigate
and prevent radiation dangers. Looking back, one finds their very success and expertise
precipitated a vast failure to protect human health and rights.
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Conclusion
“The crisis may be quiet, but it is urgent.” John F. Kennedy, 1963831
Pollution from nuclear technology caused an unknown number of birth defects,
cancers, even child-hood leukemia.832 Sources of exposure have included mining, milling,
fallout from nuclear testing, and storage. According to some estimates, fallout from US
nuclear weapons tests between 1945 and 1963 may be responsible for 70,000 to 800,000
deaths due to cancer.833 In terms of the world’s population, perhaps this number is small.
However, President Kennedy spoke about the death of just one child as an unacceptable
price for nuclear weapons testing when he announced the Partial Test Ban Treaty in the
summer of 1963 on national television:
…The number of children and grandchildren with cancer in their bones, with leukemia in
their blood, or with poison in their lungs might seem statistically small to some, in
comparison with natural health hazards. But this is not a natural health hazard--and it is
not a statistical issue. The loss of even one human life, or the malformation of even one
baby--who may be born long after we are gone--should be of concern to us all. Our
children and grandchildren are not merely statistics toward which we can be
indifferent.834
Kennedy also wrote of his concern, shared with Pauling, that pollution from modern
technology had exceeded the systems designed to control it. New technology, he wrote,
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“contaminate water and air, imperil wildlife and man and endanger the balance of life
itself.” This pollution he warned, served to “not only degrade the quality of the national
life but to weaken the foundations of national power.” Kennedy felt that to meet this
challenge, “we must expand the concept of conservation.” Society needs “new
instruments of foresight and protection and nurture in order to recover the relationship
between man and nature” to solve the problems caused by unjustified acts of power for
future generations.835
Nuclear science can be told as a tale of prolonged, and in some cases, random
violence disconnected from the many people and scientists who meant well. If you are a
parent of a child with leukemia, you will likely never know what caused the illness:
radiation leaves no fingerprints. But the historical evidence accumulates in other ways.
The effects of radiation can be seen in many examples, including the deaths of American
Indian miners, the contamination of the Navajo Nation and the Marshallese, forever
exiled from their homes. The construction of radiation safety became one way of seeing
the nuclear age in terms of risks and benefits. Those who disagreed did not have access to
a political system for consent, nor recognition of their rights to bodily sovereignty. They
had no way to enforce inalienable rights to “life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness” and
to protect themselves. A human rights frame for nuclear history reveals that this
dystopian outcome was connected to the dream of building a better world through
technology. Scientists, institutions and agencies embraced a philosophy of modernity
with nuclear technology at the center, as a way to create a better world. Their confidence
in this vision led to a distorted view of contamination and how it would be experienced
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by those exposed. The state, based on such persuasive nuclear expertise, claimed the
power to pollute and harm.
A way to begin to untangle this dystopian tale is to remember its very utopian
roots. The health impacts of the first radiation age were minimized due to the enthusiasm
for the actual benefits of seeing inside the body with X-rays and the possible uses and
cures of radiation. The deaths were accumulating, in plain sight, but often not with
indisputable connection to radiation as the cause. This delay and denial of harm also
occurred later as radiation exposure from fallout and reactors was deemed an acceptable
dose by the AEC experts. Many of these AEC scientists believed peace was not just a
rhetorical device, but an imperative, maintained only by nuclear weapons testing. Also,
they shared Frederick Soddy’s hopes: peace and human rights could finally be possible if
nuclear power plant and medical technology were shared with the world. The utopian
dream of building a better world, with economic, educational and heath equality for all,
with a faith in their own science, is what primarily caused the reality of nuclear pollution.
Most scientists and agencies had a distorted sense of the human rights violations they
were responsible for because radiation “below background” was of no concern compared
to other dangers, from cosmic rays, or from a Soviet arsenal.
These scientists and academics had their eyes on one sort of prize, based on Cold
War fears of nuclear annihilation. Their vision, however, outpaced the reality of their
daily actions. Almost imperceptibly nuclear scientists, educators, and agencies expanded
the power of the state to allow and condone contamination. Even on college campuses,
scientists (and even a university President) could not prevent those with nuclear expertise
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from endangering students’ health. Reactor accidents were cast as experiments and
learning opportunities.
Outside the United States, the AEC also influenced norms in international bodies.
When human rights were discussed, they were interpreted as the right of access to nuclear
science for economic development, science education, and medicine. These agencies,
first in the UN’s Atomic Energy Commission and later the International Atomic Energy
Agency, cast themselves as defenders of human rights and peace. The AEC built lasting
relationships with students, faculty, institutions, industry and these international agencies.
They did this with training, grants, curricula, research reactors and personal relationships
that cultivated life long nuclear science advocates and experts. In daily operations, the
AEC inserted its philosophy into scientific meetings, other countries’ legislative radiation
safety codes, education, and public ceremonies to dedicate research reactors and nuclear
industrial plants. The spread of these norms left few obvious avenues of protest.
Historians have argued that contamination itself is not ‘proof of damage.”836
However, human rights protocols since 1945 demanded morality of scientists and the
state, requiring consent to human experiments. Consent at the time in practice (as it still
can be) was ambiguous and contested.837 Yet rules to protect human rights were in place,
and the AEC, at least on paper, even required consent protocols to be followed.838 These
protocols included the Nuremburg Code (1947), the Universal Declaration of Human
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Rights (1949) among other international agreements.839 Nuclear power and testing both
were referred to by scientists many times openly in the AEC records as experiments. As
the infrastructure for nuclear science as a human right was being established, there were
opposite human rights claims being made against nuclear contamination. They were not
typically successful. Beginning with the indiscriminate killing of noncombatants in
Hiroshima and Nagasaki, human rights claims against nuclear threats and contamination
came from those who argued that governments had no right to contaminate human bodies
or the earth’s ecology. In 1959 Nagendra Singh, a judge of the International Court of
Justice, stated that nuclear weapons were not only incompatible with human rights but
irreconcilable with recognized laws. 840 However, the norms established already by the
United States, through the AEC, were not weakened by protests. There was no effective
format to articulate and protect what many felt were fundamental rights to health and the
integrity of one’s body and future offspring.
The notion that one’s right to remain uncontaminated was rooted in existing
values—embodied in U.S. Constitution and amendments, Universal Declaration of
Human Rights, and international law— is critical to understanding the nuclear age. The
failure to protect, or often to acknowledge, the fundamental right to one’s bodily integrity
shows the paradoxes of law and the limits of scientific expertise. These values were
easily dismissed by scientific experts with an alternative notion of what rights they were
protecting. The fallout suits are just one example of a lost claim both in court and in
839
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history. It and the many other cases need to be recovered for a full understanding of both
nuclear and human rights history. These claims belong in the stories we tell as we recount
the crucial moments of the nuclear age. Academics, health and human rights advocates,
and UN agencies alike need to address these forgotten but significant claims, and see
them for what they were: clear violations against human rights.
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